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School board reduces staff;
programs to remain intact

SHUTOUT PERFORMANCE - Murray High junior Mitch Grogan allowed only three hits in six innings to post a shutout in the Tigers' 10-0 victory over Calloway Countx..,..Thorsday' Grogan struckout
seven Lakers and didn't issue a single walk to improve to 3-0 on the season. The Tigers. 14-2, have won
their last 12 games. For more photos and game details, see Page 8 of today's sports section.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
, Economics appear to be the
determining factor in the Murray Board of Education's decision net to renew contracts for
six teachers in the school
district. Only one of those six
will be replaced.
Following a personnel discussion conducted in executive,session Thursday evening,"
members of the board voted
unanimously to terminate six
contracts and grant tenure
four teachers.
Those teachers whose contracts were not renewed by the
board are Kent Barnes, Janet
Ward, Diane Wilson, Karen
Atkins, Donna Carr and Nancy
Thurman.
There-have been no Changes in
the systems administration.
In an announcement following
the personnel voting Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey said
that even though the staff has
been reduced there will be no
reductions or cutbacks in
programs.
"We will continue to offer fulltime music, art and physical
education at the elementary
level and no programs have
been cut at the middle and high
schoel levels," he said.
Vacancies created by these
non-renewed contracts will be
filled by existing personnel with
the exception of Wilson who will
be replaced, Jeffrey said.
A--reduction in Title I Reading
funds was the reason cited for
Ward's contract not being
renewed. Jeffrey stressed,
however, that the Title I
Reading program at the elementary school level has not been
reduced and that Martha Finton

. gram have been notified that
with continue that program.
The board felt that. Joanne -their contracts will net be
renewed. However, Jeffrey says
Bowker, elementary music
that once the availability of fun- .
teacher, could continue the preding is announced, "all of these
sent music. program in the
people could be rehired."
absence of Atkins.
Those affected by this matter
Carr's employment, it was exare Teresa Barnett, Gail Farris,
plained, was funded through a
Marilyn Miller and ,Genese_.
state grant from that was not
Reid.
renewed this year. Carr serves
Following the personnel deciin the capacity of part time
Oons, Jeffrey announced "Due
guidance counselor at the
to lack of funds over the bienelementary level.
nium, next year we will lose apThurman had been employed
_ to fill _ a half-time vacaney- proximately $20.000. This board
has, for as long as I have been
created when Ann Chrisman
here, advocated a good pupilwas granted a leave of absence
teacher ratio - which has been
to complete degree rewell and above minimum founquirments. Chrisman will • be
dation requirements." He exreturning to a full-time position.
plains that while some major
Wilson, who teaches speech at
maintenance and remodeling
the middle and high school
projects are needed the board
levels, will be replaced.
has chosen to "put these on the
Barnes, an English and
back burner in order to have
history teacher at Murray High
more (money) for teachers and
School, will not be re-employed
programs. These projects can
beeause "we have more htan
be postponed untile finding is
enouch teachers in that area,"
avaialble."
Jeffrey said.
Two examples. of major,.
In addition to these, contracts
modifications mentioned were -for, four aids were also not
increasing the size of a multirenewed. They are Cheryl
Hawkins, Anne Hiter, Beverly
- (Cont'd on page 2)
Wyatt and Dot Wilson. Enroll:
ment could determine that these
are recalled, according, to
Jeffrey.
He reported that all inThree Sections - 30 Pages
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ATC

still contended many of the positions of the City were unsupportable, the corporation offered to
provide a second converterdecoder outlet free of charge
subject only to a $15 refundable
deposit.

He went on to say that on May
11 he will be traveling to
Washington to meet with cocounsel there to formulate the
next steps of the City.
"These furnishing ATC has offered_would apply only to those
In addition._ ATC said that -residents not subscribing to any
those people purchasing a of the pay channels," Overtiey
remote control cable-ready noted.
television set or VCR would
In other business, the council
-receive a remote contrel device
voted to dispose of the Rob Huie
at no charge.
Memorial Fountain located at
Stipulations to the offer outlin- the Murray Electric System and
ed that residents applying for establish a Huie Memorial
either of the announced changes Scholarship Fund at Murray
would be required to show proof State University.
of purchase of the sets, from
The council cited extensive
January 1, 1982 to February 1, renovation as a reason for the
1984.
change.
Dr.- C.C. Lowry said that
"After due deliberation of the
terms
of the scholarship are still
I
session,
executive
council in
forthcoming.
have been instructed to make'no
Two satellite refuse vehicles
response to ATC's offer,"
were also approved for purchase
Overbey said.

and a breif discussion of revisions to the business privilege
license ordinance were
discussed.
A recommendation by Mayor
Holmes Ellis for the appointment of William C. Adams, Jr.
(Bill) to the Murray Planning
Commission was approved.

77,

today's index

Council rejects offer from ATC to settle suit
The Murray City Council has
refused an offer of judgement
from American Television and
Communications Corporation
(ATC)to settle current litigation
disputes between the city and
the cable company.
Misinterpretations of a recent- Iy sigreWoñtiact-Iii‘re-p-roVoki
ed disagreements over costs and
benefits.
Following a motion by councilman Steve Sammons, the
council voted unanimously to reject the offer.
In correspondence to Don
Overbey, city attorney, ATC
stated that there was a willingness to compensate those
subscribers who had purchased
cable ready television sets,
VCR's or remote control devices
as a result of representations by
employees.
Although ATC stated that they

•

Adarrit will fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of
Charlie Adams.
Ellis informed the council that
city propety on 641 north was
sold this week to Howard and
G.T. Brandon_for $200,000.
A deed in curientlybeing completed, he added.

partly cldudy
Tonight will be partly
cloudy with a 40 percentchance of thunderstorms._
Lows in the low 60s.
Southwest winds 5 to 10
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake..
. .359.2
AtarRley
-Lake
-3511.1
_
_

_

-

Banquet sold out
Donna Herndon, director of
Alumni Affairs at Murray State
University announced today
that the Inaugural Banquet
scheduled for 7 p.m. Saturday
has been sold out.
According to Herndon, anyone
currently holding reservations
that will not be able to attend
should contact her office by 4:30
p.m. today to free that space for
others.

others.
Those desiring additional information may contact her office at 762-3737, 762-3738 or
762-3739.
Herndon stated that chairs
will be set up in the rear of the
building around 7:30-7:45 p.m.
for those people only wishing to
view the awards portion of the
evening.
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Stroup ceremonies Saturday
can only say that if you know of
Dr. Kaia Mays Stroup was
similar institutions that do not,
named Murray State Univerfor example, have a nursing prosity's seventh president, and the
gram, or do not have an
first woman president of a Kenagriculture program, or do not
tucky university or, college, on
have a strong business program,
April 27, 1983. This Saturday,
or do not have a strong general
April 28, she will be officially ineducation-IDC-hurilipities core.
augurated. On the eve of.,that
You can only appreeTate that by
event, she took the time to
way of comparison. We have
reflect on her first year as presimanaged to stay pretty much
dent, in an interview with
going in a solid direction that's
Ledger and Times staff writer
compatible with the kind of inCharles Honey.
stitution that we are, our role
Q: You've been here approxand the things that we can do
imately 10 months. Do you have
best; and also servicing the
any thoughts about things that
types of students and manpower
have most impraeged you about
needs in this area. The emphasis
Murray State?
In engineering-technology, for
Stroup: I believe the initial reacexample, is very irery important
tion I had to the campus, when I
thrust. The science technician
read the configuration of the
area is a very important thrust.
academic programs, still holds
as the strongest _particular 67— Those areas are very compatible with the needs of Kentucky
pression that I have. And that is
right now and the needs of this
that the configuration of proarea.
grams _is very appropriate for
What strikes a person, and it's
our type of university. And you

still the strongest impression, is
that the institution has not gone
adrift... When compared to
other institutions that have
taken different directions, and
they've beep dead-ends or may
have been inappropraite
academic programs for that institution and the mistion, you
better appreciate the strength of
leadership and vision that took
place here.
Q: So Murray State offers what
is most appropriate for Murray
State to offer, and doesn't try to
do too much.
Stroup: Well now the question of
too much is a serious question
and it's a question that I still
need to have completely
answered. When the Southern
Association reaffirmation team
was here, one of the things that
they talked about was to just
raise some questions with us
about whether or got maybe we
were offering too many courses

in certain areas, or maybe had
duplication of courses in some
areas, or whether or not we were
perhaps offering too many
graduate programs in certain
areas. But those are fine-tuning
questions, those aren't basic
structural questions. So the
answer to your question is, we
need to do some more work in
that area, but it's certainly not a
basic structural situation that
you'd need to alter and change.
Q: What about weak links? Have
you identified in your own mind
any things that do.„need to be
changed structurally that are
holding the university back? Stroup: I think the question of no
college of education or the question of a designated
unit...because-When an institution starts as a pOrmal school
and has that thrust, though it
isn't the only thrust, it's important that you keep the name-in
(Cont'd On page 3)
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Kala Stroup, MSC President
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Red Cross annual program
-

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
ALUMNI WEEKEND
INAUGURATION OF
DR. KALA M. STROUP, MSU, 1984

'

Friday, April 27
'Seminar OW-Excellence in ME Educatioir
Panel Discussion featuring higher education leaders from
KY & the nation
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
National Perspective
4:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m
Kentucky Perspective
7:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m
Theatre in the Park
HENRY IV. PART I by William Shakespeare
$3.50-Adults, S2.00-Students
Call 759-1752 for reservations

8:00 p.m.

1984 Student Art Show
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine _Arts Center
117 pieces on exhibition
Admission free
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m
_

Saturday, April 28
Phi Delta Kappa Reunion
Charter Members Reunion
Mississippi Room.'Curris Center

0:00 a.m.

1a84 Student Art Show
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine- Arts Center
117 pieces on exhibition
Admission Tree
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Registration of Delegates
Curris Center. 3rd level

9.00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

Brunch for Delegates & Special Guest
Curris Center Ballroom. 3rd revel

•

•
9:00 a.m,-11:00 a.m.

The Inaugural Ceremony
Lovett Auditorium
Reception
Pogue Library

11:00 am.

Immediately following the ceremony

Blue-Gold Spring Football Game
SteWart Stadium-Westside Main Gate
AdmisMon-S2.00-Adults S1.00-children under 121:30 p.m.
Board of Regents Meeting
Board of Regents Meeting Room. Wells Hall.
Alumni Banquet
Curris -Center. Main Ballroom. 3rd level...

2:30 p.m.

SOLD OUT
. :7:00 p.m.

Inaugural Ball
Semi-formal
Curris Center. Admission free

9.00 p.m.

Theatre in the Park
HENRY IV..PART I by William Shakespeare
$3.50-Adults: $2.00-Students
Call 759-1752 for reservations

8.00 p.m

Sunday, April 29
1984 Student Art Show
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts Center
117 pieces on exhibition.
Admission free
1:00-4:00 p.m
Theatre in the Park
HENRY IV. PART I by William Shakespeare
$3 50-Adults, $2.06-Students '
Call 751e-1752 for reservations
2.00 p.m.
HENRY IV. PART I will also be presented
..3.1av 3, 4, 5 at 8--:p0 p.m. and May 6 at 7:00 p.m.

Brown*s health may cause
his withdrawal from race
.

4-444

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Former Gov, John Y. Brown Jr.
-has been talking about giving up
his bid for the U.S. Senate, said
Dr. Grady Stumbo, who served
in Brown's cabinet.
A source active in the Brown

Arts, crafts
show planned
for W.A:T.C.H.
An Arts and Crafts Festival
will be held May 12-13 at the
West Kentucky Exposition
Center to raise money_for the
Work Activites Center for the
Handicapped • (W.A.T.C.H.) of
Murray.
The festival will run from 10
a.m. - 5 p.M. May 12 and from 1
- 5 p.m. on May 13. All exhibits
will be indoor and the festival is
free and open to the public.
Booths for the fair can still be
Obtained by calling Dianna Harrison, fair director, at 759-1360 or
759-1965. Entry for the exhibits is
$20 and i, tax deductable.
Money collected from exhibitors will go to W.A.T.C.H.
Although the program does
receive some state and federal
funding, a large part of its
revenue comes from private
donations and fund-raisers.

pJ

'Learn to Swim'registration set
Plans- are now being made for
the .4944 Red Cross Learn to
Swim Program, set for June 11
through August. Registration
will be April 20 and May 1 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Library from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Sign-up thereafter will be at the
Red Cross Office, third floor of
the courthouse, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 9
a.m. until 4 p.m. No phone
registration will be accepted.
Again this year, the program
will take place at the Murray
Calloway Colinty pool. ,Classes
will be ofered to infants through
adults. A schedule of the eight.
weeks session is as follows:
First session.June 11-22
lel& Beginners t SP 4.
10-11 Beginners ,SP. Beginners tBP 'Ads.

- liegitiners 1131'4
10• 10 30 Parent & Tot
-in In. t BPliffent IF Prresehool'II-if Begin
Biglimers .RI1, Intermediates . SF',
ii -II 30. Parent & Tot, 11 30-12. Parent &
Preschool
Evening riaisstun
SV.1111 it May
,la&
swimming, Ntater Exercises
ea. Beginners I SP
Beginners 4-11•1
Beginners BP
II-8 30. Parent & Tot
s 30-9. Parent & Preschool
Second session.June 30-July 6.
9.10. Beginners ISP. Beginners 4 SP
.
10-11. Beginners I SP ), Beginners i BP Beginners I BP ). Intermediates ( BP..
10-10:30. Parent & Tot.
10:30.11.00. Parent & Preschool
U.12. Beginners (SP t. Beginners t BI'.Swimmers (BP )
11.1130. Parent & Tot
1130.12. Parent & Preschool
Evening Session. 7.8. Swim & Stay Fit (lap
swimming). Water ExeiTises
8.9,Beginners lS4.Adv. Beginasra45P.. Adult*
Beginners (BP).
8-8:30. Parent & Tot.
830-9. Parent & Preschool
Third 14.- --001 h4iN 4 l4?, 4/.
9-10, Berm,
"1'
•
10-11
•
I _. •
fi•-g

tiers • HP
ktry eseprairterz • tit'
1,• 10 -414 4':44•911 a Tm
i -001t-jr

first to sign up basis. The 1984
I1.5 per person for
\ Calloway County residents and
$25 each for out of county
students. At the time of sign up,
a ticket receipt will be given
which students should bring
with them the first day of class.
Several volunteer aids to
assist the instructors for the entire summer program will be
needed. Anyone interested in
volunteering is asked to contact
Mrs. Billington at the Red Cross
office .at 753-1421 on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
Persons wanting their chilren
to receive lessons and the fee is
a problem*, please contact Peggy
Billington at the REd Cross office concerning a sponsor for
your child.

tees-win be

,
T

lermeshates 'HI'.
11 T1'30. I'artmt & Tot •
•
44 311-12 Parent It Perstrts001
Kventng Session. 7-R, s•int St Stay Fit !lap
1111f11 lug Water F:xt-tt
II, 144'44 inners t
tit 1.14-4414149, - .111' •
.Rrhilt Arts- tieginnertt BP.
N 30 l'aren1 a: Tot
44 .149 Part 111 & 1'
hot)!
Fourth session, July 29-August 3
9-10, Beginners SP. Beginners SP
10-11. Specials.
10-10,30. Parent & Tot
10 90-11 00. Parent & Preschool
11.12. Beginners ISP,. 13eginntm. (BP 1. Adv
Beginners DPI, Intermediates I iPPI
11-11 90. Parent & Tot
11:30-12. Parent k Preschool
Evening Session, 7-8. Swim & Stay Fit !lap
swimming). Water Exercises
8-9. Beginners iSP.. Adult klegumers
Swimmers or Lifesaving
•
8.8.30. Parent & Tot,
8 30-9. Parent & Preschool

All clawaoq will-be limited to 15
students and registration is on

Murray school board action...
(Cont'd from page 1)
purpose room at one of the
elementary centers and pursuing ene'rgy conservation
measures.
He further explained that
there are about 24 units
(teachers) in the system not
covered by minimum foundation
funds whose salaries are paid by
local funds at a cost of $559,000
per year.
"This is where 'the board
believes the money should be going. The best decisions have
been made," Jeffrey said.
In other action, board
members voted to apply for acceptance in the International
Baccalaureate. Program based
in Geneva, Switzerland.
Curriculum Director Doralyn
Lanier explains that the program is a comprehensive two:'year curriculum for juniors and
seniors which includes advanced study is several areas including foreign languages.
An application fee of $720 is required which will include the
cost of sending four persons
from the district to a teacher
training workshop in Chicago.
Lanier says she expects school
year 1984785 to be a "gearing up
procress for partial implementation for the next school year."
She also reported that the Ad-

vanced Placement program will
be expanded to include biology
and chemistry in the upcoming
school year with math and
English being the next target
areas for inclusion.
Advanced Placement is a program allowing students to earn
college credit by taking examinations in specified areas.
Exams in French, Spanish and
computer science are available
this year. She added that Advanced Placement is a good
"stepping stone" toward implementation of International
Baccalaureatte.
The summer enrichment program which was offered only to
identified gifted children last
year will be available to all
students this summer, Lanier
announced.
The process of developing -a
schedule of classes and teachers
will begin today with results being announced later. She
reported that possible areas of
study may include philosophy,
astronomy, marine biology,
drama, foreign language,
creative writing, art, music,
computer awareness and typing. Specific courses will be
determined after teachers are
surveyed.
Classes would be held from 9
a.m. to noon Monday through

Dr. Stroup invites all area
residents to attend inaugural
and alumni events Saturday
Everyone in the Murray area
has been invited by, Dr. Kala M.
Stroup to attend her inauguration Saturday and to participate
in other activities in conjunction
with her installation as the
seventh president of Murray
State University.
She said she is hoting for a
large turnout of people from the
local and area communities, as
well as a sizeable contingent of
alumni, for the inaugural
ceremony to begin at 11 a.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
"Printed invitations cannot be

Friday and students would be
expected to pay tuition to cover
the cost of the courses.
Board members also heard a
report from Willie' Jackson,
director of pupil personnel, on
attendance, dropout rate and
transportation.
He reported that attendance in
the district ranks well above
state averages while the dropout

rate is well below. He reported
that the transporation service
will operate with pickup areas
for all schools similar to last
year.
The, board also approved
several requests for overnight
trips for students to attend
various state and national competitions and events.

Murray kindergarten
enrollment is Monday
Children who will enter
kindergarten this fall and those
who will be in enrolling for the
first time in the Murray- Independent School system are
scheduled to register between 5
and rp.m. Monday, April 30 in
the cafeteria of Robertson
Center, Broach Avenue.
According -to Lochie Overbey,
principal of Murray Elementary
School, students.must be five
years old by October to begin
kindergarten and six years old
by October to begin first grade.
State law requires all students
entering a Kentucky school to
present a valid immunization
certificate and tuberculosis test
isued by a physician or county
health department
Kindergarten and first grade
students may be denied entrance to school if immunization
requirements ,are not met.
These required certificates may
be presented Aug. 15 when.
school fees are paid.
An official copy of the student's birth certificate for first
time entry to kindergarten or
first grade is also required for
registration. All students must
also have a physical examination on record.
As in the past, Murray offers
two kindergarten sessions both at Robertson Center. The
moriiing session begins a 8 and

ends at 10:30 while the afternoon
session begins at 11:45 and
dismisses at 2:15. Children who
live on the bus route may ride to
school for the morning session
but will need to be picked up at
school each day. Children who
attend the afternoon session will
need to be brought to school
each day but may ride the bus
home.
Students already enrolled in
Murray Elementary School Will
be given enrollment forms to be
condieted and returned to
school. Those students who do
not complete this form should
must register on April 30. -

Hubbard
plans visit
to courthouse
_Congressman Carroll Hub
bard, scheduled to attend the
formal inauguration of Murray
State University's seventh president, Dr. Kala Stroup on Saturday. will visit the Calloway
County Courthouse on Monday
at 4:30 p.m. to meet with
residents of the community.
While in Murray, Hubbard
will also.attend the -Chamber of -Commerce Annual Dinner Monday evening • at the Curris
Center.

sent to everybody, she pointed
out, "but obviously the whole
community is welcome and encouraged to be a part of all inaugural events."
campaign told The Associated Press that the former KentuckyA reception sponsored- by the
Fried Chicken magnate's health
Student Government • Associawas causing him to reconsider
tion in the main reading room of
his run against Democratic inPogue Library immediately
cumbent Walter "Dee"
following the inaugural
Huddleston.
ceremony and a semi-formal Inaugural Ball at 9 p.m. in the CurOfficials of Political Media
ris Center are among the acSouthern States Co-operative
reported a window was broken
Services of Jacksonville, Fla.,
tivites which the public is in- on Industrial Road was
and partially open. He reportedwhich had been handlingi his
vited to attend.
burglarized early this morning,
ly went to the back of the
broadcast advertising, began
according_ to a report from the
building and a witness said a
calling Kentucky radio and
Calloway
'
male suspect came out of the.
County
Sheriff's
television stations to cancel the
Department.
window and fled on foot.
ads, and to say that Brown had
According to the report, the
A flashlight and other small
pulled out of the race.
Southern States alarm sounded
items. tagged With Southern
Brown spent the morning callat approximately 12:30 a.m., An
States' tags were reportedly
ing friends and advisers from
officer from the Murray Police
found
near the railroad track.
The weekend of inaugural and
his home, but was not available
Department resonded and
No other items were reported
scheduled - from 9 to 10 p.m.
alumni
activities
Murray
at
for comment.
missing.
and from 11 p.m. to midnight.
State University will conclude to
The middle set - 10-11 p.m. the music of the Alumni All-Star
Big Band and the Murray Jazzi will be by the Murray Jazz
1 - Quartet.
Quartet.
Music from the dixieland and
The ensembles will play at the""`
Inaugural Ball from 9 p.m. to swing eras is the quartet's
midnight Saturday in the Curris speciality. The group performs
Center atrium. The ball is spon- frequently throughout west
Kentucky.
sored by the Alumni Association
Dress for the ball is semiforIn honor of the university's
Since Wednesday's announcemal and their is no charge for
seventh president, Dr. Kala
ment of moving several prinadmission. Area alumni are askStroup.
cipals in the Calloway County
Dr. Richard - Reichmuth, ed to remind their out-of-town
School System, concerned
chairman of the department of guests that alcoholic beverages
parents have chosen to meet at
MUsic, directs the Alumni All- cannot be permitted.
various times and Locations to
AND THEN THERE WERE ? - Dwain Taylor's "Hold
Star Big Band. The 18 members
On"
discuss the changes. The conpromotion started Wednesday with 14 participants. The
include faculty, alumni and tion Saturday and to participate
first 24
cluded actions of these parents
hours left-the contest with 10. At press time, the field is reported
In other activities in conjunction
students.
will be reviewed as a whole
to be down to four. Entrants are required to remain standing
Reichmuth's ensemble is with her installation as the
with
rather than reported
one hand on a 1976 Caprice Chevrolet and the one remaining
known for its big band music of seventh president of Murray
the
individually.
longest wins the car. The winner last year lasted 62 hours.
the '80s and :40s. Two sets are State University.

Break-in reported today

Inaugural Ball will conclude
weekend activities at MSU

Parents views
seen as whole

...AND THE BIG GOING-OUT-0FaBUSINESS SALE AT
WIGGINS FURNITURE MUST GO ON TIL THE BIG
STORE IS EMPTY OF ALL NEW FURNITURE AND
BEDDING. ...11 v.,c:711-6.4 1
••••

2 Miles North
of Murray

.44

WIGGINS FURNITURE

••••

Open 8:30-5:00
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k's time to phase
out leaded gasoline

V

1

There are thousands of motorists pumping leaded gasoline into the tanks of vehicles that are
limited by law to unleaded fuel.
These motorists are using this fuel illegally
because it is about 6 cents a gallon cheaper. But
In the end, the practice will cost them more in auto
repairs. And if they are caught breaking the law_
they will-be fined.
—
About one-fifth of the catalytic Converters on the
nation's vehicles have either been destroyed by
leaded fuel or removed by owners so that leaded
fuel can be used. With the catalytic converters
removed or hot functioning, these cars are pumping lead and other pollutants from their tall pipes
into the atmosphere. The hydrocarbon pollutants in the air are bad
enough, but lead is an especially pilist-innits air
pollutant element. It affects the brain_functions
of_young_chudren. Leaded fnelq_also -contain achemical known as EDB,aknbwn carcinogen that
is banned from insect sprays.
tinder current plans of the Environmental Protection Agency, almost all leaded gas will be phased out by 1992..However,-William D. Ruekeishatis,
EPA administrator, says this is not fast enough
He believes banning the fuel altogether and soon
nitg_ht 14e -arlot easierAtian_enforcing the lawagainst-those:Using:lled-MO illegally.

looking back
Ten years ago
About 1,000 persons were present for the opening of "The Stubblefield Story" last night at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
This production is about the life of Nathan B
Stubblefield of Murray, inventor of radio.
Richard Schorey, president of gentile-Icy Lake
Chapter of Toastmasters International won first
place in District II Serious Speech Contest of
Soighern Division West at Evansville, Ind.
Marsha Sledd, James Stoffer and Mary Devine
of Murray State University will attend the national Phi Beta Lambda Conference in SEM Francisco, Calif., June 17-19.
Elected as officers of the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter et the-Daughters-of-the American
Revolution at a meeting at the home of Mrs. Clifton Key were Mrs. John J. Livesay, Miss Maude
Nance, Mrs. Stephen Visher, Mrs. Max Hurt,
_ Mrs.John'mance, Mrs. Leon Grogan, Mrs. Paul
Sturm, Mrs. Wesley Waldrop, Mrs. Corine
McNutt and Mrs. price Doyle.
Gary Crass, Sam Rodgers and James Morgan
are pictured with fish taken while fishing 'ill
Blood River Area of Kentucky Lake.
TWenty years ago '
Kentucky)Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
dedicated the new 80-bed Murray-Calloway
County Hospital yesterday
monument to
the enterpriaingaPiritiuid iresourciffilriess ofThe
people of the community."
-Citrolyri:liplifeelyT-daughter of _Mr. and -Mrs,
-Howard McNeely, student at Murray College
High -School, was elected as vice president of
Kentucky Future Business Leaders of America
at the annual state convention in Louisville.
Eugene Smith is FBLA sponsor at College High.
Linda Kay Henry,- daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M.W. Henry and senior at Calloway County High
School, and Edward A. Thomas, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward P. Thomas and senior at Murray
College High School, Were presented $300
scholarships to attend
_ Murray State C,ollege-by
the Murray...Lions Club.
Recent,blx•ths.reported ãt Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Reed, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cooper and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. David Payne.
Hazel M. Cowin, teacher at Murray State College, is among 80 teachers who have been appointed to participate in a summer institute in
mathematics, June 15-Sept. 5, at the University
of Illinois at Urbana.
Thirty years ago
Louis- Kerlick
be instructor at a basic
training • meeting for Adult Boy Scout Leaders
tonight at Wilson Hall, Murray State College.- Members of cast of the play, "Damsels In
• Distress," to be presented April 30 by Seniors of
Lynn Grove High School are-Brenda Williams,
Shirley Burin, -Annette Crawford,. Shirley Jeffrey, Glenn Eaker,- Jimmy Ford, Robert
Williams, Barbara Taylor, Glenn,Waldrop,Darn
Miller, Larry Prichard and John Barnett.
The Murray Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
will be host for the banquet.with chapters of
Paris, Tem., and Paducah on April 30 at Paris
Landing Inn. Ruby Simpson is Murray president.
, Elected._ aa_ Officent Of Alm
_Seh001
Chapter -of Future farmers of America were
Daphene Herndon, Ruth Bagwell, Barbara
Tucker, Geraldine Wilson, Maudie Carr, Betty
Cope, Myrtle Mathis and Martha Sheppard.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn have been the
guests of their daughter, Mrs. Stine Isenhower
and Mr. Isenhower of Conover, N.C.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
that's different is that in Kentucky
-same kinds of issues: the relationthose students are not going to col- , ship of the execUtive branch to the
there somewhere. That's our
lege and they are in other states,
legislature, between the C,9uncil on
responsibility, to provide leaderand that's what's putting us behind
Higher Education and the
ship for the superintendents of
in
all
these
statistics.
Our
collegepresidents and the legislature. And
schools in this area for excellence
attending rate, the number of 16- to
the concerns of representing the
in this.,region and excellence in
19-year-olds in some kind of postconstituency are, for the
educiation. secondary work, is among the
legislators, the same. I've found
The other area that we need to do
lowest
in
the
nation.
that
the Kentucky legislators are
little bit more in, is the one I talkvery much like the Kansas
ed about from the very beginning:
legislators in that they're very
we do need to work on the external
reasonable. If you provide, them
image of the institution. We need to
Q: Have you been particularly-hapwith the information and take time,
gain more external support, we
• they will listen. They're very inpy with anything you've
need to be viewed as a university
accomplished?'
terested
in
their
homedistricts
and
that meets the needs of a lot of the
Stroup: I've been particularly
the welfare of their areas.
Individuals of West Kentucky, and
pleased
with the way in whiCh the
Vice
Q:
(Late
President)
_Jimn
114as) the importance of Kentucky
interim appointments have workedHall's death: How were you able to
at heart. And then We need to ask
cope with that administratively?
together and carried their share of
for help, both financial and making
The fact that, at that point, he was
Q: Both before you came and since
sure that we can carry on our misresponsibility. I've been very
taking an awful lot of responsibility
• you've been here, you've given
pleased with the appointments
sion. from our alumni, state
on himself, assumisig 'those two
- some pretty articulate views on
we've made so far, and I've also
leaders and so forth.
- been pleased with the process. A lot
Q: Let me ask you about the imeducation. For example, state - roles (of VP for admbilstrative ser- ,
vices and interim VP fornniversity - of faculty and individuals have
age...about 'Murray State as being
universities being accessible and
services).
.
-perceived as a kind of isolated, inproviding an opportunity for
Stroup: He-was-thetransition per- been involved in the process of
sulated Place: a strong old-boy netstudents, the value ofs,Upend arta
son, because he had worked with. - selection of the vice president for
sort of base to an education, learnwork, resistant to change, etc. Do
the board in making the transition, academic affairs, and now-the vice
ing for learning's sake. Has being
you think that image is till out.
and was enormously helpful to me --president for university relations
president here changed anyof your
• there?
and development, and the dean of
in showing me the inner workings
basic philosophies and outlooks on
StrouP: Oh yes. And I work an__
libraries,
of
Murray
State
and
the
state
education'?
awfully lot to talk about What we're
government. And so that loss was
was very pleased with the SACS
doing and how that's not true.
Stroup: No, it really has not.
at a very difficult time, because /
reaffirmation visit and the way in
Again, that's the idea of, what kind
(Also), we are viewed as having inwas just beginning to understand, which the steering-committee took
- tetnal organizational conflicts
of university are we? And when
and we were right in the middle of
responsibility for that, and the way
within bodies of the university, who
you make a choice about where
doing
several
things
that
needed
to
in
which so many people were in
you're
going
to
put your energies
have different notions about what
be done.
- volved, and the superb report. I've
as an educational leader, you make
the university is doing. Now
also been very pleased with the
choie ahoat what kind of institowhether or_ not_that _oerception_is_
tion You want to be involved with.
correct is not important - well,.
fact that the university has done
yes it's important but -it's not the
,,And I want to be involved with the
some very good things this year.
mostimportant thing at this point
kind_ of_institution Murray.State is:
well, and naaa-PrettY-Pasitive
•
It's the perception that that's still
The institution that really has had
• outlook. I think people around here
a history of open door, a history of
out there. I have to _work to condo believe that this university 4s-aproviding education for individuals
vince people that we are working
good one and that we do a good job.
who might not have an opportunity
together in a commonly-agreed I'm also pleased with the way in
otherwise; and also, being commitdirection down here.
which our recruitment of new
ted to strong teaching and the fact
students is going. We've had some
that we have something to offer
outstanding students in here this
students, something beyond par- Q:'It struck me that with Marshall
year, and programs like the Golden
ticular training or education for a Gordon leaving previously; Who
100 really encourage some very
'particular field. We want to impart was also this sort of wealth of constrong students to come here. I
to them some of the'values of the
tacts and information...dia people
could go on -and on: we've really
university education, and that's around you go out of their way to
haa a very good year. And when
why we're called universities and -sort-of rush in
and fill the gap- :you think abouthe number of peoshould be called universities. We temporarily?
ple.,who are in new slots and filling
have that obligation. We really Stroup: A lot of times I just boldly
:new roles, -that's pi-etty amazing.
cannot say, "Well, students. we'll went out and made the kinds of con.let you come here and decide
at tacts I needed to. I spent a long
Q: The fintintial aitualiorwhave
It is you need to -have to be time in Frankfort, and Kathy Cole,
now and the failure of the tax: Has
prepared out there." We have to
who is an assistant to Harry
, that frustrated some-ideasT-goals
say,'
'
- There is something here call- Snyder, took me around and
and plans that you had for the
ed the university education that we started introducing me throughout
university?
feel you ought to be exposed to, that Frankfort. Then the West KenStroup: It's slowed down conmay not be Specifically'related to tucky legislators, both the local
siderably some changes that you
-- what you do that first day on the ones and people -like Sen-. -Garrett
could make. And it also changed
• job."
and Sen. Higdon, really took it on
some things that I told people I
Q: You won't exactly nave a themselyes to make sure I met as
-wanted- to do For inct2neer_i_stiU
laid-back lifestyle beforeyoucame truti1y-peOple-aS:pOssible. And then
firmly believe that we need to work
here. But surely (being president) 'I fell back on my traditional ways
Heartline is a service for senior
- on_ the direction of improved faculhas had some impact on your life_ of getting acquainted, which are to
citizens.
Its purpose is to answer
• - ty and staff salaries. But when-that
and your family.
Invite people to thecampus or to be
_q_uestions and solve problems,Ifyou
'
was put at 2 percent----STM-up: 1 wOrlted two years with a Involved in speaking engagements,
have-a question or a problem not
much you can do, and you were
university chancellor, was sort of 'and I continued with my plan of
answered in these columns, write to
given 1.4 percent to do it with,
the right-hand person. I've been
visiting the communities and getHeartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
(Also), we needea _to make a few
very close to university presidents tintacquainted.
Alexandria, Ohlb 45381. You will
programmatic and organizational
for about six or _seven years. So I Q: One of the things-you stressed
receive a_ prompt _reply,-you
shifts that it's going to be harder to
knew an awful lot about it, but I did
when you came was decisionmust include a self-addressed,
make.
You sometimes need
not realize, even being' close to
making by consensus-. How has
stamped envelope. The most useful
some leeway of budgeting to do
those two people, the tremendous that panned out for you?
replies will be printed in this
some transitional things while you
number-of communication links Stroup: I'm having a little difficulcolumn.
change some leadership patterns, , (for which) the president is the on
_
Ar-fram_ HEARTL.INE-_
_ . . _What
g
- be'able to
typivotatpant
give yTai au
requirements for a spouse annuity
believe thawnen I put a paper out
naPPea.
- --•
under Railroad Retirement and how
.example, ;I'm- a pivotal "COBTthat I'm Putthig it out ( because i I
munication point with the other
Q: Were you disappointed or surdoes the amount the spouse receives
do want their reaction. And then,
four vice presidents and their inter- ,pedple have to understand that if
prised that the tax package failed?
compare with a Social Security
communication, and the cornDid it tell you something about the
spouse benefit? J.G.
you use that process and are true to
munication between (them) and
• • ANSWER: The age requirements
whole educational attitude in the
that process, you must give the
the budget director....But I'm also
for a spouse annuity depend on the
state?
time for that process -to work. For
the key communicator with the
employee's age and date of retireStroup: I am concerned. I was not
example, some individuals feel
board of regents and the chairman, we're taking a little too much time
ment and the employee's years of
necessarily totally surprised,
with the Council on Higher Educe- with the reorganization -( of the colrailroad service, The following rebecause everyone had warned me
tion and (its) staff, with the other
quirements apply if the employee's
that the tax packAge would proleges). But if you allow individuals
university presidents. I'm generalannuity began after 1974.
bably not carry this session. My
to sit down and deliberate and
1.y. the key communicator with the
If a retired employee is age.62 or
concern is that this isn't the first
think, and try to build some kind of
board of trustees of the foundation, consensus and support, then it
over with -10-29 years of service, the
time that the whole educational
employee's spouse is eligible for an
with the student body president, takes time, and people have to be
Issue has been put before the
the alumni association...
citizens of Kentucky,-and we must
willing to let.the process take time - annuity at age 62. Early retirement
reductions of-up to 25(--'r are applied
So that, I have to always keep in
address it at some point. Wel look at
if you're going to use that kind of
to the spouse annuity if the spouse
mind who needs to know what, who
the statistics and we shake our,
process. Everybody knows the
retires before.age 65..
needs to communicate what to
heads, but we do need to address it.
most expedient way to run
If a retired employee is age 60 or whom; and also when the various
I think the governor was paranything is for somebody to decide
over-andyeredited with at least 30
grips, regardless of their
ticularly courageous, and the
and do it. I do-hot feel that that's a
years of service, the employee's
reasons, come at a prolalern from a
superintendent of public instrucgood governance pattern for a
spouse
is also eligible for an_ annul-.
different
perspective,
I've
got
to
tion was particularly courageous,
university. I feel then you -end up
ty at age 60. Early retirement annuitry to sort that out, sift that out and
in taking strong stands that we
trying to persuade individuals later
ty reductions are applied to the
must,- indeed, address it. Now at ' define the problem in such a way
oir of the value of doing it So I do
spouse annuity- if the employee
that we can come to some-kind of 'believe that the other way is more
this point, I think the Citizens have
-retires- before-age--62-anWèagréédéneedthIsagreement. So often-you're -a. real- effective for a good universIty.
employee attained age Wand com-,
- pivotal point. The Second thing I
problem addressed." _
Now the.other part of that that
pleted 30 years of service prior to
didn't
realize
was
the
tremendous
Q: Isn't the public school problem
people must tolerate, is that groups
July 1, 1984. The reduction is
number of appearances that I
in Kentucky. the graduation rate
within the university will have
substantially
less if the employee atmake
just
for
appearance's
sake.
If
and the whOle performance prodisagreements. It's easier to focus
I'm not , there it communicates • disagreeing with a president or an, tains age 60 between July 1. 1984 and
blem, a limiting factor on the proDecember 31. 1985_
something._ -gress and the quality that you can
administrator or a board, than to
Also,if a30-year employee retires
--Other-TrUltrating
offer at Murray State?
colleagues
say, "Some of my
at age 62 or later, an age reduction.
part of that is, I know when I • disagree with Me:" What I'm tryStroup: Well, no, I have a different
is not applied to the spouse annuity.
„ haven't communicated Well. I'm
view of that. I think that the difing to do is to get people to underseven if the spouse retires at age 60
very, very sensitive to that, and - tand that there are differences in
ference between Kentucky and
rather than age 62.
you cannot do as effective a job as
other states is that Kentucky is senviews within the university and
The ayerage monthly railroad
you'd like to do with every situading, in most cases, its better
that you don't need to focus that on
retirement spouse annuity awarded
tion, because there is not an apstudents on to college. But what
an individual. That it's an honest
in 1983 was about $270: the average
propriate amount of time to do it.
has happened in other states is that
disagreement among intelligent inmonthly social security benefit was
a wider range of students is attenAnd so there's a frustration eledividuals. A lot of times it's a.lot
about $190. Annuities-awardedto the
ment there in knowing you've not
ding college. And that's what's not
easier to say so-and-so or the board ._spouses.of emplOYees age 65 or over
taken as much time, and'having to
happening in Kentucky. So when
made us do such-and-such, rather
who retireg.directly from the rail ineount on others to really comyou talk about improving the qualithan to say, there was, no agreedustry with at least 25 years of ser•
municate it with the sincerity and
ty of the institution, I'm not Sure
ment within the university
Vice averaged about $370 per month.
in the same way that you *mild - community.
what the impact on the institution
HEARTLINE: We have lust
have
communicated.
would be if we got greater numbers
Q: Related to that, there was a feelstarted building our retirement
Q:One thing lhad mentioned to me
of students, a . wider range Of
ing'on campus, when you came, of 'home on a lot we own. should we
students from the high. schools-- by some people before you came,., .divisivenass-vory mush related to- carry any-insurance-While the house
Because some of those students are
(was),"Gee, she's a woman,_she's - an individual. Have-you felt that as
is under construction, -and if so,
probably going to be on the lower
another factor 7
coming frestr *into Kentucky
whet kind? L.O. . •
Stroup: Oh yes.
end:.-fpr example, maybe a Bpolitics." a very male-dominated.
ANSWER: Building materials
minus student instead of a B-plus •
Q: Do you feel that breaking down? • should be insured against fire by
tough arena: Have you come up
student. So,, the effect on quality
Stroup: I don't know. I do believe
Against any chauvinism and
either ynii or the-buildw,depending---wveult-,-I,/
.-,
‘-effeetivetVas the
*tlrfire":4V0/13111rtittir• -*1 WtidaWnS them (ctfeckyoui eon0.that,a
..;-a2-444+
bt.c.;•
highSetibOl
prepaiirig theft',
separate -The idia Mom llte in- • tract). Liability coverage. Which •
effective were we in stating
can be purchased inexpensively by . •
Stroup: No. But I'd worked in that cilvidual, rather than discussing
extendingthe liabflity insuranee on
oilr.expectations so that they would
arena-in Kansas, and 2 don't see ' the idea in and of itself. regardless
J)0 prepared, and then 'how effecyour present residence to a second
much difference. A lot of the isano., qf whose idea it was Sometimes
,tive would we be In- providing a
location, will protect you in case soin the General -Assembly from ' it's difficult to get off the personal
good, solid education. The thing
meone is injured on your property.
state to slate are often times the and onto the valOe of the idea

zr.

.../'ve been pleased with
the Hay in which interim
appointments work.'

6...And I want to be
involved with the-kind- of
institution Murray State is.

I know when I haven't --run
communicated
tery sensitive to ihat.'

6...we-don need to Work
on eternal image of the
the institution.'
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sandwich or hamburgers; Tuesday —
pizza or sloppy Joe:
Wednesday — oven
fried chicken or grilled
cheese; Thursday —
chef salad or
cheeseburger; Friday
— sack lunch (peanut
butter sandwich or ham
and cheese sandwich).
Fruits, vegetables.
juices and milk are
available daily.
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
— — — —
Calloway High
Monday — sack lunch
(ham and cheese I, pizza, taco nuggets; Tuesday — taco, pizza,
lasagne; Wednesday —
sack lunch (chicken
salad), fiestada, turkey
and dressing; Thursday
— grilled cheese, pizza,
baked -ham:, Friday —
sack lunch (hot dog),
pizza, burritoes/chili.
Hamburgers, salad bar
and a variety of
vegetables, fruits,
s,alads, desserts and
drinks are available
Calloway Middle
Monday — pizzaghetti, bologna and cheese
sandwich; Tuesday —
sliced turkey/gravy,
sloppy Joe sandwich;
Wednesday — batter
fried fish
cheeseburger; Thuriday — 'fiestada,, turkey
club sandwich; Friday
ham and cheese nuggets, corn dog. A variety
of----feuits, vegetables;
salads, desserts And
drinks are available
daily.
East. North
and Southwest
Monday — fiestada.

pigs in blanket (wiener tigneat balls; Friday —
in crust with cheese); battered fried fish, grillTuesday — taco, turkey ed cheese sandwich. A
club sandwich; Wednesday — barbecue variety of vegetables,
fruits, salads, desserts
chicken, hamburger;
Thursday — barbecue and drinks are available
sandwich
spaghet- daily.

Carrico-Morgan vVedding planned
VOW.% Will 1)('
at 131-00kpOrt
Tommy Carrico of
Murray and Ms. Sylvia
Johnson of Metropolis,
Ill., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Sondra
Annett Carrico, to Mark
Melven Morgan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. BM Carr
of Metropolis, Ill.
Miss Carrico is a 1983
graduate of Massac
County High School,
Metropolis. Shp presently l attending Shawnee

A reception will follow
in the church fellowship
hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.
AT PAGEANT — Miss Allison Carr, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. David Carr of Murray, has been
chosen to be a finalist in the 1984 Miss Kentucky
U.S. Teen Pageant at Holiday Inn Holidome,
Bowling Green, on Saturday, April 28, at 7:30
p.m. The state pageant is the official state final
to the Miss U.S. Teen Pageant to be July 18 in
Alabama. Sponsors for Miss Carr ire the Murray Ledger & Times, H T Marketing, Bank-of
Murray and Century 251. Tickets will be on sale at
the door the night of the pageant. The state winner will receive a host of prizes including a gift
from Hawaiian Tropic, round trip flight to the
national finals, $200 cash, jewelry, crown, banner. trophy and other gifts, according to Mrs.
Tony McLarty, state director for the pageant.

OH,BOY!
Don't miss Boy George and Culture Club in Concert!
Only On HBO starting April 28

MURRAY

)1

Mr. Morgan is a 1982
graduate of Massac
County High School. He
Thow is employed with
Kentucky Fried Chicken
at Metropolis.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday, May 26, at 2 p.m. at the Waldo Baptist Church, Brookport,

Sr•

Bel Air
Shopping Center

It

College.

-You are in
businessfor
yourself...when
you advertise in
classified!

CABLE
VIS115N
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Meints-tbr -various school lunchrooms listed
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city
and county schools for
the week of April 30 to
May 4 have been released by Glinda Jeffrey
and Joanna Adams,
food service directors
for the Murray City and
Calloway County
Schools respectively.
The menus are Subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food or
other special events, the
directors said.
Menus are as follows:
— — —
MURRAY CITY
— — —
Murray High
Monday — quiche,
chuckwagon; Tuesday
— burritoes. grilled
cheese; Wednesday —
fried chicken, fiesta
burger; Thursday —
•corn dogs, spaghetti and
french bread; Friday —
chicken fried steak, fish
sandwich. Hamburgers.
cheeseburgers, pizza.
cold sandwiches, salad
bar. vegetables.
.desseffk-and .dififki are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday
hamburgers, grilled cheese;
Tuesday — pizza, fish
sandwich; Wednesday
— hot dogs, egg sandwich; Thursday -turkey sandwich, pizza;
Friday — spaghetti and
french bread, sack
lunch 4 peanut butter
sandwich. celery sticks,
chips and pear'. French
fries, vegetables, fruits
and drinks are available
daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday — barbecue

-r

One call from you to
one of our helpful ad
takers puts your ad in
the paper and starts
your phone ringining.
You decide What you
need to sell. You set the
price. You receive the
calls from interested
customers. You make
the sale.

You count
the money!

Soncira A-lifjett Carrico
inarrt.11organ
and .lark

Coil
753-5005

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
April 23, was 102 adults
and one in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Sears,
parents, Lori and
David, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Charles Geno Holt,
Rt. 6: Jerry N.
Eldridge, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Phoebe C.
Mayfield and baby girl,
Itt. 7, Alayfield;
Mrs. Lynne M.Hodge.
Rt. 3, Calvert City; Mrs.
Leisa A. Dodd and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Buchanan,

Tenn.; John R. Hendon,
Rt. 5;
Mrs. Mary B. Riggs
and baby boy, Rt. 5,
Benton; Mrs. Peggy S.
Reynolds, Rt. 1, Wingo;
William E. Barnhill, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs. Mary E. Harris,
Rt. 1, Water Valley;
011ie C. Smotherman
(expired) Westview
Nursing Home.
Census at MurrayCalloway- County
Hospital for Tuesday,
April 24, was 115 adults
and four in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Paschall,

parents, June and Rex,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Caroline M.
Moore, Calvert .City;
Anthony L. Parnell, Rt.
4, Fulton; Mrs. Janice
F. Vaughn, Rt. 1,
Symsonia;
Mrs. Sue Ann Dixon,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Fred Seavers, Rt. 2,
Water Valley; Mrs. Norma L. Edwards, Rt. 1;
Mrs. Sharon A.
Motheral, 332 Boone St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Patricia
D. Bennett, Rt. 3,
Fulton;
Mrs. Janice K.
Turner, 1659 Ryan; Mrs.

UT US INTUIT AIN YOU ,

The Top 5
Are On Our Screens
-Prog. Info.
753-3314

Yes, the 5 most attended movies on
America's Theatre Screens are now on
the screens of Murray's 'Rocking Chair' •
Theatres

Relax & Enjoy A Movie
This Week-End!

Ledger & Times

CONO

CLASSIFIEDS
Phone 753-1916

I il 1,71. 7131011 :

3rd Terrifying Week

What on
Institution!
E

THE FINAL CHAPTER
,JASON IS BACK
AND TH14 IS THE IONE
YOU'VE BEE1i
SCREAMING FOR

0

:10 9:05 + 1:30, 3:20 SAT., Sl'N.

Cist4

A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE

Central Center

se
,

7:10.9:00 + 1:3Q, 3:15 SAT.,SUN.

MICHAEL DOUGLAS 1
KATHLEEN TURNER
a fabulous
adventure...

TARZAN

Romancing
TheSTONE

LORD OF THE APES
An epic
adventure of a
man caught
between two
different worlds.

cilltlg-Z.
7:20,9:20 + 1:30,3:25 SAT., St N.

$78,000.00
• "Ail brick with
low maintenance"

It's Terrific! It'll
Make You Feel Happily
Ivor After...Joel Siegel
—Good Morning Americo

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 6. Sun.

Cheri 8 Cine

This 5 B.R. or 3 B.R. with InLaw Apt. features L.R. with
fireplace-kit and ,dinette, 2
baths plus 2 decks, central
a.c., 2 car oversize garage,on
17?: arms *
- Mr_ cretIC pinsprivate drive. Call for appointment to inspect for value and.
location: 753-2615.

All Seats S2.00

40.

..".•

r

Lila A. KOncitatko, 414
South Ninth St.; Hudson
Smith, Rt. 3;
Robert W. Ridler, Rt.
1, Hardin; Mrs. Betsy
Jean Meredith, Rt. 5,
Cadiz; Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson, 727 Riley Ct.;
Mrs. Kelly Jo Robinson and baby girl. Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Odelle H. Vance, 307
South Sixth St.

'V

f
71

46

a

A
A

K-ith' Bryan

ir

gets surprise
with check
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP)
— Kathy Bryan never
dreamed that becoming
a taxpayer could be so
profitable. But there it
was: a genuine U.S.
government refund
check for. $13,862.!wen
though . the teen-ager
earned only $633.85 last
year.
At first, the 17-yearold high school student
misread the check and
thought the Internal
Revenue Service had
sent her only $7, instead
of the $14.24 she had filed for.
But "I'd never received a tax refund before
and was looking in the
wrong place for the
amount," she said.
Then her mother took
a look.
"Mom screamed
when she saw the check
and we all had fun
laughing at the refund.
We couldn't believe they
could make that big of
an error," said Miss
Bryan; whose 1983, income came from a college trust fund and holiday work in her parents'
flower show.
"When I found out the
amount I thought,
'Wow, it's great to get
$13,000 back for working
only about two
months.'"
The mistake was "extremely rare" and 'probably happened in a
computer at the IRS
regional office in Atlanta, said Hester Donziger, a spokeswoman
for the agency. She said
Miss Bryan should void
the check and return it
at once to the nearest'
IRS office.
LONGEST NAME
The village with the
longest name is Lienf
a
i
r'p
wllgwyngyllgoperychwyrndrobwIllian• dysetttogillpg001147%
59 letters oUthis British
town mean "The church
of St. Mary in a hollow
of white hazel, near to
the Tepid whirlpool, and
to St. Tisilio chUrch,
near to a red cave."

From the first
laugh, you'll
be hoOkedl
vim* w.
,
1?1)1)
_
7:00, 9:10 + 1:341, 3:30 SAT.,SU.'.

Late Show Toni?. S. Sot.
11:40 pm•All Seats 3.00
Adun.Entutoinmen1
-14
-over
-

•• •••

a

Newborns and disihissals listed by hospital

Murray

Fri-Sat-Sun
Open 6:45
•Start 7:15
W en girls want a vacation filled with fun,sun
and romance, they go to Fort Lauderdale...

Itait-s)4144

vi;diam
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Couple honored, 40th anniversary
DATEBOOK
Mr. and Mrs. W.E.
(Bill) Peery were the
guests of their children
and grAndalltlren_at a
dinner in celebration of
their 40th wedding
anniversary.
The event was at the
Country Crossroads
Restaurant on Saturday. April 21.
The couple was married April 17, 1944, in
Napoleon, Ohio. Their
attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Butterworth of Murray.
Mrs. Peery, the
former Louise Manning,
is the daughter of the
late W.M. (Bill) Manning and Nora Page
Manning.
Mr. Peery is the son of
the late Walter Peery
and Ethel Hicks Peery.
They have three
daughters - Mrs Bob
(Janice) Taylor Sparta,
Ill., and Mrs. Dwain
(Phyllis) -- Nesbitt and
Mrs. Donnie (Joan)
Turner, both of Murray.
Their eight grandchildren are Andrea
Nesbitt, Mitchell
Nesbitt,. Casey Nesbitt,
Allison Taylor, Jennifer
Taylor, Steven Taylor,
Daphne Turner and
Monica Turner.

•

NIVi/1)
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Sibling classes planned

,S'atUrClay

-Sign-up of both old 'members and any new
Members, f- the litticray-Co4iewey-43wihr-sPearrzwill be Saturday. April 28, from 10 a.m. to noon at
the Cheri Theatre on Chestput Street. This is for
all boys and girls,'apes 5 tj18. Officials stressed
that this was "not a Iarnflo swim program." Officers of the Swim Tean4 are Milton Gresham,
president; Bill Payne, vice president; Melissa
Easley, secretary-treasurer.

A new series of monthly Sibling Classes at

,--murrarcuiterray---cturrty TrOirpitat-wIlf'begin

Monday,.April 30, at the hospital. This will be
sponsored jointly by the hospital and the Department of Nursing at Murray State University. The
class will be open to children, ages 2 through 10,
and will be from 6 to 7 p.m. in the third floor
classroom at the hospital: Parents wishing to
enroll children should call the hospital, 753-5131,
extension 338.

Meeting cancelled

Registration Monday

The Transportation Committee meeting of the
Purchase Area Development District scheduled
for Monday, April 30, has been cancelled, according to Carol Rogers, public information officer
of PADD.

Cub Scouts plan ineeting
Cub Scout 57 will meet Monday, April 30, at 7
p.m. in the Old Murray City Park. All Cub
Scouts, parents and friends are urged to attend,
according to Cub Master Lynn Thompson. In
case of rain, the meeting will be at Ordway Hall.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country
9 Club will play Tuesday, May 1, at930
a.m. at the
club courts. The lineup is as follows:
Court One
- Janie Ryan, Janice Howe, Sheila
Grogan and
Patsy Miller; Court Two - Vickie
Miller,
Marilyn Adkins, Annie Knight and Cathy
Young;
Court Three - Vickie Baker, Frances
Hulse,
Jennifer Hewlett and Norma Frank.

Seminar at hospital

A seminar on "Care of the Burn Patient" will
be Saturday, April 28, and -again on Saturday,
May 5, from 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Registration will
start at 7:45 a.m. This is sponsored by
K.S.A.L.P.N. District 17: Faculty members will
Include Ann Ingle R.N., Lisa Winters R.N..
Robert Williams M.D., Hal Houston M.D., Mary
Friday, April 27
Saturday, April 28
Saturday, April 28
Linn, and Tressa Helsley and Shara Toon,
Sunday, April 29
Annual benefit • card and the 25-year service
Alcoholics p.m. at Flint Baptist physical therapists* Cost will be $7.50 for
and game „party of awards will be made at Anonymous and Al- Church.
members, $1.5 for non members and $7.50 for
Welcome Wagon Club MSU Alumni Banquet at Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
students, according to Ronnie Pool,. 1612
will be at 7 p.m. in Com- 7 p.m. in Curtis Center in western portion of
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
munity Room, North Ballroom.
Livestock and Exposi- Bazzell will have open
•
Branch of PeoPles
housein celebration of
---tion Center.
Bank. Tickets are $3 and
Inaugural Ball, spontheir 50th wedding an---for information call sored by MSU Alumni
Murray Squar-N- nioPrsary from 2 to 4:30
Recent guests of Mrs. Christine Rhodes and
753-3276.
Association, will begin Naders are scheduled to p.m. -at home on Miss Mayme Whitnell
were their two daughters
---at 9 p.m. in Curris dance at 8 p..m. at Highway 1836, north of and nieces, Mrs. Anne Hamilton of
Winter Park,
Second night of Center. This is open to Woodmen of World Hall. Coldwater. The family Fla., and
Mrs. Sarah Hinman of Memphis, Tenn.
"Henry IV, Part I" will the general puclib.
requests guests not br---be presented at 8 p.m.
---Events in Land Bet- ing gifts.
by Community Theatre
Murray -Callow ay ween the Lakes will in---at Playhouse in the County Shrine Club will clude Warble Watch.at
Matinee performance
Round and square dancing will be from 7:30 to
Park.
sponsor an open dance 8:30 a.m. at Woodlands of "Henry IV, Part I"
11
p.m..tonight (Friday) and Saturday. April 28,
from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Nature Center and will be at 2 p.m. by ComAlcoholics Ralph Emerine Barn, Bread Making at 10 a.m. munit9 Theatre at at Lynn Grove Roller Rink. The Sharecroppers
Anonymous and Al- located just off Highway at The HOmeplace-1850. .Playhouse in Murray- will play Friday and the Country Sound on
Saturday.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. 121- North. immediately
Calloway County Park.
-in J.U. Kevil Center, past John's Saving
---The Single Connection
Mayfield. '
Center.
Events in Land Betwill meet at 1 p.m. at
---- -Hematite Lake in Land ween the Lakes will inEvents in Land BetCleaning of Matheny Between the Lakes.
clude Sheep Shearing
Mark Ring, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ring of
ween the Lakes will in- Cemetery in Land' Betfrom 1 to 4 p.m. at Em- Union City, Tenn., senior at Union City High
---clude Night Visual at 8 ween the Lakes' will
Dance featuring Fire pire Farm; Spring 'School, will present an organ recital on Sunday,
p.m. at Woodlands start at 9 a.m.
Mountain will be from 8 Wildflowers at 2 p.m. at April 29, at 2:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Nature Center and
---p.m. to midnight at Woodlands Nature Union City.
Rings and Things at 8
Local chapter of Murray Mo,ose Lodge.
Center; membership
p.m. at Golden Pond Parents Anonymous
kick-off campaign with
---Visitor Center.
will have a yard sale at
special
ptogram from 1
Round and square
---809 Coldwater Rd., from dancing will be from to 5 p.m. at Fenton Lake
Events at Murray 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
• 7i30 lo it _pan. at Lynn Access Area.
Mc:We -Leragf Will In--Grove Roller. Rink.
clude games at 8 p.m.
Monday,April 30
Colts tiz Fillies 4-H
— -and entertainment in Horse Club will sponsor
Daylight saving time
Murray -Calloway
lounge from 8 p.m. to "an open horse show at 5 will start
Sunday County Chamber of
.midnight.
p.m. at Wranglers Remember to run your Commerce annual din---Riding Club.
clocks one hour forward ner will be at 6:30 p.m.
.
Hours at Wrather
before going to bed .at Ciirris Center, MurWest Kentucky Museum
Third night of "Henry tonight.
ray State University.
at Murray State Univer- IV, Part I" will be
------sity will be from 10 a.m. presented at 8 p.m. by
Seminar on "Care of
Registration for Murto 9 p.m. with seminar Community Theatre in the Burn
Patient" will ray City Schbol
Special Offer Thru May 1st
on higher education to Playhouse in Murray- be at 8 a.m.
at Murray- Kindergarten will be
be from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Calloway County Park. Callow
ay County from 5 to ,7 p.m. in
and 7:30 to 9 p.m in
---Hospital.
cafeteria of Robertson
auditorium.
Murray Baby Sitting
School.
Sunday,
Coop will meet at 10
- April 29
---Ordination of the Rev.
East Calloway a.m. at Calloway Public
Ricky Miller will be at 2
Elementary School Library.
(Cont'd on page 6)
Call For Appointment
Parent-Teacher Club
---Ladies Golf meeting
will have a special call437-4152
ed meeting at 7 p.m. at of Oaks Country Club is
Owners —
scheduled at 10 a.m.
the school.
Trena Burpo & Dodie Conner
with Vicki Nance and
---Wanda Brown in
Round and square
dancing will be from
charge.
7:30 to -11 p.m. at Lynn
---Grove Roller Rink.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Kentucky Fur Takers will have a business
Association will open its meeting at 2:30 p.m. at
Ron 8.
third annual- Spring club house.
Joyce's
-Rendezvous today at
Camp Energy Group
Camp in Land Between
the Lakes.

drul Mrs. \V.F. (Bill) Pccry

Coining community ci ents announced

Guests visit here

Parents of children who will be attending
kindergarten in the Murray City Schools this fall
are asked to pre-register their children on Monday. April 30, between the hours of Sand 7 p.m. in
the cafeteria of Robertson Center. Birth certificates are required to complete the preregistration process.

Gun, knife show planned
A Gun and Knife Show, sponsored by the Murray Kiwanis Club, will be On Saturday and Sunday, May 5 and 8, at the Calloway County Middle
School, College Farm Road. This show will
feature exhibitors frm seven states with guns,
knives and Military' iterria for sale and trade.
Also featured are area craftsmen specializing in
custom leather goods. .knifemakere and
gunsmiths. Limited table space is still available.
for information contact Bob Daniel at 753-9229.
••
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Alitchell chosen

Mylinda Beth Mitchell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby R. Mitchell, Rt. 1, Almo, has been
chosen among a select group ef students to be
given Leadership Awards at Morehead State
University, Morehead, for 1984-85. Dr. Morris L.
Norfleet, president, said "Miss Mitchell is an
outstanding individual with a superb record of
academic achievement." She is a member of the
Student Council and her intended major is
Journalism;
'
To be considered for a Leadership Award, the
recipient must provide evidence,of leadership in
school and community acitivites and provide a
grade-point average and ACT scores for consideration. The awards are given on a competitive basis. -The demonstrated leadership
skills of Mylinda speak well of her sensitiVity to
others and her desire to succeed," said Dr.
Robert L. Burns, dean of the School of
Humanities at Morehead.

STEPPING OUT?
Then Come To Granny's For
Something Really Different!
Try Our Of iginal ReciOes Featuring
Southern Stylk: -Cuisine!

Dancing scheduled

*FRIDAy

Organ recital Sunday

•Bermt
'Beer Battered Shrimp

*SATURDAY
'Chicken Cacciatore
'Beef Stroganoff
*SUNDAY •"Cumberland"
- Country Ham

Announcing TheOpening Of The

Sun Hut

'Chicken and Rice

Our Famous Pot Roast
Served Every Day

The New Wave
In Sun Tanning

Sat. April 28th

10 Sessions $35

Located At Hardin
.
Next Door Ta Country Crossroads

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

41C

Closed

\Inn

onday

11-3 Sundays fflt
11-9 Tuoc-thurs.
11-10 Fri.-Sot.

309 N. 16th
753-3149

••10
,

118 South 12st St. 753-0035

Samsonite'
0

Revelat- ion Seminar
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.
---Saturday, April 28
MS (multiple
sclerosis) Encounte.r
Group will meet at 1:30
p.m. in cafeteria of
Mgrray-Calloway County Hospital.
Inaugural ceremonies
to formally install Dr.
'Kale, M. Stroup as president of Murray State
University will begin at
11 a.m. in Lovett
_ Auditorium,followed by
1118180181‘.;
students,--at12:80- p.m.
in Pogue Library.

FURNITURE

6 Oz. Sirloin Steak
9 p.m.
Fri. Sat.
11 a.m.

41,44.....qo

753-0440

Nollands I
taiii4410114".31000

. 4

:_13.siv a cold

• Purdom's
Inc
.
202 South 5th
Street

753-4872

v0.

_
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Lean back and

raotianae . the sell-adiusting chaise from the
Samsonite Body Glove' collection
• Strong, welded, tubular steel frames
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gard" frame finish
• Cool, comfodabie Super-Tuft' slings in a choice
of decorator colors

• ..

if

Both include Choice of Potato & Hot Roll and
All You Can Eat From Our
Delicious Soup & Salad Bar
!Soup Always Free With Our Salad Bari

10 p.m.

Presentation of the
Distinguished Alumnus,
Distinguished Professor

fir
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-

$449
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Speakers and music announced for Sunday services at churches

"4/41001111W7
•-1-•;4‘••
..

Various churches in
speak about "The Realithe city and County have
ty of God" with scripannounced services and ,
hire from Ephesians 1:3
Azieetings for Sunday. at- It
am.- service

Sharon Furches. Max at 9:45 a.m. and evening
McGinnis is director of worship will be at 6 p.m.
music and Laura
Memorial Baptist
at - Paschall is organist.
The
Rev. Bobby Han-rhpril 99, as follows:
Sinking- Spring Baptist
A Fifth Sunday Sing- cock, interim ..pastor,
Sinking Spring
Church.
•
% ing Will be at 2 p.m. With will speak about "The
,
-The Rev. Eddie
Special music will in- the public invited to Best Is Yet To Be" with
Young, pastor, will
clude a piano solo by attend.
scripture from John
Sunday School will be 2:1-11 at the 10:50 a.m.
at 10 a.m. No evening service at Memorial
services w411 be Baptist Church.
conducted.
J.T. Lee, deacon of
South Pleasant
the week, and Tom
The Rev. Paul Holderby will assist.
Highway 444
McAdoo, pastor, will
The Sanctuary Choir,
New Concord, Kentucky 42076
speak on the scripture. directed by Milton
Ph. 436-5800
Psalm 106:5 at the 10:45 Gresham, will sing "We
a.m. service at South Shall Behold Him" with
SINGING
Pleasant Grove United Laurie Hancock as
A\;,
Methodist Church. The soloist.
,1 t()01,•
Smith :
children's sermon will
The Young Musicians
REVIVAL
Choir (fifth and sixth
be from John 20.
The Church Choir, grades) will present a
Starts

-

-

SINGING and REVIVAL
United Pentecostal Church

Athi 4 iS,
Rev Steve Stl
'A Y oung Al.v.
An Old Illes,iqt

Como

directed by Mrs. Lurine
Cooper, will sing "Steal
Away To Jesus" with
Tommy Gaines as

1.

pianist 'and Kathy Erwin as organist.

And kn

Spe
-ciert Proyer-Spcsio! Sihqing Nightly

Sunday School will be

Kenlake Kentucky
Derby Celebration
May 4 & 5
Package

FOT Two —

services at Grace Baptist Church. The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed
at the evening service.

$5500

•Friday Night Lodging
•Friday Night "Run For The
Roses" Dance 8:00 p.m. until 12:00 p.m. Featuring band
i "Going My Way?"
•Saturday Derby Breakfast Buffet - Serving 7:00 a.m. until
11:00 a.m. Bacon, Sausage,
Country Ham, Scrambled
Eggs, Hasithrown Potatoes,
Cream Gravey, Red Eye
-Gravey, Grits, Toast &
Biscuits, Frozen Fruit Bowl,
Assorted Juices, Assorted
Cereals, Coffee.
•Dance Only $18.00 Per
Couple

•-•

Aurora, Ky.

be

Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and
6:45

p.m.

Oervices at
Grove Baptist
Church.
Elm

The Church Choir,
directed by Kerry
Vasseur, will sing "Bring All Your Needs To
the Altar" at the morning hour. Sonlight will
sing at the evening hour.
Musicians will be
Glenda Rowlett, Paula
Kinsolving and Teresa
Suiter. Children's
Church will be directed
by Mickey Hutson at 11
a.m.
Sunday

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK

"The Prodigal
Return' with scripture
from Luke 15:18-24 at

organist.
Assisting will be Ruth
Daughaday, David
Eldredge, John 0.
Pasco, Sr., Don McCord,_ Ron cella, Jim

Leland Peeler will
direct the Church Choir Clopton, M.C. Ellis,
as members sing "This ,
Mike Holton, and Jim
Is Just What Heaven and Shirley Boone.
Means To Me" with
Sunday School will be
Dwane Jones as at 9:30 a.m.
organist and Anita
First MethOdist
Smith as pianist.
Dr. Walter E.
Sunday School with - Misciike,-Jr., minister,
James Rose as will speak about "A
superintendent will
at 9:45 a.m.

Call For
Reservations
474-2211
4nd Celebrate
Derby With Us At

is

Bethel and
Brooks Chapel
• Sunday School will be
8:30 and 10:40 a.m ser9:20 a.m. at Bethel
vices and about "Save United Methodist
the- Children- with Church and at 10 a.m. at
scripture from Ephe, Brooks Chapel United
„sips 6:1-4 at 6 p.m. serMethodist Church. No
vice at Seventh and
morning or evening
Poplar Church of Christ.
worship services will be
Assisting will be Jerry
conducted.
Bolls, Kim WeatherGoshen Methodist
ford, John Paul Nix,
The Rev. Roland
James Gibson, Garry
Jones, pastor, will
Evans, Danny Cleaver, speak at 11 a.m. service
Rob Thompson, Paul at Goshen United
Ragsdale, Amos Hill,
Methodist Church. He
Johnny Bohannon, Tedwill be assisted by Lendy Cohoon, George Patnis Hale.
terson, Max Walker,
Sunday Sc.hool will be
Fred Douglas, Frank
at10 a.m. At 6 p.m. a
Hargis, Forest Boyd, church fellowship will
Gene Roberts, Jim
be held followed by the
special musical at the 7 Suiter and David
showing of a bip.m. service. .
Wright.
centennial film on
Sunday School with
Bible classes 'will be
"Methodism."
Reggie Key as director at 9:45 a.m.
First Presbyterian
will be at 9:40 a.m. and
First Christian
- Mrs. Anna Robertson,
Church Training with
Dr. .David Roos, student at Louisville_
Glenn Hale as director
pastor, will speak at Presbyterian
will be at,6 p.m.
10:45 a.m. service at
Theological Seminary,
Grace Baptist
First Christian Church.
will speak about "My
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, 'Margaret Boone will Lord and My God" with
pastor, will speak at direct the music with scripture from Acts 2
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Maxine Clark as
and John 20 at the 1O:45
about

School

Transforming

Exwith scripture from Romans
3:21-26 at 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. services at First
perience"

United 'Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Ann Doran will
sing a solo at both services. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Mrs. Bea
Farrell.as organist, will
sing

the

Church

SchoolAgIll be
9:45 a.m., ane
Spiritual Formation
Workshop with the Rev.
Richard Carruth as
director will be at 6:30
p.m.

at

Seventh and Poplar
John Dale will speak

,,

Contact Nark (Tony) Krimm
354-8653
Aurora
Sun Morning 10 A M
\\\X
Ha I,. ea
Thurs Evening 7 P M
1.14.
ne

Q.

The Nea Te.tament Pattern
-The Church
The Rodv Of Christ
What then is the pattern' Error can only he vanquished by truth, When we know the truth, the boasts and
claims of men
will have little influence on Ss.
To recover the New Testament pattern, we must go to the New Testament itself, especially to the writings of that
masterbuilder of New Testament churches. the Apostle Paul. Paul uses many analogies to describe the
church of God. He calls it
a building and a temple iEph 221i. He'
refers to it as God's husbandry, 41 Cor. 3:94. One of his most descriptive analogies
is that of the human body The church is the -body of Christ." There are some very important principles of
the New Testament
pattern demonstrated by this analogy:
First. this analogy established the principle that according to the New Testament pattern. if the church is
the body of Christ.
• hen Christ, and Christ alone is the HEAD of the church, his body.
- •---.1..And gave him to be the HEAD over all things.to the church, which is hirrbody
•
Eph. 1:22-23
And he is*the- HKAI)of the body, the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead that
in all things he might have the preeminence. I Cor. 1: ik
if Christ is the head, then we need not.look for a'supreme authority here on this earth. No man, councit. or organization
• As the right to contradict the word of Christ. Christ is the head. All authority in the church must come from him--When
men
•nort together to establish doctrine different to that of Christ. or to diaannul his word or change his laws, ritiey set themselves
4)as the head of the church This automatically severs Christ from beirfthe head. If the head is not Christ, then thebody
is not the body of Christ Therefore it is not the true church of Gad, for the true church IS the body of Christ:
Men in the denominations speak of the HEADguarters of their organizations whether it be Rome. Springfield, St. LOuls
or
other places here on this earth If the .HEAD of their organization is quartered here on this earth, they are definitely
NOT
the body of CHrist. for Christ is quartered in heaven at the right hand of the Father
Organizations and denominations thaLmaintarn headquarters here on the earth or that have ahead other than.Chrtrit. Are
definitely not building according,to the:
44v..5 TesIbment pattern.
• -Secondly, this analogy establishes the principle THAT EACH ANLLEVERY MEMBER-1n the church.is like a member
of
our natural body. As each member of our natural body has a place and function, so every member of the church, the body
of Christ, has a distinct function.
at
For the body is not one member, but many
If the foot shall say, Because I am not the hand. I am not of the body: is it therefore not of the body"
And if the ear shall say. Because I am not the eye. I am not of the body; is therefore not of the body'
If the whole body Were an eye, where were.the hearing? If the whole were hearing, where were the

_
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Baptist Church.
MUSIC will be directed
by Darvin Stom with
Regina Peeler as pianist
and Gwyn Key as
organist. The Youth
Choir will sing. I•
Sunday School with
Don Bailey as director

-Pat-Hutson as director
will be at 5 p.m.

First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will speak at
10:45 ELM. and 7 p.m.
services at First Baptist

9CICV
pets are rodiderful

Now ye are the body of Christ. and members in particular

20

US 2 200.210 lbs.
US 2 210-250 lbs.
VS 2.2-25th2701bs.

Sows US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3.4.00-450 lbs.....
450.500 lbs.
US 1-3 509.850 lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars $32.50-34.50

Monday, April 30

Cub Scout Pack 57 will
meet at 7 p.m. in Old Ci-

tension 338.
Employee Ability
Skills Training Session
of West Kentucky Allied

Services will be at 9
a.m. at Douglas Com-

ty Park.
-

ty Hospital. For infor-.
mation call 75315131, ex-

-

Hazel- and Douglas
Centers wilt be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior

munity Center. For- information call 1-247-4046
or 753-0908.
----

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
DOWN
1 Cut of meat
1 Dress border
4 Doomed
2 Mature
9 Room in
3 A state
harem
#ali short
12 The self
5 Coral island
13 Make
Measure of
amends
weight
'14 _Duffit
'7:Printer's
15 Discuss
measure
- casually
ti-Puiott
17 Picture
9 African
holder mammal
19 Narrate
10 Obscure
20 Harvest
11 Devoured
21 Clique
16 Care for
23 Knowledge
18 Rage
27 Alights
20 Shower
Soil
29
21 Lucid
30 Few&
22 Big
Islands
24 Roman
whirlwind official
31 Baseball
25 Loop
staLUhr.....,_26.Weh-footed.
32 Threefolq
birds
34 Pedal di&
28 Banner
35 Symbol for
silver
36 Seed coating
37 Frock
39 Rescued
from bondage
42'Toward
shelter
43 Periods of
time
44 Wading bird
46 Broom
48,Disapprove
of
51 Asian ox
52 Burst forth
54 Fish eggs
55 Bitter vetch
56 Pee Wee
or Della
57 Seed

Answer to Preview Paula
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33 Edges
45 Poker stake
34 Bank
46 Secondary
employees
47 Organ of
36 Danish island
hearing
38 Foray
48 Hint
40 Articles et• '49 Gr-yel cow furniture
50 Recent
41 Lets fall
53 Note of scale
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Ladies Spring Suits
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$38 00-40.00
$39.00-42.00
542.00-43.50
$43 50-45.50
$38.00-39 00
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I Cor. 12:14-20
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Federal-State Market News Service
Friday. April 27. 1984.
AT Purchase Area Hog market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 5118 Est. 950 Barrows
&Gilts .25. lower Sows under 450 ;Os
steady .50 lower 450-500 lbs. 1.50-2.50
over 500 lbs. 2-mostly 3. lower
CS 1-2 210-240 lbs.
447.25-47 75
few $48 00

30

off

Men's Light Jackets
Off

I Car. 1 .:27
r.
This important principle is established by this scripture. THAT EVERY MEMBER IN THE BODY.OF CHRIST
SHOULD
BE A FUNCTIONING MEMBER
There is no clergy as distinct from the laity in the church of God. 11(ere was no laity
in the New Testament, neither should there be in the church of God today This idea of clergy and laity arose from the concept
of sac redotal priesthood and h as nothing to do with the Christian ministry.
In the New Testament all believers were priests II Peter 2:9). Martin Luther recovered this concept of the priesthood
of
all belleyers. but Protestantism has not followed through with this concept. Instead Protesrtapts 'I If not in th'eory, they
do in
practice) retain-the Roman Catholic concept'of dividing the church into tatty and'clergy.
This change of the New Testament idea of the living body of Jesus Christ with EVERY•MEMBER a functioning member,
to the-Roman Catholic idea of a sacredotal person a girieet that stands BETWEEN Christ arid his body, was the result of
Babylonian Mystery religion displacing true Christianity. John describes this Babylonish:Rornanish system and her daughters
as "MYSTERY. BABYLON THE GREAT. THE MCYTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH" Rev
17 Si And God commands his people to come out of HER. If you are in a denomination that follows this Babylonish-flornanish
systxm, you bad better flee out of he-r ?Otte you can
•
lhosse•with.a.aeholsiirly turn 'st mind it is-suggested they'examine the etymologyi of the
—worttprtest'as It ref1Fct-s the
change from the Christian ministtY to the siscredotal priesthood that now dominates the religious and denominational
world
How Can any organization. sect, or denomination claim to be the body of Christ if they will not allow the Members of
the
body to be ttanctioning members.
•
IF THE CHURCH TO WHICH YOU BELONG DOES NOT ALLOW EVERY MEMBER TO BE A FUNCTIONING MEMBER.
IT HAS NO CLAIM TO BE THE BODY OF CHRIST WHICH IS THE TRUE CHURCH
•
_

Hog market report released

5(4(4 010 Aaos*%

But now hath God set the members every one of them in the body as it hath pleased him.
And if they were all one member, where were the body'
But now are they many members, yet but one tobtly.

:5-!—

speak at 11 a.m.'and 6
p.m. services at Hazel

Donations and Memberships
Are Welcome. ,
Calloway County,
Humane Society

The True Church—Are You In It?

Christian Education
classes will be at 9:15
a.m.

Hazel Baptist
, The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will

Pets Are Wonderful-t
Month
L
To Adopt An
Animal Call 759-4141

Tabernacle
I.:
Open Pulpit To All Truth-Seeking Bible Studying Brethren. We .411
Praise God
Together And Seek His Truth In Love. No Dominating Hireling
Pastor or
Preacher. We Minister To Each other As God Gives L's The Gift.
1 Peter 4:10-11

Blodgett, Louise Rickel,
Carl Mowery, Pat Harcourt and Kryste_l
Mowery.

----

$4.49

Church

Missy George, Fred
Mahfoud, Luke Harrington, Claudia Moore,
Nancy Schempp, Frank

ty. This wIl be sponsored by Murray
Hairdressers. .

Sunday Buffet of 4 Meats
5 Vegetables, Salad Bar
and Dessert

247-7817
Sunday Evening 4 30 7
Wed Evening 7

LaDonna Slayter and
Linda Wright will sing
"Precious Memories"

Eucharist services at 8
10:30 a.m. at St.
John's Episcopal
Church.
Assisting will be
and

panist, will sing the anthem, "Alleluia,
Praise."

800 N. 5th
Contact D. Loy Smith

k

D.Ray P. Moore will
direct the music with
Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene
Knight as pianist. The
Adult Choir will sing
"Jesus, Gentle Lamb"
at the -morning hour and
"Close to Thee" at the
evening hour. The
Ladies Trio composed of
Rebecca Meacham,

ing Sunday School starting at 9:30 a.m.
The Choir, directed by
Judy Henry 'with Cynthia Scribner as accom-

DeVantits

Mayfield
Tabernacle

Church.
at the 7 p.m. service.
He will be assisted by
Sunday School will be
Thomas Carruthers, the at 9:30 a.m. and Church
Rex. G.T. Moody, Training, GAB, RAs and associate pastor, G.B. Acteens will be at6 p.m.
Jones, Charles Hale,'
Episcopal
deacon of the week, and
Fr. David Robinson,
Marvin Harris.
vicar, will conduct Holy

.
Total fashion show in- cItlieris- -cluding hair styles,
Sibling Classes will
clothes and makeup will
be at 7 p.m. at Curris start at 6 p.m.. in third
Center Auditorium, floor classroom of
Murray State Universi- Murray-Calloway Coun-

with

Steve Jones as director
will be at 6 p.m.

Aurora
Tabernacle

Day Sunday. She also
will present aome
special programs dur-

anthem, "A
Balm In Gilead," with
will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Mrs. Doran as soloist.
„Church Training with

Gary Emerson as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with

474-2211

a.m. sevice at First
Presbyterian Church.
This will be in
recognition of Seminary

a

0.00.04.5.000.00.“
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South 12th !Woof
/
Southold* Confer

7

753-8971

Home Owned & Operated By
Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Doily Lunch & Dinner
Specials
-8401 Air Shopping Center
753-0/.4

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

VICTOR S

VICpp

porc

West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROO
1301 W Main - 753-7715

Joe Todd 8. Lorry Nekt
507 S. 12th

753-2814

•

Storey's
Food Giant

Parker
Ford Inc.

Bel Air Shopping Center

Attend the Church of your choice

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
BAPTIST

''Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

Carroll'Tire Service
imam Your UNIROYAL Tire Dialer

11
/
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
1 i05 Pogue
753-1489

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY•THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201S. 3rd.
753-2411
3 --.---

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
GERALD BOYD - OWNER
Major Engine Repair • A/C .. Tune-up Service
Automatic Transmission Service
407 South 4th

753-1750

limmmer

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING •SHEET METAL
SERVICE

802 CHESTNUT

THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

753-8181

County Line Grocery
Groceries & Gasoline

6 Days A Week 6-7

Hwy. 121

489-2533
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

• Vaughn s Plumbing
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N 4th
153-6168

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11'00 am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Mamas Worship
11110am
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
.10-00 a m
Morning Worship
um a m
Morning Worship
1110 am.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m
QIZILDWATER BAPTLTT
_
CHURCH
Sunday School
045 a m
Morning Services
11 -00 am
Evening Service.
600 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
. Wednesday Sem.
• 630 pm
Sunday School
10:00cm
Worship Service
1100a.m
Sunday Night
COO p.m
. EASTWOOD BAPTIST
• CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p.m
•
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
?doming Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
13 15 p m
EMkANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
11 00 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30.&m
Worship
10. 45 a m &700pm.
Church Training
6'00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship .
.11.00 a m
Evening'Worship •
6 -45 p rn
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday Schoo'.
9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
Singing Eve Worship
6 00 p m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
-Church Training '
500 pm
Evening Worship
6.00 pin
Wednesday Evening
7:00p m
-. HILLTOP' BAPTIST_ . .
.
Sunday School
1600 a m
Worship _Service ..
11.00 a.m.
Evening Service
510 p m
PURKSEY BAPTIST
*Morning Worship . •
Oa &at
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Preaching
11 LW a m
6-00 pm
Wednesday Night
7(Op m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
7'00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
200 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST ..
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST Sunday School
'630 a.m
Worship
t.m.
NEW MT CARMEL
-•
MISSIONARY
- Morning Woridgp.
11.00 a.m
Evening Worship
COO p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
It -00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1600 a.m
Preaching Serv
11.00 cm
Nightly Service
6 00 p m
it AK- elfin% I.:

Let Us Entertain You

'

Murray
Theatres
Ann's Ceramics

Figs lestimetiess

Other ti.s By Appointment

Mon-Tues-Thurs 6-10
Wed-Fri-Sat 1-5 Certified Teacher
2 Miles West et 441 South en tem* Reed
492-8869

•
11 .1 nh
and 0 in p oh

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
0 30 om
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
•
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
11 -00 a m
Worship
4pm
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
- Evening Worship
6 30 p m
. SALEM BArTIST
Morning Worship11 OD a m
Evening Worship
7 15 p m

CHURCH OF CHRIST

BAPTIST

SCOITS GROVE
UNIVERSITY
•
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Worship Service
First Worship
•
1100 a.m
• 30 a in
Chnrch.School
0 30a m
$ o I. m
Sunday School
9.30 a in
Worship Service
10 45 a m
. SINKING SPRING
Second Worship •
10 30 ant
Lisearis.p3ismiLANp ,
- "Morning Worship- • '
Evening Worship
• - II 1510 a.m.
6 00 p m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
7 30 p m
Worship Service
11 (Sam
SPRING CREEK
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Sunday School
Evening Worship
10 00 a.m.
0 00 p in
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 am
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Bible rihralli
T- .111111DE V111/111
-NOATM-PLISASANT GROVE -vEvening Worship
7:30 p.m. • Morning Worship
Sunday School
11 00 A m
9 45 a m
Wed Worship
Vied Eve Bible Study
7-90 p.m
7 00 p m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
ST JOHN BAPTIST
OAK GROVE
7
•
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
9 45 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m A 7 00 p m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
BETHEL UNITED Evening Worship
6-45 p.m.
Morning Worship
030 Ka&
• BETHEL CHAPEL
WEST FORK
Sunda) School
. 10 30 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1000
- arn
1100 am
ind&4thSWl
Night
6
00 p m
Worship Service
Sunday Evening
11 CO a rr.
6:00 p m
BROOK'S
CHAPEL
UNITED
.
Wednesday Evening
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
7.00 p.m
Sunday School
.
• • 10-00 a m
CALVARY TEMPLE
WESTIIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 10. m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
113 OD a m
1600 a m
1st k 1rd Sun Night
7.00 p m
Moming Wordup'
Morning Worship
11 00a m
10- 50 a m
COLDWAGER UNITED
Everung Worship
Evening Worship
, 6 30 p m
100 pm
Worship Service 11-00 Rit Is 2nd Sunday.
Wed Evening Ser
•-AViid
Service
•7 30 p m
7.00 pm
1600 a m 3rd 411. Sunday School 1000
THE CHI'Ral OF JESUS,
am. 1st & 2nd Sunday. 11 00a m 3r4 Ith
g4RIST limo HeighLs
Sunday
Sunday School
10 00 a in
COLE'S- CAMPGROUND
Worship Service ir 00 a m k 7 00 p m
70, Worship Service
'
9 00
FAITH APOSTOLIC
Sunday School
9.45
CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
DEXTER-HARDIN lINITED
2205 Coldwater Rd.
.
Worship Services
10 45 a m
Aunday School
10 00 a m
Sun Ser
• 1041 a m .7 00 p rr,
k 6 00 p m
Worship ..
1100am .11.00p_m
Wed Bible Study
7
0
0P
ni
MURRAY CHRISTIANFIRST METHODIST
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
S- 45 k 10 50 a m
Sunday School
10 00 ain
Worship
10 30'a in
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED_
Wining Worship
_
ILO°&M.
HMIs School
-110a m
Worship Service
..._11 -00 a m
.•
Sundfy Evening
7 00 p m
6 00 p m
Evening Service
Sunday School
10 00 & m
Thurs Nits
7.00pm
_
GOSHEN_METHODLST
.
_
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
•
Church School
1006a.m
-CENTER
.
Worship Service
:00 a.m
lilth at Cadoway
•
Evening Ser Wor
6•30 p.m
Church School
10 00 a m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
11 (Sam
ALMO
Worship •
--trerito
Sunday Evening
.
6 30 p in
Bible Study
10 00 am
Sunday School
WOO am
UNITED. NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITEL•
- SundaY School
10 00 a in
Evening Worship
'''''' Trilfp m
Sunday School
10110 a rn
Worship Serv
11.00 am An pin'
COLDWATER Worship
11•00aM
Morning Worship
_
10-.50*m
• ••
KIRKSEY UNITED
Evening Worship
600 pm
Sunday School
10.0D am
DEXTER
_
• Morning Worship
11100 kit,.
Morning Worship
10-500m
Evening Worship.
Evening Worship - - ---41110-p rn-LYNN GROVE
FRIENDSHIP
Worship *vise _
_ , 945 a.m .
Sunday-School
Cho-rch School
COMMUNITY CHURCH
10-45 a M
Morning Worship
11(0 a m
Sunday School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 a in
GREEN PLAIN
IKOrning_Worship
Worship Service
au airBMW-Stun
1600
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
Sunday School
30
&m
10
Morning Service
10 45 a
- atelOnney Road. Dexter -- __ MASON'S-CHAPEL UNITED
Evening Worship
600 pm
Sunday School
Worship
10-00 a.m
10 00 a m
Wed Worship
7 30 pm
Worship
Sunday School
a
11:00
m
11 CIO a in
HAZEL CHURCH
MT. CARMEL
OF CHRIST
BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Worship Service 10:00 a.m 2nd Sunday.
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Benton Symsoma Hwy Syrnsonia
11 00a.m. 4th Sunday. Sunday School 10 00
Morning Worship
10 56a m
Sunday School
9 45 a in
a.m. 1st. 3N-4th Sunday. 11 am 2nd
Evening Worship
6 OS p m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday
Mid Week Worships
700 p m
Wed Evening
700 p in
MT HEBRON
HICKORY GROVE
Worship Service 10
ist-Sunday*
1.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
11.00 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 11 00
.Sunday school.
1iiSim7Gy - f5001m . Ncr. fix' LMorning Worship •
11 00 a m
,
4* Sunday.
Evening Waisittp
0 00 p m
PALESTINE UNITED
CPRACH OF JEWS CHRIST
KIRKSEY CHURCH
Sunday Sri*/ OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10 00 a m
OF CHRIST
f
•
Worship
1100am
520S 16th St
Sundt!.'Sc hot,:
10 00 a m
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
11 OD a in
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
•
Worship
Sacrament Meet
a
it 50 a in •
.9.45
m
Evening Worship
7 pm
Sunday gchool
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
00 a m
11
Sunda) k Wednesdays.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
SERVICES
MT OLWE
Sunday School
Farmer Ave k 17th St. Murray. _
9 45 a m
CHURCH OF CHRIST
•
Morning Worship
Sunday
1045
a
m
11 00 a rn
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday School
Evening
600 p m
It 00 a in
Morning Worship
•
11 00a m .
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED .
2nd Vied
30 p m
Evening Worship
6-00 pm -Sunday School
RR 2nd Wed
.4.00 am
12 00-3 00 p m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
11.00am
Morning Service
10 50 a in
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School k
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Morning Worship
Bible Class
10 00 a m
10 15 a in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
Worship
11)5 a in
11 30 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Evening Worship
6'00 p m
Watchtower
'- AWE CHURCH
10 30 a ni
PLEASANT VALI:Er
Sunday School
Bible Lecture
- 10 00 a m
11.30 a in
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Morning Service
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Sabbath School
-Postai William J Pratt
9
15 a in
Sat
SECOND STREET
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m
Morning Worship
"
10 45 a m
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Holy Communion
4 OD a in
SEVENTHS POPLAR
Semday *NOM
0 15 a in
Worship Service
rt 30 a m
Holy Communion
San16
Bible Study
9 45 a m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
ST HENRY S
Worship Service
10 40 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Worship
600pm
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Saturday
5 00 p in
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p Si
Evening Worship
610 pm
Surrea•
11_11° a Tr
V.inter
MURRAY CHURCH
ST LE0 S '
7 00 p m Summer
Sunday School
- 9 45 a ria
CATHOLIC CHURCH
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Sunday Masse'00 p rn Sat
Morning Worsens;
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 Oth a m
a tr. Sunday
Evening Worship
600pm
Wednesday Worship
A IP p in

PENTECOSTAL

506 Main

Compliments of

D & W !tido Supply
We install auto glass"
•Auto Paint Material

5125. 12th

753-4563

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
719 South 12th
753-3822

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES op SERVICE

_

4.1

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky,
753-2706

WALEMART
ENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

INDEPENDENT
amisTist;

Everyday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus,Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Behind Rig John's) 753-4175

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

iri ildieslree. Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

753-2380

North 12th Stree

Hours
Sun. -Thurs.
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri. 8. Sat.
7 a.m. -Midnight

Attend Churc
Regularly
•NI

Breakfast Served
7 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

•••

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

C
0.

435-4415

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

NAZARENE

12th SE Main-Murray,Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

Kentmekw

Chau

"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT

Eastwood Christian
Bookstore

641 Super Shell
Open 6:30 i.e -Close 11:00 p.m.
Free Pickup
Sunday Open 8:00 em -Close 10:00 p.m. I Delivery
South 12th -Phone 753-9131

Hwy.94 East
Bibles, Books, Corti:, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.

Buck's Body Shop
900 Sycamore

753-4520

753-5397

GOLDEN CORRAL

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Cell in Orders 753-7101

f

Open All Year

753-1834

',Hillbilly -Barn -

East Main Street

Ward-Elkins

753-3540

orsworthy 7-53-6450
LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

Wheel Alignment
408 N. 4th

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

753-6779

Rt I

Hours: Twos. & Thurs. 9:30 0-ms. to 4 p.m.•Supphes
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
mumryWed.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
753-2540

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
I
---Tt •••• 769-9bilic:

TERRY'S PAINT 1. & DECORATING CENTER

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Well & Floor Covering
Seethside Shopping Center
753-3321

Phone 753-5012

Owners: Ruble
& Johnnie Taylor

Lynn Grove, Ky.

Mar-Lane Ceramics
usited
& Gift Shop 'cl• '
1 ornT07decher;
ml

•

Compliments of

Pittman

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phne 753-1713

Vegetables
Building Supplies
Quality Materials
•,Fair Prices
•Prompt Service

Midis. Mocks & Reedy Mil Concrete

753-5142

_

p Fresh Fruits &

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Auto Body 8. Frame Work
Established 1945

DOWNTOWN
BARBER SHOP

Murray, Ky.

CHRISTIAN

111

•Pizze•Peste•Sendwiches
12th dr Chestnut,759-4646

PRINTING

METHODIST

Sycamore at 12th

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North
- 753-2654

'

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
759-4522

PRESBYTERIAN -

Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

PlZZA HUTS

701 Main -- 753 5273

•
ft-LT.1

.COMPLIMENTS OF
•

Belcher
- Oil Co.

•

•

•Ir
•

111;“

-*re

.j.
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MHS Tigers use near-perfect game to blank Calloway, 10-0
ing out seven. He didn't Mazurka clobbered a backhanding shots down Its' league lead with a
By JIM RECTOR
allow a single walk and solo homer that bounced the third baseline and perfect 4-0 mark. The
Sports Editor
Take a shutout ' pit- only three runners gain- off the top of the A- throwing out all three Tigers have won 12
ed a base. Only one of section football runners.
ching performance ...
games in a row.
... add some power those managed a steal. bleachers in left field.
Today both teams are
-Tiger baserunners
Grogan's record im- Mazurka was 3-for-3 stole eight bases on on the road - Murray
hitting ...
... plus a few outstan- proved to 3-0 with two of with three RBI and he eight attempts.
visiting Paducah
ding defensive plays to his wins coming against scored twice.
Brad Skinner, the los- Tilghman and the
go with the routine CCHS. Thursday he fac...Altogether the ing pitcher, went the Lakers travelling to
ballhandling ed 20 batters in six Tigers had nine hits - distance and struckout Farmington.
innings.
assignments ...
twit/ by West who scored five Tigers, walking
Saturday the Tigers
Of the three batters to three times and a double three.
... and throw in a dash
host Ballard Memorial
of aggressive. baserunn- get aboard against the by Todd Ross that
Skinner was the in a doubleheader.
ing and a 6th inning Tigers, one was picked bounced over the fence Lakers most proficient
R H E
10-run rule and what do off _by the junior In left-centerfield.
hitter going 2-for-2 for ounewsyce - 123456
eee000 035
you have?
righthander at first
...The Tiger defensea..._tpe day.
1 I 1 3 2 2 10 9 0
Try the closest thing base. •
didn't .commit an error
The loss dropped Brad
raw: Sid:inert' G
HR — 4( M ei Wade •
to perfection the Murr.Ieff Downey strok- and besides the routine Calloway
y to 0-2 in the7Mazurka, Jett powney. 2B —
.
.
tee: 1127
7.s0.1.0
2. B — MHS 3, CC 2.
ray-High . Tigers have ed--a 2-rifirborner in the -plays, Downey made district, 2-7 overall.
Records
MHS 14-2. 4-0 district;
had all year: a 10-0 fifth inning and three impressive efforts
M urray
maintained cc s
shutout of district rival
Calloway County.
The Thursday performance was the best indication of the team's
potential the Tigers
have produced in -their
14-2 season thus far.
"It was a most satisfying win," agreed Cary
CAT-MAN.IX)--- Jeff 'Cat' Downey-(10) showed what he- could do at the
Miller, coach of the
plate, Thursday, by pounding a two-run homer off Calloway's Brad Skinner
MHS squad. "I was Imin the 10-0 district victory. Downey's blast was one of two homers by the Murpressed with the way
ray Tigers and it brought home Wade Mazurka who hit the other MRS roundphetii-b - Jirtf-Rect-or- they--played -in every -aspect of the game.
That was as-close to
perfection as we've
been all year.
The accolades were
distributed among
altnost every member
of the Tiger squad that
made the shortened victory possible. The game
MURFREESB0RO. to .363 and he .also Southern Division .and, was called in the sixth
Tenn.
A•two-run dou- scored the last run of the will advance along with Inning after the Tigers
ble by David Butts in the game when he scored Austin Peay to the OVC scored their 10th run on
top of the seventh.inning from third in the top of tournament. In the Wade Mazurka's third
'pushed - Murray State the seventh off Gary result of a .tie between RBI of the day.
past host Middle Ten- Blaine's_ sacrifice fly.
Murray anci_MTSLIthe
Prior to that single -nessee, 8-6, in a crucial
Because of Butts' tiebreaker will be a coin which scored Mark
Ohio Valley Conference heroics at the plate and toss.
West from third, the
baseba•1 I game relief work by winning
The Southern Division Tiger fireworks
Thursday.
pitcher Derek Lindauer, champ will host the OVC included:
ROUTINE - Murray infielders Mark West (11) and Rodney Key make this play look easy as they
stop
The second'game of the Thoroughbreds tourney this year and
...Mitch Grogan
a Calloway County baserunner during Thursday's game. Shortstop West had stopped a hard grounder
the scheduled broke a tie for second the 'Breds have an out- blanked the Lakers for
with his glove and chest, then flipped the ball to second-baseman Key for the easy out. The Tigers
doubleheader was rain- plate in the Southern side chance of overtak- six innings
defeated the Lakers, 10-0..in a game shortened to six innings by the 10-run rule: The Tigers didn't comallowing oned out.
- Division, dropping ing APSU for the honor. ly.three hits while strikmit an error during Thursday's contest.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Butts' double came off MTSU to third and tak- The Governors are 7-4 in
a Marty Smith fastball .ing over the runnerup league play with one
and scored Rob position.
game remaining
McDonald and Jay ConThe 'Breds have a against Tennessee
nell who had started the three-game 'series with Tech. 4-7.
•
inning with successive the Blue Raiders reSunday's
Singles.
--niaining and they must doubleheader at Reagan
^
Connell and Butts also- -win two of the three eon- Field- *ill be the -first
PHILADELPHIA championship sweep of his left eye and back tomorrow.
last season, and the
had back-to-hack home Jests to be assured of a two games of the three- (AP) - The powerful the Los Angeles I •a kers. spasms,
Erving repeated the team that went 52-30 this
runs leading off the berth in the OVC post- game showdown. The Philadelphia 76ers fell
The Sixers appeared
''Look at Cheeks," question: "Will there be time around. ,
sixth iiining to break--a season playoffs..
twinbill begins at 1 p.m. flat on their faces.
capable of becoming the said Erving. "He won't changes?
Nor would he com3-3 tie.
If the Raiders win all
In Thursday's game
The team that won the first team since the be able to walk for two
"There always are go- ment on the early exit
Butts. a 5 - 1 0 three of the contest, in Murfreesboro, the National Basketball
Boston Celtics of 1969 to weeks. Bobby Jones has ing to be team changes., from the playoffs.
sophomore from Cadiz, they will be the No.2. 'Breds started with Don Association title last repeat as NBA chama swollen ankle."
there always are going
Ky.. raised his average team representing the Neofelder but brought season* with the fifth- pions. But whatever
it is
to be changes, whether
Cunningham hedged
in both Kevin Self and best record in the that catches up with the
Erving didn't mention you win or lose. But we on whether he would be
Lindauer in the sixth. history of the league is champions, grabbed the that he had a groin pull have a
good nucleus."
back as coach, declarMTSU went through five gone this time in the Sixers.
and a sprained ankle.
Coach Billy Cunn- ing that he always \
pitchers before Smith first round of the
'It's tough to be on ingham declined to com- evaluated that after the
was nailed with the loss. playoffs.
Julius Erving, the
vacation now. I'm sad- ment. on the difference season.
The Raiders scored
The upstart New captain of the 76ers, was dened by the loss but the between the Sixers, who
But, he observed:
three runs in the bottom Jersey Nets beat the asked why his 4team sun will shine posted
a 65-17 record "It's a draining job."
of the sixth on three hits 76ers, 101-98 Thursday couldn't repeat.
before Lindauer came night to eliminate the
"Our season had more
in with runners on first defending champs, 3-2, valleys than peaks and
and second and two winning all three games the playoff was inouts. He struckout the on Philadelphia's court. dicative of the season next batter to end the ' Micheal Ray Richard- two peaks and three
A little practice went shared- medalist honors
were also counted in the
MTSU threat.
son and Otis Birdsong, valleys.
a long way, Thursday, with a player from Lone
Lady Laker team score
Murray's team bat- each w,th 24 points and
as the Calloway County Oak.
"We didn't make the
while Tab Johnson's 58
ting average improved six assists, led the sur- total shift5 and here
golf teams posted two
The Lady Lakers won was not used.
to .304 with the 11-hit prising Nets into the se- (Thursday night) we
victories over, visiting the team match, 213-218,
game. Leading the cond round of the reverted to things that Lone Oak.
which was only theseToday the Laker/s par'Breds is Chris Barber playoffs. The Nets will buried us. We had plenMark Waldrop posted cond time the Lone Oak ficipate in the Marshall
who has a 12-game hit- meet the Milwaukee ty of incentive this a 39 at Murray
Coantry girls have lost this County Invitational
ting streak and a .448 Bucks in a best-of-seven season but we did not Club to win
medalist season. The first time before travelling to
average.
series starting Sunday have the ideal cir- honors of the day for the
came at the hands of the Fulton City on Monday.
2 3 4 5 6 7 R HE
in Milwaukee. '
cumstances of last year Lakers who beat' Lone CCHS girls also.
The Lady Lakers play at
Murray Stale 1 1 1 0 0 2 3 8 11 1
But the story is not so when we were a healthy Oak, 173-184.
Middle Tenn 02 1 0 030 6 8 2
Shelby Morgan's 54 Hickman County on
WP — Derek Undauer 1,1-11 LP —
much the Nets' upset, as team."
The other three CCHS and Joanna Gibbs' 55 Tuesday.
Marty Smith (5-4
big as it is. Rather it's
Erving pointed at scores that counted
2B — (MS) David Butts. ( MT
Gary Emerson HR — (MS Clay
the decline of the 76ers, Maurice Cheeks, who were by David Schwan,
Boone. Jay Connell, Butts, (MT)
a team many thought played most of the 44, Phil Bryan, 45, and
Jett Nix
might have started a series with tendinitis of John Hassell, 45. .Alan
Records — MSU 15 12 1 5-4 OVC
AUSTIN, Texas (AP)
"Oh my word, whaa a
5AT 21 14 4 5
dynasty with last year's the knee, a slash above Cothran shot .48 and - It was just one shot. a great feeling," Nieporte
David McCuiston shot 51 6-iron. But it was a hole- said Thursday after
to round out the team
in-one, and it earned winning a $25,000 bonus
scoring.
Tom Nieporte more for the ace on the
In girls play, the Lady
money than he won in 164-yard, par-three 11th
Lakers had twin 52s by any tournament he ever hole during the first
the Lamb twins, Terri
played in on the regular round of the Liberty
and Sherri., - as they PGA golf tour.
Mutual Legends of Golf.

11S1 \o.2 in ,s'outhern l)iiiofl

Butts double, homer aid Breds
in 8-6 victor's,- over Blue Raiders

Thers fall flat as Nets eliminate defending champs

Laker linkers defeat Lone Oak

One golf shot worth S25,000

Serviceafad' NotRuined/
WheriVou visit JeiTY's,--Yiki can be aSsured of fast
service and leisurely dining-We think that prompt,
attentive service makes the difference between
eating and dining. And at Jerry's, dirling is a
pleasant experience. From our fast, efficient
service to our extensive menu.

'Like our Champ Sandwich Plate
Thin-sliced, sugar-cured ham, lightly grilled with
melted Swiss cheese and topped with tomato,
lettuce and Jerry's own special dressing on a
sesame seed roll—served with golden French
fries and cote slaw! A delicious meal at an
affordable price.
Come in and see the difference our.service
makes. At Jerry's...

We Serve You Right!.

-

Seep Stop
WATERPROOFING MATERIAL

For Concrete or Concrete

Blocks

Uses: Basements, Block Binrciing-t-,--eefirs, Watertank,

Existing Problems • New construction
Interior • Exterior • Above or Below Ground

EASY TO APP!.Y!
Now Available at.:
Champ
Sandwich
Plate

RESTAURANTS
. S. 12th St., Murray

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple, Murray, Ky. 42071
753-3161.
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Derby Trial pits five hopefuls in final tuneup
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- Devil's Bag, the
1983 2-year-old champion who has had his
reptitation tarnished
this spring, will oppose
four other 3-year-olds
Saturday in the
$50;000-added Derby
Trial on opening day at
Churchill Downs.
The one-mile Trial is
the final prep for the
1%-mile Derby May 5.
Devil's Bag opened
his 3-year-old campaign
with a victory in the
seven-furlong Flamingo
prep at Hialeah Feb. 20.
"He was as good as any horse I've been on,"

Devil s Bag
and
The Derby

said jockey Eddie
Maple after that
victory.
But in the 14 -mile
Flamingo March 3,
Devil's Bag struggled
home fourth.
He didn't get back to

the races until April 19
when he won the sevenfurlong Forerunner
Purse at Keeneland.
This means he will go into the Derby with only
one start without a win
in a race n mond two

turns.
While Devil's Bag has
a disappointing spring,
his trainer Woody
Stephens has had a
tough one. The 70-yearold member of racing's
Hall of Fame suffered
broken ribs some time
ago and now is in a
Louisville hospital with
pneumonia. Mike Griffin of Claiborne Farm is
handling Devil's Bag
and his stablemate,
Swale
Devil's Bag will carry
122 pounds and again
will be ridden by Maple
when he opposes Secret
Prince, 122, Biloxi Indian, 122, Coax Me Gypsy, 113, and John Bright,

Lady Tigers win, 8-1

Tigers post 7-2 win over Tilghmaft netters
PADUCAH, Ky. Murray High tennis
coach Jerry Shelton
could hardly contain
himself after his boys
and girls squads knocked off host Paducah
Tilghman, Thursday.
"We played some
mighty good tennis matches and beat probably
the best team we've
played all year,"
Shelton said.
The Tigers won the
boys matches, 7-2, while
the Lady Tigers triumphed, 8-1.
Robert Stout battled
Nathan Rowton before
finally winning, 8-5, and
at No.2 singles, Shawn
Parker overcame a 7-2
deficit to win in a
dramatic comeback,
9-7, over Ulrick Krag, a
Swedish transfer
student.
Mike Wilkins rounded
out the top three victories for MHS by
knocking off Cooper

Hipp, 8-4.
In girls action, Mel
The Tigers lost at No.4 Jackson blasted Shanand No.6 when John non Cruz, 8-2, in a battle
Mark Hall lost to of regional
Charles Seabury, 8-4, heavyweights; Liz
and Mark Whitaker lost Oakley beat Lee
to David Montgomery, Gregory, 8-0; Ellen
but Shawn Kelly's 8-2 Hogancamp whipped
victory over David Kelly MeNighT, 8-0;
Stairs gave the Mur- Leslie Foster whipped
rayans a 4-2 lead going Amy Gregory, 8-3; Kim
into the doubles.
Greene lost to Karen
Stout-Parker and Kietz, 8-4; and Allison
Rowton-Krag see-sawed Carr beat Alice Waller,
the entire No.1 doubles 8-0.
match before the MHS
duo could squeak out an
8-6 decision.
Shelton said the way
the two teams fought
was "a magnificerrt
display of tennis - the
kind of competition you
usually don't see until
the state (tournament)
level."
Wilkins-Hall and
Kelly-Whitaker made
the MHS doubles sweep
complete by defeating
Hipp-Seabury, 8-5, and
Stairs-Montgomery, 9-7,
respectively.

Water ski club formed
for local enthusiasts

,.
••.

A new water ski club
has been organized in th
Kentucky Lake area
called Kentucky Lake
Ski Bunch.
Avid skiers from
Calloway and Marshall
counties have organized
the club and new
members are invited.
The club will have_
available and be responsible for three slalom
courses and a jump
ramp.
Anyone interested in
competition skiing,

Pipes
Accessories.
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
614 S. 4th St.
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.

SCOREB, OARD
Ago
Ever wonder
If you have
the insurance
protection you
need for your car?

State Farm otters modern,
comprehensiVe protection.
The cost is low, and the
- service is fast. Ask one of
— your neighbors, then give
me a call

.....

Stale f arm UMW,

Automob,,,,nsvante

Company
ors,,,e fp,t, 8,50t.ungton 111,,Q,0

-

Major League Baseball Standings. Results
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pd. GB
W
L
Pct
Detroit,
16
1
.941 Philadelphia
10
6 .625
Cleveland
-9- AV- MO 6
Chicago
10
7
588
Toronto
11
9 .560 6.4
10
7
588
New York
Milwaukee
7
10
412 9
Montreal
10
8
666
New York
7
10 .412 9
St Louis
11
8
421
Boston
7
12
166 • 10
Pittsburgh
10
13
375
Baltimore
6
13 • 316 11
WEST DIVISION
WEST DIVISION
San Diego _ .14 , _6. ..700
Seattle
.11 . 8
579 .
Oakland
11
9
LOB Angeles
666
4
14
7
647
Californfa
12
10
545
Ss
Atlanta
7
T1. 3/60
Minnesota
-10
10
500
14 • San Francisco 7
11
3k6
Kansas City . 8
9
7
471
2. . Houston .
12
368
Texas
Cincinnati
8
11
6
421
3
13
326
Chicago
6
11
353
1

NBA

Cleveland

Thursday's Games
5. Chicago 1
Minnesota 4, New York 2
Oakland 7. Toronto 1
Milwaukee 2. California 1
Seattle 6, Boston 5. 10 innings
Detroit 7..Texas 5
Ba1tliflOre-11. Kansas City 3

Thursday's Games
Los Angeles 6 San Diego 5
Atlanta 2 Cincinnati 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St Louis t Andujar.2-21 at Mon
treat (Rogers 1-00
Chicago ,Rainey 1-2• at Pitt
'burgh (Rhoden 1-2,, in.
San Francisco i Grant 0-0, at CI,
cuiriati I Price 1.1). in)
-Philadelphia tDenrrr2-1 rat-Nev.•'
. k's
York , Leary 1,00, iii i
6
Atlanta i Falcone 043, al Houstor
6 ,
Niekro 2-3,.
)
in
6.,
Los Angeles i Honeycutt 2-0. d•
7iir
San.Diego i Lollar 2.11. in ,
GS
i,..
4,
1
34,
4

Playoffs--

--

NBA Playoff Glance
Detroit-New York winner at
First Round
Boston
(Best of Frye)
Phoenix at Utah '
Thursday. April 26
,^
New Jersey at Milwaukee
New Jersey 101. Philadelphia 98.
New Jersey wins series 3-2
Dallas UM, Seattle 104.0T Dallas
Frulayi Games
wins series 3-2
Cleveland iBehenna 0-01 at
Milwaukee 118. Atlanta 89
Detroit i Berenguer 1-0), r n)
National Hockey League
.Milwaukee wins series. 3.2
Milwaukee (Caldwell 3-11 at New
Conference Championships
Utah-1.27, Denver 111. Utah wins
York i Rawley 0-1). In i
Best-of-Seven
Texas i Darwin 2-01 at Baltimore
aeries 3-2
Wales Conference
Phrwettr • •-•
l'ortn- - -. "."
,Bodclicker 0.4i, in)
Thursday. April 26
Phoenix wins series 3.2
Boston I . ckersley 1-21 at
--Montreal 4. N Y Islanders 2.
Friday. April 27
Chicago i Holt 2-1). In 1
Montreal leads series 2-0
New York at Detroit
Toronto I Alexander 0-0) at KanCswiltse4
'
saa City ,
4 111.....^ 41-1-1.--en-f-----.----- --Can6"."'s C4444464—
•-•- - - •
?maw Will(
(Best of Seven)
Seattle i Stoddard 0-1i at CantorEdmonton 7, Minnesota 1
Saturday. April 28
nix I Romanick 2.1), i- n i
Thursday. April 26
Dallas at Los Angeles
Minnesota LYastinick 0-01 at
Edmonton 4 Minnesota 7 f'd
Sunday. April 29
Oakland iMcCatty 2-1i. in).
,•.,,t Jr- a.- ad, •it-rit, 12-".

Hock e'.

Conterence

Larry Krouse Insurance

524 Main

759-9888

handise

(Does Not Include All Merchandise In Store)

slaloming, trick skiiing,
jumping, barefoot skiing, recreational skiing
or learning how to ski
should contact one of the
club members from
Murray:

This
Isn't
Like
Any
Ordinary
Sale

Brent and Vicki Allen,
Terry Broach, Gary and
Tina Collins, Jerry and
Brenda Collins, Debbie
Croft, Mike Eaves, Bobby and Felicia Hill, Dan
Hutson, Greg
McReynolds, or Tony
Page.

Ridley doubleplay sparks
MHS softball win over LO
LONE OAK, Ky. - A
Kelly Ridley doubleplay
and four consecutive
doubles propelled the
- Murray High girls softball team to a 5-3 victory
in the nightcap of a
- doubleheader against
host Lone Oak,
Thursday.
The Lady Tigers lost
the opener, 9-6, .and
have a 3-5 record
overall.
The second' game
went into an extra inning tied 3-3 after Ridley
killed a bases-loaded
threat in the bottom of
the seventh when she
caught a hard line drive
at first base and tagged
the runner leaving the
bag.
From there the Lady
• Tigers took command at
the plate in the top of the

In doubles, Murray
won all three matches
with 8-2 results.
The Lady Tigers improved to 5-1 but face a
tough rematch at Lone
Oak today. The last time
the two teams met Murray lost 4-5.
The Tigers, now 6-0,
also visit Lone Oak, a
team Murray beat 5-4..
Monday both MHS
squads visit Tilghman
again.

112, Sattiaay. .
Only John Bright is
not nominated for the
Derby.
Secret PrinZ ridden
by Craig Perret, will be
starting for the first
time since suffering a
bruised foot and finished last in the mile and
70-yard Gotham Stakes
at Aqueduct April 7. The
colt has won his other
two races this year, including the six-furlong
Bay Shore.
Biloxi Indian, ridden
by Garth Patterson,
also has won two of
three starts with the loss
being a last-place finish
in the 11/8-mile Louisiana Derby March 25 at
the New Orleans
Fairgrounds. Last fall,
the colt won the Kentucky Jockey Club
Stakes at Churchill
Downs.
- Coax Me Gypsy, who
won an allowance race
at Churchill Downs as a
2-year-old, is winless in
five starts this year.
John Bright, a gelding,
finished second in his
last start, the
WoctdAtttclt_ _Stakes at
Greenwood March 31.
He has three wins and
three seconds in six
career races.
No riders were named
for Coax Me Gypsy and
John Bright.
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Sports Saver
W
e
e
k
e
n
d
Selected Close Out Merc

eighth when Leslie
Thompson led-off with a
double and came home
on a two-bagger by Kendra Thurmond. Gaye
Latinier followed with
another double advancing Thurmond to third.
Connie Spann brought
home the insurance run,
Thurmond, when she
doubled as well.
Pitcher Sheri Swift
stopped the hosts in the
bottom of the eighth
frame to gain the win.
Ginger Stalls was pinned with the loss in the
first game.
Today the Lady
Tigers were scheduled
to host Hopkinsville in a
doubleheader and
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
the Murray girls host
Christian County in
another twinbill.

It's
Bigger
And
, Better
Than
Last
Year

Two Days Only
(April 27 & 28)
Friday 12-6, Saturday 9-5
Most Items Way Below. Cost
*Bats
*Bags
*Tennis Shirts
*Jerseys
*Socks
*Jackets
•T-Shirts
*Gym Shorts
*Racquetball & TennisRackets
*Hats

K&K STUMP REMOVAL ,
h.• ton rennore slutnp• op ,
to 74 below 'be orotond.
433 4343 or 435 4314
art Now Moot Pt &towel

Legal Notice
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
In accordance with KR.S.176.031. Kentucky's noxious weed law, the
I Transportation Cabinet will destroy weeds on state•owned right of way
at-the request of the adpining property oWner
.
• •
-Aistlexiiius weeds named in the law are Johnson grass. giant fox-tail, Canada thistles, nodding thistles. and multiflora rose ,
Persons who own property adjacent to state right ,2f way and who
are involved in eradication efforts on their property can submit a writ:-- - -I ten application to the-highway district office in their area Applications
and addresses of each district office will be located at state highwa y
maintenance garages.
,
.

*Warm-Ups
*Baseball Gloves
*Athletic Shoes
*Swim Suits
*Balls

DENNISON-HUNT sixditing Goods
1203 Chestnut

"Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life.
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Being mature in faith provides great personal benefits
James. the half
brother of our Lord
Jesus, .who also indicated that he worshipped and served Christ as
his Lord, wrote this
Epistle from 'which today's lesson is taken.
It deals with matters
of practical and abiding
interest. From a careful
study of it we shall
derive much personal
benefit.
Written to believers
who were sorely afflicted by poverty and
greatly distressed by
the opposition and oppression which followed
their dispersion. this
Epistle afforded them
helpful instruction and

great encouragement.
Facing life** trials
James 1:2-8
These dispersed rteopie were the '13rethren"
of James by nature or
according to the flesh..
and by grace or in
Christ.
James challenged
them to rejoice that they
were hedged in by
various trials and
reminded them that
God's care of His own is
constant and never
failing.
Reminding them that
satanic onslaughts are
an evidence of spiritual
activity. James
challenged his readers
not to try to shun their

trials, but to meet them
joyfully for they would
be beneficial.
Trials discipline a
child of God and aid
greatly in the development of his Christian
character.
Misfortunes and
adversities test the
reality and the strength
of the Christian's faith.

408
12th
Closed
Sunday

Flippens Has YourSpringtime Favorites
491-lead

.4i

Broccoli 99°
Bunch
Cabbage

Tomatoes59° Lb

45!alk
Carrots 35it
Celery

25g

Bag

10 Lb. Bag Red Potatoes

$ 1 69

Flippens Has The
Freshest Fruits In Town
Pineapple 99L, '4- 'Strawberries 79t,
Seedless White

Canteloupes$4,1 2Pach
Red & Black

Grapes $

Granny Smith

26
L b.

Navel

Grapes 89'
Lb
Apples 69,t, Oranges 6/
White

Grapefruit

1

Pink

5/1

He is our Creator,
Preserver and Sustainer. He is not only'
good and gracious, but
Ho is unchangeable.• He

Grapefruit 4/$ 1 1

filthy habits and wicked
conduct, and. that we
yield our lives to Him
and live in compliance
with His Word.

HEARTBREAKER

Endurance of trials
often results in the full
surrender or yielding of
the believer to the
perfect will of God.
Doing the will of God
requires patience, and
this virtue is developed
most,effectively by or
through trials.
Nobody is born with
patience; neither is it
bestowed upon us when
we become Christians,
but it is gradually
wrought in us by the
discipline of experience.
Christians who need
and desire wisdom are
reminded that they may
obtain lefrom God, who
is the source of wisdom,
through asking Him for
It in genuine faith.
God has an unlimited
supply of wisdom and is
very desirous of imparting it to His Children in
abundance on the condition that they desire and
request it.
- -Pacts about temptation
James 1:12-15
Originally temptation
meant a trial or a
testing. It is usually
thought of as an enticement or solicitation to
do wrong.
Let it be understood
once for all that temptations do not come from
God. He has never enticed anybody to sin. '
Satan Is the one -7h
v -Otempts people to sin. He
brings numerous
allurements before our
eyes.and tries to get us
to do wrong, but that is
all that he can do. Satan
cannot compel us to sin.
The responsibility of
doing that which is evil
rests upon the individual who yields and
sins against God, others
and himself.
Victory over temptation is ours through the
appropriation of what
God provides for us
through Christ.

WHEN YOU'RE ON THE GO, MAKE
SURE THE GOING IS GREAT

Buy a good car
before you leave
on vacation.

DEAR HEARTBREAKER: Perhaps you unconsciously set yourself up to get "caught" because you
don't really want a serious commitment. It's also
possible that you feel you don't deserve a meaningful relationship with a decent woman.
Find a therapist who can get to the bottom of this
destructive behavior, or the heart you will ultimately
break will be your own.

By Abigail Van Buren

•••

Cook Stretches Panty Hose
A Bit Too Far for Friends
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I hay" a friend who cooks
catfish to perfection. We have always enjoyed it until he
recently remarked that he prefers to strain the grease (to
be reused) through a large panty hose given to him by a
heavyset ladyfriend.
This offhand remark has disturbed me to the point of
being unable to enjoy catfish prepared by my friend. Is
his method of straining in any way dangerous? Even if
the panty hose were well-laundered, is there a possibility
of germ infiltriltiOn, with the danger of hepatitis or some
other disease?
Please contact your experts and let me know if I have
reason to worry, or is it just a silly hang-up I should
overcome?
It seems to me that catfish Strained through my
laundered shorts wouldn't be any different than catfish
strained through panty hose.
LOVES CATFISH IN MISSISSIPPI
DEAR LOVES: In all probability, you are needlessly worried because the high temperature of hot
grease should eliminate the danger of germ infiltration.-Tlowever, I can understand how the psychological aspect of the whole thing could conceivably
spoil your appetite.
Buy your friend a pair of Fat Fanny Panty Hose
(yes, there are such things) and ask him to replace
the original panty hose "strainer" with a brandnew one.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old male college student
with a serious problem: infidelity.
In the last six years, I've had four serious love relationships (one at a time) with four of the most terrific girls a
guy could ever ask cor, and they've all ended for the same
stupid reason. I was caught cheating with nother girl.
Not one of these sexual encounters meant a thing to me.
They were all one-nighrstancls with girls I hardly knew.
Why do I keep ruining - meaningful 'relationships with
decent women I really love and care about? What is my

DEAR THERESA: I have seen several versions of
this piece, but yours is the only one anybody can
follow. There's a message for everybody here. I hope nobody misses it.

Businesses continue using
toll free 'Answer Desk" line
prospective_ and pre- .
sent small business
owners in Kentucky continue to use the U.S.
Small Business Administration's toll free
"Answer Desk"
telephone service to get
help on problems connected with their
business and with the
Federal Government.
Of the total calls from
October through Mardi,
131 were requests for information on financial
assistance, according to
Billy Wells, director of
the SBA's Louisville
offiCe.
"SBA's 'Answer
Desk' provides a
valuable and popular
resurce to more and
more small business
persons in and around

the Kubota 88200HST has a hydrostatic transmission that makes it as easv
to dm e as an automatic car
To go for.ard. lust push your toes down on the foot pedal Push-your heel
to go back All without touching a clutch pecral or gearshift
Not only is the 88200HST easy to dose, is exceptionally maneuverable for
mowing, tilling, plowing, hauling
and more It also has a strong 19
horsepower diesel engine
So stop by your dealer soon and
dnve home a nes. Kubota
Nothmg,like-

1934 — 1984

60111) *.
ioulteNin mCneei Equipment Co.
zi I-;, MURRAY 503 WALNUT — 753-3043
PADUCAH

--v.,-

- JULIA ST. — 444-0110

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find'out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARM
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Originality is to the fore, but
it expresses itself best in nonmaterial triterests. Avoid expansive business moves.
TAURUS
(APF:20to May 201
Some edginess exists with a
close tie„ A surprise fingcial
development is in your favor.
Stick to your principles.
GEMINI
(May2ltoJune20)
Business and pleasure do
not combine favorably. Don't
talk shop and you'll make a
good impression socially.
Watch extravagance.

"r

KENTUCKY FUR
TAKERS ASSOC.
SPRING RENDEZVOUS

See Them At

Murray Datsun
Chrysler-Dodge-Plymouth
604 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-7144

COMESEE WHATWE ARE DOING FOR YOU!Lisa Allen-. "arici;WndarTerine's§ee'
Performing At
'
Saturday Night Dance

•

_

Wells.
•
During the Fiscal
Year ending September
30, the toll free number
received a total of 49,253
calls from around the
country.
'Some,'Answer Desk'
inquiries involve issues
that do not involve
SBA," Wells said.''Such
calls are quickly referred to the , proper
government agency."
The Answer Desk is
operated by the SBA's
Office of Advocacy, and
is open Monday through
Friday (except for
Federal holidays) from
9-5.
The toll-free number
(800-388-5855) also has
equipment for the
hearing-impaired.

-9
4
/4\
110

CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Though new career ideas
are worthwhile,it's too soon to
implement them. You'll need
to distinguish between the genuine and the false.
.
LEO
July 23 to Aug.22
surprise invitation comes
from out of the blue. Self-indulgence,though-, wig's/feet
your health adversely. Accent
moderation.
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You'll need to watch costs if
planning
home
improvements. Remember your
innate practicality. Don't go to
extremes.
LIBRA
11-4n
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Avoid arguments with close
ties about spending. Vary your
routine now for happiness in
interpersonal relationships.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Slapdash methods interfere
with progress. If you're going
to do something, do it right.
Slow down. Don't take shortcuts.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Watch 'indiscreet behavior.
Investigate new ways to have
fun; avoid self-destructive actions. Keep control of spending.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.Z2toJan.19)
Tension could exist between
a family member and a friend.
For this reason, it's unwise to
invite this person over. Enjoy
privacy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 toFeb. 18)
You'll welcome today's
chances to make new friends.
Watch embarrassing slips of
the tongue. A career concern
needs further thought.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
An off-beat job offer is worth
your perusal. Meanwhile,
you'd better cut down on extravagance, especially if
traveling.
YOU BORN TODAY are
liable to experiment before
settling on a career. Both artistic and intellectual pursuits
attract you. You may have
special talents as an actor.
Brokerage, law, teaching and
writing are also likely to appeal to you. At times, you can
get into a rut and need to prod
yourself to make the most of
your potential:Always be willing to, investigate the new,
especially when you're feeling
complacent. Hold fast to your
ideals for enduring happiness.
Birth date of: James Monroe,
U.S. president; Ann-Margret,
actress; and Lionel Barrymore,actor.
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Relive the Excitement of the past when the Fir
Takers, Indians, Mountain 'Men, and Settlers
would- meet in the Spring to swap, trade', buy
and sell. The 1984 Spring Rendezvous will be
held-on April 27, 28, and 29 at Camp Energy,
located in -Land Between The Lakes. These funfilled three days and nights of excitement will
include:
Black Powder shoots for Adult and Children,
Archery, Fishing Contest (game and rough
fish), Skinning and Fleshing, Trap Setting
Contest, Canoe Race, Turkey Calling, Raffles, Many Games (adult and children), Auctions, Tomahawk Throwing,,Crappie fishing
at its peak.,
Various Guest Speakers at Each Day's Event
Fur Buyers and Supply Dealers
_
_ Saturday Night Ponce
Help to relive the pages or History
TAKERS—
_

PRICED TO SELL

the _ c_ount_ry_Z'

Fraaces Drake

it on earth-

1 Dodge 600 ES
2 New Yorkers
2 Plymouth Horizons
1 Dodge Charger

1

FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1984

OKUBOTIE

• We've Made A
Special Purchase
of Chrysler Corp.
Executive Cars

DEAR ABBY: This is for all the lazy people in the world
'who don't want to accept any responsibility:
Once upon a time, there were four people named Everybody, Somebody, Nobody and Anybody. When there was
an important job to be done, Everybody was sure that
Somebody would do it. Anybody could have done it, but
Nobody did it
•
When Nobody did it, Everybody got angry because it
was Everybody's job. Everybody thought that Somebody
would do it, but Nobody realized that Nobody would do it.
So it ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when
Nobody did what Anybody could have done in the first
place.
THERESA G. IN MILWAUKEE

Your Individual
Horoscope

0‘

I.

never forgets, fails or
forsakes His children.
Therefore, it is incumbent upon us t_o
eliminate from ourlives
problem?

by h.c. chiles

fillbilly Barn

Lettuce

Facts about God
James 1:16-21
God is the source of
"every good and every
perfect gift."

sunday school
lesson

753-8214
Mon- Sot 9-6 9-
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THE

sp‘THE MEETING. OF THE
rZCACTUS CLUB WILL NOW
CZ COME TO ORDER!

LEDGER A; TIMICI4
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IT NAS SEEN 5U66E5TEr
-TAT A DRIVE BE
ORGANIZED TO RECRUIT
NEW MEMBER5...

14.1
a-

LET THAT BE A LESSON
TO YOU -- DONT BELIEVE
EVERYTHING PEOPLE TELL

C ON unarlatimse• serieraii

I WOULD' LIKE YOUR CHEAPEST
ROOM FOR ME ANP MY CAT
YE5,SIR.1I4AT
WOULD BE THE
JACK BENNY
SUITE, 51R

ALL-CAMPUS SING - Winners in the AllCampus -Sing, sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota
music fraternity at Murray State University,
were Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, top photo, and
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, side photo. Members of
the Alpha Delta Pi quartet are,from left, Alison
Marshall, Murray, Shasta Sullivan,. Ma;field,
Jacqui Bond and Lynn Linderer, both of Crystal
City, Mo.

•

• Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart
Sells to, Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less •
Wal-M.rri Se, Iv, Less • Aal-M,..t

Prices
Good
Thru
Sunda 1
April
29,
1984

SAVWEitliEND GS

•

Mrs. Bose s funeral today

The Rey. Ricky Miller the Mid-Continent Bible
will'be ordained to the College near Mayfield.
The funeral for Mrs.- Fairlane,- widow of Will
gospel ministry on Sun_Velma Rose _was_today Rose, died Wednesday
Milki, son of Mr. and
day, April 29, at 2 p.m.
at 11 a.m, in the chapel • at Murray-Calloway
at the Flint Baptist Mrs. James Dale Miller,
of J.H. Church-Ill --county Hospital.
Rt. 2, is married to the
Church.
Funeral Home. Dr.,
She is survived by one
Martha Robb
The Rev. Heyward
Greg Earwood and the son, Allen Rose, three
Roberts, pastor of Flint -Seale, daughter of Mrs.
Rev. G.T. Moody of- sisters, Mrs_ - Myrtle
Church, will bring the Maxine Beale and the
ficiated. Music wag. by Spaulding, Mrs. Verna.
late Joe Rob Beale.
ordination sermon.
Wayne Halley, -soloist, -Mae Hart and Mrs.
Rev. Miller has been
The public is invited
and Mrs. Joan Bowker, Lillie Moody; four
called as minister of the to attend the special ororganist.
grandchildren; seven Ledbetter Baptis
t dination service on
Pallbearers were great-grandchildren.
Church. He is attending Sunday.
Earl Nanny Rudolph
Smith, Ralph McCuiston, Jim Williams,
Charles Humphreys and
.
Amos McCarty, Jr.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
Mrs. Rose, 88, 1101

agrmer

La Table
Microwave
Cart

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Cat's Pride
Cat Litter
•

68 82
Now

Havoline
Suprerne-.--•1 Quart 1 OW-40

dIEMa3Y111M

Prices furnished by First of
I.B.M.
112% -%
Michigan
Jertico
13% -%
Industrial Average.. .
3.46
J.C. Penney
52% unc
4612 _1,4
Air Products
Johnson & Johnson
37 -1,8
Apple Computer
2934 +I,.
Krnart
293 -%
American Telephone
15% unc
Mary Kay Cosm
12% -%
Conie Linn Newsom, Chrysler
2478 As
Penwalt
34% unc
79, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Gobo
Dupont
4978 -18
Quaker Oats
60% unc
community, died today
Ford
35% + 18
Sears
337/8 -%
at 10:30 a.M. at Murray_GA.E._
-StuartC a rf oway -County.General Motors
66% -18
Texaco
Hospital.
GenCorp. Inc
34% .+
U.S Tobacco
He is survived by his
Goodrich
: 34 WIC
...
351,
wife, Mrs. Modell' Goodyear
27% 4ti
Wendy's
14% -18
Wadkins Newsom: one
Home Health
A.L. Williams
unc
son,,. Audrey Newsom
73 .4 _
Care America
C.E.F. Yield
9 60
and wife, Gerelene, Rt.
5, Mayfield-, one sister,
Mrs. Lava Burnett, Rt.
1, Kirksey; two grandSTOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
children, Miss Carma
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Newsom and Howard
Lee Newsom.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral
andburial
arrangements.

-

198344ree-

Stock Market

Mr. Newsom
dies today
at hospital

-KingsfardCharcoal

•frnproveg mileage
'Contains a• specix
friction reducing
additive

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

Mrs. Lampkins
funeral today
at local chapel
Services for Mrs.
Ruby Lampkins are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Heyward Roberts,
the Rev. Mitch Lampkins and David Lampkins are officiating.
Music is by Flint Baptist
Church Choir along with
Lisa Allison and Jena
Hoke.
.
Pallbearers are Jan
Dalton, Hal Shipley,
Owen Billington, Guy
Billington, Kenny
Qverbey and Frank
Albert Overbey.
Burial will follow in
the Scotts Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lanipkins, 83,
Rt. 2, widow of Dewey
Lampkins, Sr., died
Wednesday at 11:05
a.m. at Westview Nursing Home.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. - Cecil
Taylor and 7.;"r*t-Ittleiti1tiEr
-Scat;-1978-sons. Gtavell
Lampkins and Dewey
Ilampkins, Jr.; two
brothers, Harold and
Nevis Ezell; grandchildren; 21 great- grandchildren.

Wal-Mart
Latex
Redwood
Stain
•1
Gallon

Ky. Lake
Country Buffet

•Penetrates & Pro-,
tects *Quick 411,iter
Clean-Up 'No
7777
-41Teg. 3.77'

Saturday Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.
Menu Includes:

Truck Tool Box
•La'yt.

Steam Boat Round Roast Beef carved on the
line, Southern Style Fried Chicken, Ky.'
Country Ham, Spicy Barbecue Spare Ribs,
Ky. Lake Catfish, Asstd, Vegetables, Asst."—
Ky. Mode Cheese, Large Salad Bar and
Beverage.

'

•- Ather _sea.vg
'Standard

'
11

•

4 Led Gym Set

Wal-Mart Four Roll Tissue

59.00

pacKagi •
Stie-et
•
In -squares
•Reg. 83'
•-

Reg 69_6.6
gleg Gym Set
•

Only $
8SO

Kerslake State
Resort P irk

ar ,1/4.7)

Lim.? 3

ra!!!11!IIICOKrilr

•

61

romiers•ovirorrtakb 1111111/CSIAIRIa PINKY - at our is
trAl In Mote man- ailveetteert item in strict However. If dee
In an, unforeseen reason an sr/Narita...I item to tura available ror
purchase Vial Mitre. 'SAY. a Rain t'emi-It inn regoeal tor the
oterchandic. to be pia. eased at thi sal. price aphepevet
• tillable or will Iliblyou•.1.111.,. item at a comporalses
•
pyi. e W....reserve Itte Hight to flpit
void In
tlmiceo.
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WALMART
Flint plans ordination

OBITUARIES

WELL,GARFIELP, THERE'S THE
DEP AND THE BATI-4ROOM'S
DOwN TUE HALL.AN t./
QUESTIONS?

-

4-1. • 1 •Ple ices
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

4
1

Legal

I

Legal

INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be received in the Calloway County Judge/Executive's office. Courthouse.
Murray, Kentucky until 1:00 p.m., May 8,
1984 for No.9M and Riprap, RS-2, AE-200 and
Primer. Materials furnished will be according to Kentucky State Highway
specifications. _
George H. Weaks
Judge/Executive
Calloway.County
Murray, Kentucky

2

2

Notice

2

4 Door,
4 Speed,
with air.
s3,600°? or best offer.
Call
753-5322
PLIPPENS Hillbilly

r
-co° .

601 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
759-9020
10% Off
On All
Furniture
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat. ote

115 S. 4th St.
Jim Suitor & Jerry

Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad.-Buick

GLASS Work. All kinds
of glass and glass
replacement work,
store fronts, auto glass,
storm windows and
doors repaired, patio
door, glass mirrors and
!Slate and window glass
M and G Glass, Building
16, Dixieland Center,
753-0180.f

MTA SCHOOL
502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

Good solid treated
railroad ties $9.00
each.
753-2905
435-4319 435-4343

Barn, Old --Bldg. I for
sale to be moved. Bids,
are being accepted. Call'
753-8214 before 6p.m

••••••••••
••••••••/1/MN.IIIP.I.MANI/a/N1/

Seafood
Buffet

CUBA RESTAURANT
Hwy. 303 Cuba, X,y.
Phone 382-2208

4-Sole

3. Card of Thanks

L'LIDDEN gpread Wall
paint. $6.99 per gallon
for white and stock
colors. Over 1,000 colors
available. Color ,extra.
Blacks Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.
SUNNY Acres Nursery
now has tomatoes,
peppers and bedding
plants. Open 9-5,
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901
.n a-. y
Robertson Rd.

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Business Hours
Are:
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

WELCOME to the services of the LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH Sundays at
10:03AM and 6:00PM at
Sycamore and South
15th Street. Also Search
The Scriptures' broadcast on WSJP radio
9:30AM. For information call 759-1602.

Fish, Frog Legs.
Boiled Shrimp &
Oysters on the half
shell.
Fri. & Sat.
4:30-9:00

Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call. the leader

,

6>1

Discount
Outlet

30%
ooPff
Bamboo
Gardens

Notice

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

2.Notice

Of Business

1981
CHEVETTE

Notice

Going Out

practicable

•

2.Notice
-know 1890s
Icecream Parlor honors
competitor's coupons
Dixieland Shopping
Center. 753-3604

CRYTS
USED OFFICE '
FURNITURE
Wood or metal desks Executive or Secretarial
Chairs, Tables, files,
storage
cabinets
bookcases conference
tables part cabinets and
much'more

Used but nice!

BEING the same property acquired
by David Earl Knight and Sherry
Knight, his wife, by Deed dated Ju•
13,' 24, 1971,and of record in Book 150,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 2. Card983,in the
Office of the
Calloway
County Court:
It FURTHER APPEARING to the
Court that the said defendants have not
been found within the Commonwealth Of
Kentucky. and have not voluntarily appeared herein, and that personal service
within the state upon said defendants is
-not
because defendants' pre-sent whereabouts are unknown:
It Is •TTEREBY-ORDEREIY --tharIbIS
order be published once a week for six
consecutive weeks . in at least one
newspaper regularly issued •and of
general circulation in Calloway County,
Kentucky.
.
It is FURTHER ORDERED that said
defendants shall appear in this cause and
plead to_ the.complaint _within_ ten _days
after the last date of publication of this
Order, and in default thereof, the Court
will proceed to hear and adjudicate this
cause in ihe same manner as if the absent
defendants had been served with process
within the_ Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Dated this 19th day of April, 1984.
- • Edward H. Johnstone. Judge
United States District Court

•

1 .Legal

bo you

United States District Court
Western District Of Kentuck
At Paducah
Civil No. C 84-0074-P01
United States of America, Plaintiff vs. David
Earl Knight. Et Al. Defendants
Order For Service By Publication
On motion of plaintiff, United States of
America, for an order requiring the appearance Of defendants, David Earl Knight
and Sherry Knight, and it appearing that this
is an action to enforce a lien upon.real property situated in Calloway County, Kentucky.
and described as killows:
,BEGINNING at.the Southwest corner of the Floyd Barrow property.
said corner being located on the
North right of way of a gravel road,
having a.right of way of BS't did-land
further being located 661' North 860
6' 20" East of the Centerline of the
Illinois- Central Railroad track:
thence West with the N orth right of
way of said gravel road 100' to a
point;_thence with an interior angle
of 90°- 46' 20" in a Northerly direction 150' to a point; thence with an
interior angle, 890 13' 40" in an
Easterly direction -10W to --a point on
the Floyd Barrow West property
line; thence with an interior angle
of 90° 46' 20" in a Southerly direction
and with the West line of the Floyd-.•
Barrow property 150' to the point of
beginning. The angle between the
first call and the last call being 89°
13' 40".

-
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('ARD OF
THANKS
The family of
Eula Ross, Wish to
thank our friends
and relatives for
their
prayers,
flowers and expressions 'of love and
sympathy shown
during the illness
and death.
Thanks to all that
cared for hor..at,
Westview, Murray
-Hospital and Dr.
Clark.
We
appreciate
Rev.
Walter German,the
boy that sang and
Filbeck Sr Cann.
Freda Black
Elaine Jones
Marilyn Brown
and Families.

1016 Jefferson St.
Paducah, Ky.
302-442-4302
5. Lost and Found
LOST Wed. (04-25).
small white Cocker with
buff. ear and spots.
Vincity 13th and Poplar.
Please return. Reward!
753-7522.

6. Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED
waitress not less than 5
years experience.
Apply in person.
Kenlake Lodge Restaurant, Aurora, Ky.

MANAGEMENT. $24,
000 to $34,000. Steady
work. National corporation opening new
branch offices. We' need
men and women who
are ambitious anct gross
minded. When qualify
you will be paid $380 per,
week to attend management trainee school
and guaranteed $20,000
plus yearly after
graduation. Call 443646.0 be-tween
8a.m.-9a.m.
NEED babysitter for
2nd shift. Preferably
my house or your if in
East Calloway School
district. 436-2550.
VOW accepting applications for assistant
manager position. Send
resume_ to Kevin.
Allbritten.. 111.1 Cheat,
nut, Murray or call
759-4695 between 2 and 4
ROCESS MAIL! $75
per hundred! No -experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
BOZ-.-9014; -Stuart, FL:
33495.
TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 to $500
weekly. 753-0232
anytime.
WASH room manager,
good hour and working
condition. Inquiries
Boone Laundry in person. No phone calls.

9. Situation Wanted
RESPONSIBLE female
teenage with car needs
summertime job. 7532967 after 5p.m.
WILL babysit anytime.
759-1683.
WTTA plow and disk
gardens at reasonable
rates. Call 759-4107.

•

//MAMIK.I.Vk 11 Am wommo,
CROWN PRINCE OF WAMBE51,,,
HERE TO CLAIM THE TREASURE

_

x

.,THE NECKLACE
OF SOLOMON
AND SHEBA.'

OF MY

WHAT DIO YOU
GIVE HIM

motor preferrably 115
Mercury. 753-6250.
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber Call
753-0338.
15. Articles for Sale

riEAUTIFUL

Prom
Dresses, size 9 and 11.
753-8389.
CAMOUFLAGE Army
pants for men and boys.
Army boots. Jerry's
Sporting Goods, 6th and
Walnut, Mayfield. 2474704.
FOR sale baby crib,-tar
seat, stroller, Call 7538102.
GIBSON 24,000 BTU air
conditioner. Used only 2
summers, $800. Also
G.E. white refrigerator
for $140. Both in excellent condition. Call after
5p.m. 435-4583.
barn siding, Oak
stair railing and post,
Off white carpeting.
753-2967 after 5p.m.
QUASAR Video Recorder with remote
control. $8/week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
MINI Washer-Dryer.
Wired for 110 volt, very
good condition. Call
758-8084 after 5p.m. or
leave message gitytime.

16. Home Furnishings
25" QUASAR Color
COzilè TV., $8/week.
Rudolph- Goodyear,. 7530595.

19. Farm Equipment.15 FT. 2 axle flat bed
trailer, $600. Call 7537684.
EARTHWAY Preclsion.
Garden Seeder. Plants
28 different vegetable
seeds. $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
GARDEN Tiller in good
shape. $95. Phone 4928350.
MASSEY Ferguson, 33
model, A-1 shape, sell
with equipment o.r.
without. 753-6459.
REAR Tine Tillers,
Briggs- Statton engine, 3
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
drivei $279.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
RED. _b e 1.I.y F, ar d
tractor, overhauled,
good condition. $1,195.
After 6:30p.m. 753-7124.

22. Musical
BALDWIN organ for
sale. Excellent condition. Ideal for home or
church. Priced right.
Call 753-8976.
STEREO equipment. 2
receivers, tuner, amplifier, turntable, 4
speakers. All good
brands. Price negotiable. 759-9772.

commercial building,
heat and air, paved
parking lot. $32,000.
435-4526.
TAXIDERMY: Class
and training to begin
June 5th. Deadline for
application and fee is
May 20th. For course
outline and application
call or write: Dickie's
Taxidermy, Rt. 4, Box
278 1/2, Paris, Tenn.
38242 901-642-5104.

Call Your

24. Miscellaneous
13 FT. Krause Disc.
$750. 492-8214.
A-1 Firewood, $25/rick
delivered. Nights 4362778.
ALL , Wood storage
building. 8x12 $795, 8x16
$995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16
$1,495. 12x24 $1,995.
Free delivery within 100
miles. We have a large
selection in stock. Acree
Portable Buildings,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
11EAUTY Shop
Equipment for sale.
Call after 5p.m.
435-4568.
CLEARY Satellite
System, 10 ft.
fiberglass, $1,550 installed. 11 ft. systems,
$1,700 installed.
436-2835. We service
what we sell.
bARK fired tobacco
base,
84/100. Call
753-2579 after 6p.m.
FLOWER and Garden
Fertilizer, 5-10-5. 20
pound bag $3.99. Lawn
Fertilizer, 20 pound bag
$4 .66 . We rent
spreaders. Coast to
Coast Hardware, 7538604.
FOR Sale .57 acre Fire
Cured Tobacco Allotment. Phone 753,1956 or
753-3039.
FOR Sale Washer and
dryer, Ebtide boat and
trailer, 12 ga. shotgun.
All in good condition.
753-8923.
G.E. Video Recorder
with remote control. 2
months old, barely

NEW and used Air
Compressors. Dill
1434104- a,
, 3 cubiq ft
bags huggets, mini
nuggets and mulch,
$2.99..4 cubic ft.
, at"ghnum pet, $6.99
'coast to Coast Hard-

-=
,••roomi S e•411(•••

26. TV -Radio
•

SATELLITE TELEVISION
Installed, sales tax and
labor included. 9 ft.
spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
WOOD TV
Fulton, Ky. 472-3704
REPOSSESSED
emote Control T.V.
Clayton's T.V 753-7575.

Satellite Antenna
$1449.00
Drake Receiver, 10'
Heavy Duty Dish S. Mount
Sales 1 Service

CLAYTON'S TV
753.757S
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x55, VERY good stove
and refrigerator, dinette set, hide-a-bed,
central am;-- $4,000* or
best offer. Call Bill.
436-2326.
12x60 3 BR mobile
home. 53,750. Call 4374731.
1975 3 BR, 2 bath, all
electric trailer. $7,500.
437-4257.
1980 12x60 2 BR, all
electric, central heat,
air, furnace, new
waterbed in excellent
condition. Call before
3p.m. 437-4370.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 BR furnished 'mobile
home, central heat and
air, 9150 per
rent.
$75 security deposit
753-4808 after 3:30p.m.
2 BR with cenfral air,
new furniture. Call
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
3 BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Keniana $150 a
month. Call 436-5364.
TRAILER for rent.
Brandon -Dili; Dill's
Trailer Ct.

30. Business Rentals
COMMERICAL building. 901 Coldwater
Road. Ideal location for
doctors office or other
type of business. For
more inform-elan, ball
502-236-2158 nights.
Days-502-236-3158.

Warehouse
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts for Rent
AND-2 BR apts, near

753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection and
Estimates

ware, 758-8004.

38. Pets-Supplies
PURE Bred black
Labrador Retrievers
pups. AKC Registered.
5-6 weeks old. $125
753-1292 or 753-8973.

41. Public Sales

MOVING
SALE
Sat. April 28th

Local Professionals

used. $870. 480-2444 after

C

STOCK and Equipment
for small bait and
tackle store. Call 43112102.
TRI•STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed.
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.
TRUCK topper for LWR
Pickup. 38' high, $250.
Call 753-6400.

Storage Space
23. Exterminating

10. Business Opportunity
, 7,000, SQUARE Ft.

TR\
'
4 MAKING
STEW

I JUST TRIED IT OLJT
ON A SICK EMPLOYEE
AND HE WENT RIGHT
BACK TO WC)RK
w

)4. Want to Buy
LATE model au/boar

24. Miscellaneous

downtown Murray. 7534 1 0 9 , 762-6650 or
436-2844.
1 BR, furnished apt. in
_quiet es,lablished, residential neighborhood.
No pets. $200 month.
Phone 753-1222. Bill

Kopperud.
1 BR furnished apt. nexf
to Fairgrounds. No
pets. 753-3139.
1 BR furnished apt.
Singles only. 753-5898.
1 BR lake front apt. In
Panorama Shores. Appliance furnished.
Lease deposit and references required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
2 BR duplex, 1 bath, den
and kitchen, w/dhookup. 753-9240.
FFICIENCY Apt.
near University. 4928225.
FURNISHED or unfurnished -apts. Efficiency, one or two
bedroom also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
LARGE 2 BR furnished
apt. No pets or children.
1604 Miller. 753-5898.

8-4
615 Maple St.
(Murray
Democrat Bldg.)
Clothes, dishes,
books, T.V.. sewing machine. Lots
of items.

•

YARD
SALE

•111

1209 Peggy
Ann Dr.
21.5 cu. ft. freezer
3-M
$175.00.
copier -$ 175.-00.
Clothes, shoes and
many misc.

YARD
SALE

Al

sk

Thurs.-Sat.
208 S. 12th St.
Baby items, twin
size bed, books,
records,

U

hc
ba
cli

many

other items.

5(

YARD
SALE

CI
ni

Sat. Only
9-?
501 N. 5th St.

-

it(

^1^

43
F751
Rei
MO]
711
yo
_Pho

Furniture, clothes,
glassware, fabric..

YARD SALE
Saturday
April 28th
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Moving- some junk some
odds ends and some good
things_ Long brick house on
corner of 4th and Bee Creek
Or, out near old radio
tower.
•

YARD
SALE

lr

805 Sunny Lane
Sat. April 28
7:30 No Early
Sales.
LP Gas Tank,
Clothing, Furniture,
Antiques, Crafts,
Jig Saw.

'
441-

YARD SALE

SE

Sat., April 28th
8-?
209 N. 5th St.

;

•Ir

Lots of 'tithes,
2
prom
jeans,
dresses (size 5),
crafts, household
items, baby items,
fresh country eggs,
lots more. Cancel in
case of bad weather.

Ph
ap

•A
res
•El
Oth
Pie
10d

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR brick, kitchen
appliances furnished. 8
miles southeast of
Murray. Married
couple only. References
and deposit. 4492-8594
after p.m.
2 BR- brick, stove,
carpeted, near MSU.
Lease and deposit.
Married couples. No
pets. Available now.
$275 753-3942.
2 BR house near University. Call 753-5992.

YARD
SALE
Thurs. thru Sat.

Thi

Blvd.
Large assortment of items,
1315 Olive

Al

lots of children'
s

clothes.

38. Pets-Supplies

HORSE
SALE
Murray State
University
and guests.
,Production-Saie
Sat., April 28th
1:00 p.m,
MSU Exposition
Center

2 Party _
Garage Sale
Sat., April 28
8-4
1546 Canterbury
Antigua- - light fix-exeree7 gasarikaiiic.
trio grill. weights &
weight bench, exercise machine, black iron kettle, many
other items.

•

11.
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KRA1 LEDGER'

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS&
41. Public Sales

43. Real Estate

YARD
SALE
1707 Keenland
Saturday
April 28th
8-3
Furniture,
children's clothes,
misc. items.

•

• YARD
SALE
Sat, 8-5
Corner of Doran
and Melrose.
'Clothes, . toys,
books, a little
bit of everything.

46. Homes for Sale
2 BR how* for sale or
rent in gaze!. References and depoist
required. 753-5466 after

STROUT
REALTY

t YEAR old brick, 3 BR
2 bath, 30 ft. living
room, family robm,
utility room, attached

Lou Ann PhIlpot 753-8843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon . 438-5876
1912 ColOwstec Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
licensed & Bonded

garage; paved drive. All
appliances. Off 121

North. $42,000. 489-2880.
ASSUMABLE VA loan.
Fixed 11)
4 percent interest. 7 room brick.
Fenced yard. Call owner, 753-7217.

44. Lots for Sale
2 LOTS
(tuid 40 it. trailer
at Pine Bluff S'hores.
Call 436-2673.
ONE of the last
lakefront parcels in
Calloway County. 35
acrea with frontage on
main lake. Long black
top road frontage (Ky.
1918j. Near Hamlin.
Ken Shores Estates.
753-7531.

'OR Sale Garage Apt.,
well constr'
. j,ed. acre
lot, gar,.44
‘
4 various
fruit, roV and shade
trees. !_#est offer. 4922702.

47. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars
1971 FORD LTD, must
sell, make offer! 7535452 after 5p.m.
1971 OLD
88, good
condition. Call 753-8430
or 759-4805 after 6p.m.
1072 PINTO, good condition. $400. 753-0170 or
after 3p.m. 759-4877.
1974 OLDS 98, 47,200
actual- miles, good condition. Call 753-8384.
1975 FORD Maverick, 2
doors, good condition
and clean. New battery.
Call 753-5606.
1975 -FORD Elite, $900
and 1971-Chey. Window
Van, $500. See Hugh,
K-5 Southside Manor.
1975 FORD LTD
Brougham, 4 dr., excellent condition, loaded.
753-9161 Or 753-8124.
1975 PLYMOUTH,
Sport. Suburban Station
Wagon. 8 passenger,
extra clean, no rust.
63,000 miles, p.s., p.b.,
cruise. 400 engine. Call
753-8374 after 5p.m.
1976 DODGE Aspen,
red, good condition.
Just off 34 West on 783
South. $1,000 or best
offer.
1977 MGB Convertible,
excellent condition.
Days, 753-8635. Nights,
753-6669.

5 1 , Campers
53, Services Offered
1979 18 FT. Fleetwing, APPLIANCE SER-

self contained camper.
sleeps 6, air and awning, excellent condition.
Filen Nix, 7533785.
.
26
camper, good
condition. $1,700. 4892365 or 759-4580.
CAMPER Trailer with
factory air, awning and
In excellent condition.
Call 753-1966.

VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8886
(home).
BLOCK Building.
basements, garages,
footing, floors, drive52. Boats -Motors
ways. Also brick work,
14 FT. Fiberglass boat. large or small jobs. 24
15 h.p. Mariner. Ready years experience. 753to fish. $650. 762-4797. ' 5476
15' INVADER gki Boat
We have special
w/trailer, 85 h.p.
packages for Tiny
Merc., o/b,, vests, skis.
Tots
Must see! 753-8824.
CARTER STUDIO
1975 SEARAY 18- ft., 4
300 MAIN 7S1 R298
cylinder Runabout, 4
cylinder in board,
W or
white, full top, excellent Complete jobs and free
estima
condition, $3.500.
tes. Call Joe
CAR ROLL VW. Chambers, 345-2758.
753-8850.
FENCE sales at Sears
1982 14 FT. Fishing now. Call Sears 753-2310
Boat, 25 h.p. Johnson for free estimate for
motor, with tilt. 2- Bass your needs.
seats, custom made GENERAL HOME
trailer. Been in .water REPAIR. 15 years exapproximately 4 times. perience. Carpentry,
Like new. $2,500. concrete, plumbing,
CARROLL VW, roofing, sliding. NO
753-8850.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.

Fr.

TIMES

53. Services Offered
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills Call Sears
7 5 3•2 3 10 for free
estimates.
JOE (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models
(Authorized Service en
Montgomery Ward Ap•,
pliancesi. Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store,
753-8505.

PAIN ING

FRIDAY, APRIL 57, 19M

53. Services Offered
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. 753-5086.
LAWN mowing and
maintenance
We are
looking for/'new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
professionals. Excellent
references. Countryside
Nursery. 753-3188.
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53. Services Offered
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
TREE Work, complete
removal topping or
trimming, experienced,
reasonable rates. 753-

•

0211.
IrriestIon-RmaIentiel
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie Yn
Call
Collect
901 352-3671
or
901.352 6704
Free Esteems*

NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun•
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.

WILL do painting and
remodeling. Very reasonble. 20. years experience. Call Bill, 4362326.
MIL haul white rock.
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.

1972 HONDA XL 250
On/Off Road, excellent
INTERIOR
condition. 753-818.5or
753-7723.
EXTERIOR
Tuck-'s
1973 HONDA SL125
PAINTING
0V-E-R
MINT condition. Only
Re- • • Discount Paneling
frigeration and Air
3,000 miles. Must sell.
WALLPAPERING
Condition Service.
I lOpen Sot. til 3:001
$695. Call 762-2442 or45. Farms for Sale
Cleaned and repaired.
762-4933.
Hwy. 280. 753-7275 or
18.5 ACRE, 2 miles east 1973 HONDA 450, $800 or
FLEA MARKET
759-4053.
from Murray on 280. best offer. FoUr Rally
Indoor in DraffenviNe
759-4541.
Sport wheels. Off 83
US 68 W mile West of
225 ACRES. Located Chevrolet Silverado
Purchase Parkway 22
Aluminum and Vinyl
East of New Concord. Piciuip, $75 cash or best
spaces Wide variety
siding and Aluminum
*FREE ESTIMATES*
"Crafts Welcome". Fri ,
Large amount of crop offer. Call 759-1417.
trim for all houses. it
land.. 2- creeks, 1976 HONDA -750K, 'new 1979- BLACK and
Set. Sun. Stem -50m
Tithe'
Aluminum Serace
stops painting.
502-527-3506
marketable timber. tires, excellent condi- Trans Am, automatic,
19' Lightning
LEE'S CARPET
For
Jack
Aluminum and vinyl
Glover
blacktop road excess. tion. 2 new helmets. t-top, AM-FM cassette,
CLEAN
ING.
Murray
's
Sailboat, wooden
cruise control, 46,xxx
Repairs?
John Neubauer, 753-2515,
only
profess
siding.
753-1
Custom
ional
873
trim work.
Carhull, main and gib
753-7531.
pet Cleaning Company
1978 HONDA 750 Four actual Miles. 753-6244
Referenc
es.
Call
Will
Ed
with over 12 _years
23 ACRES at $735 per Kt full windshield and after 5p.m.
sails, 2 spin- -Bailey, 753.0689.
MALONE 5 Remodelcontinuous local service
RED 1977 Trans Am.
acre. Between New front cover, AM-FM
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So
ing from ground to roof
nakers, mooring
In Shop at
using the most powerful
For information, call
Providence and 'New radio, 3 bates white
top. Phone 492-8183.
Martin, Tn.
cleanin
492-8727
Concord
g
.
110 N. 7th St.
luggage -compartments.
. Call 492-8336.
System made. Evenin
cover, trailer. BULL Dosing Back
gs 436-2107.
901/587-3000
Hundreds of satisfied
Burgandy in color, exSaturday
753-4623 after 6 Hole and septic tank repeat customers. MOODT'S Welding.
46. Homes for Sale
cellent' condition. $1,975. 50. Used Trucks
Rain or Shine
work. 354-8161 after Licensed
CARROLL VW,
and Insured_ Fabrication, Lawn
p.m.
owner.
3
call 8p.m. or
BR,
15.
2
1935 DODGE Pickup,
354-8138 or We move the furniture Mdwer, Tiller Repair make wet basements
Antiques. glassware, living
bath. 1,800 sq. ft., den, 753-8850.
$800. Good shape for
437-4533.
436-2155.
room suite. camera, water
free. Free, estimates, 24 and Sharpening, Or- dry. Work completely
central 1t/a, wood 1980 YAMAHA - 6-50 restoration. For
namental Iron 753-5668
skis, life jacket, go carts,
inBURGESS Water Wells. hour service, 753-5827.
guaranteed. Call or
stove,
Maxium
eat-in
,
like
new.
kitchen
437,
formation, call Terry.
freezer,
rugs.
deep
NEED Home Repairs? write Morgan ConWell Drilling. Home, LICENSED Electri
4240.
fenced
cian
backya
rd,
R-39
753-5901.
household items, lot's of
38 FT. RiverQueen Farm, Irrigation. Pump for residential and Call Jim's Handyman struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
insulatron, quiet 1980 YAMAHA 650 1979
baby items, men & women
DODGE Power
Floyse boat, twin 210 sales and service. commercial. Heating- Home Repair Service. 409A, Paducah, Ky
neighbo
rhood.
Maxim,
For
apblack
with lots_
clothes Lots more.
Wagon. 1 owner, 27,xxx
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Chrysler engine, 6.5 Irrigation equipment. and air condition, gas 1-474-8861.
pointment call 759-1938 of equipment. Has only
miles, bright, red, with
installation and repair. WE Clean and Repair WILL break and disk
Kohler Generator, air Free estimates
after 5p.m. .
3,500 miles. Looks like
4" lift. 15x38.5 tires and condi
Air Conditioners. Dill gardens. 753-5463 or
Phone 75Z-03.
tioned, fully 2.47-6658.
4
FOR Full Time Real new. Call 753-0156 after chrome
spoke wheels, equipp
Electric, 753-9104.
'753-0144:
ed. Days, 753Estate Service, Contact 6p.m.
many extras. Call 753KOPPERUD REALTY, 1981 GS 750L Suzuki, 6091 after 4p.m. Would 9251. Nights 924-5254.
Including Sat.
753-1222. We currently extra nice, $1,600. 753consider trade.
BOAT, motor and
have over 160 properties 3643 or 753-6848..
1980 FQRD. 1 _ton, Sheri_
for sate.•
'
1981- KANVA5KE la-1100 'wheelbase with bed, trailer-. 1992-- 15-ft .Rain or Shine
S ecializes in General Cleaning
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Farring, many extras. 30,xxx miles. Call 753- Duracraft Bass Boat, 35
• h.p. Evinrude motor, 2
508 Richardson St.
We PROFESSIONALLY
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
&
$3,000. 1-898-7608.
5273 or see at Parker gas tanks,
trolling mo(and economically}
Sat. 8-4
1982 HONDA Goldwing, Ford's Used Truck LOt.
•
QVER
t6r included. $3,500.
dressed, wineberry red, 1982 CHEVR
dry clean carpets,
20 YEARS
Clothing, used fur•
2-3 Bedrooms, Large
OLET 1 753-7719 after lp.m.
$oca) WOOD CABINETS 8•
loaded with chrome
XPERIEN(
strip and re-finish floors,
niture
Living
and
Room, showroom new, 1 ow-, Ton, Short Wheelbase SAILBOAT for sale, if
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
with bed. 29,xxx miles, ft. 0-Day Day
wash windows, walls, etc.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Sailer,
miscellaneous
Cathedral Ceiling, Kitner. Only 3,800 miles. real sharp. Call
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
753-5273 excellent condition
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
After 5p.m. 502-247-0317.
chen, Dining Comitems.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
or for more information w/trailer. 1666 Ftyan
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
TENDER, LOVING CARE
bination, 1 Bath, 1983 RX50 Yamaha, come . by .P.arker. FOrcfs .Ave.
• , COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By 1. So* Our Display
•
good
conditi
on.
Only
Truck
759-9754 or 759-1834
Lot.
Basement, Shop and
$399. 437-4986.
•
53. Services Offered • 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
Free Pricing On Location
2 Acres. Will Sell
753-5940.
500 CC Yamaha Street 51.Campers
43. Real Estate
Watt/ & Brook• Harrington
APPLIANCE repair •••••••••••••
Separate. 436-2693. Bike, extra sharp. $750.
••••••• •
1978 CAMPER, sleeps work all brands.
FOR Real Service in
See
at
1548
Oxford
Dr.
Real Estate, Contact
six, air and- awning_ Specialize in Tappen.
KOPPERUD REALTY. GOOD Location in town. 450 YAMAHA 80 model. Excellent -condition. Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
711 Maw. We work at Reduced price. Possible $5.000. Call after 5p.m. 753-5436.•
Earl Lovett.
your convenience. owner 141Mancing. 753- 489-2489.
FOR Sale 1976 750A
. Phone 753-1222.
2'798 or 753-0180.
Honda, new chain,
DAILY GoLD & SILVER PRICES windshield, front tire.
Gold
Silver
Call - alter 4p.m.
Closed
Closed
753-3875,
Yesterday 377.50
YAMAHA 650 Special
Yesterday
9.09
II 753-6656.
Opened
`4=1Millallar
Opened
YAMAHA motorcycle,
Today
379.25
Today
9.15
Find out II you qualify for our 12-wk
storm door, tame
Up
1.75
Up
.06
blackberry plants.
training and a career in the Aldine/Travel
•Weesie
Compliments of:
Hardy Ferns. Call 753industry. Join over 1200 Graduates
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
4684.
placed with more than 70 Airlines.
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

For Sale

5 Party
Yard Sale

_

wrr-IFXRENIESTr-77

ny

Rummage
Sale

Oriunrs

TLC

House For Sale

FOR WOOD THAT'S
GUARANTEED FOR

AIRLINE
CAREERS

FREE 2-HOUR SEMINAR

Tuesday - May 1
Executive Inn
Riverfront
No. 1 Executive Blvd.
Paducah, KY
7:00 D.M.
Interviews scheduled at Seminar

It here Airline Careers Begin.'

MTERNMONAL AIR ACADEMY
Vancouver
St Louis
Washington • Missouri

SECRETARY - RECEPTIONIST
IN DENTAL OFFICE

48. Auto Services
'7.4 CHEVY Impala'
Station W8g611, parts,

753-7113
We buy Gold. Silver 8 Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily: 12-5 Sunday

body parts, mechanical
parts and glass. 'Also
automatic transmission
fits small block Chevy.
Reasonable. 492-8531.
FOR Sale 1 pair factory
t -top. will fit 79-81
Firebird or Camaro.
753-4667.
GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
guaranteed! $15 exchange. Call 753-3711.
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
New and used parts and
service at reasonable
prices. Call 474-2325.
1980 OLDS Cutlass L.S.,
p.s., p.b., cruise,
AM/FM radio. V-6,
53.600 miles, 4 door. Call
753-1469 after 5p.m.
1982 COUGAR XR7.
1980 Buick Skylark. 1978
Honda Twin Star 185.
435-4592.
1982 FORD EXP, 4

air

[

•Involves
Bookkeeping, 'speed,
air, cruise, p.s.,
Phone
use
and
Scheduling p.b., $5.500. Sharp
appointments.
Phone 762-4384.
•
•A multifaceted job with a lot of 1982 OLDS Cutlass
supreme, 4 DR. loaded.
responsibility
33.xxx miles, $7,800.
753-4186 and leave name
•Enjoys working with and helping
and telephone number.
others.
'TOYOTA. 1980 Corolla
Liftback, 5 speed.
Please send resume to P.O. Box
61.xxx miles. $3,500.
1040K. Murray.
753-0211.

(V)PIONEER'

Residential
Lumber

CAR STEREO

'guaranteed
in writing
\ .each_piece
individually
labeled
iglu additional

charges
in the year 2010,
the lumber in a
new Woltnanized
wood deck will
still be under
warranty.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Size
8'
10' 12'
14' 16'
2x4 1.97 2,42 3.10.3.59
4.67
2x6 3.04 3.60 4.98 5.67
7.72
2x8 4.05 5.07 5.8'8 7.74
8.85
4x4 4.16 6.27 7.20 _

PlasMire.T1.11100 Lkointel
•••

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY

33 guns: shotguns, rifles, pistols
ammunitio-n, -hunting equipment,
reloaders & equipment, office
, equipment, coins & furniture
Call for full details

Beautiful A-Frame HideawaLenct„EQur.
Acrea_orW Mile,
Frotn Kentucky.Lake. Qentral_Heat &
Air, Wood Stove;
Laity Deck, Stone Pront And Patio. If.You
Want Seclusion
And Privacy, This Is The Place. Liberal Terms
To Qualified
Buyers Can Be Arranged. Call Bill Dodso
n 502-753-3231
Days; and 502-753-5686 Evenings. .

CORNER INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099

•

110

Treated Decking Lumber

Frost O•livory on Proscriptions In City Limits

Thursday Evening May 3rd at 6:30
At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa
A Liquidation of
Shooter's Supply Store

leuttaWa:KY 388=7251 •
or night 388-7088
Todd and Cash White

'ye

WOLMANIZED

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Iii 6

SPECIAL AUCTION

-Thomas White
Auction & Realty.

YEARS Get

###

#.eitea. avoN•#####,
# :enageeNe

reasaPittraeane•••••"a-

C..

7,:?..SAP- •
ta•

Murray, Ky.
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Stylish savings for the fashion conscious.

Sale
9.99
Save 33% oh
short sleeve
dress shirts.
Orig. $15. Men's short sleeve
button-down oxford cloth dress
shirts Assorted stripes and solids
Men's sizes

Only.5.99
Pastel stripe ties.
Linen and cotton weave ties in
assorted stripes

Sale
6.99
ea.
Save 30% on

--AKA -

tops and shorts.

Sate
799
and
11.99
Save 20% to 43% on

Orig. $10. Misses" stripe or solid poly/cotton
knit tops. V-neck styling with bow trim.
Orig. $13. Misses poly/cotton pull.on
duck short with elastic waist.

summer separates.

a

.Reg.$1410 $18.5portyseparates for her, at savings that really add.up!
. Solid, stripe and plaid button-front shirts with matching 1000/0-cotton or
poly/cotton pull-on pants in solid colors. Misses' and junior sizes.
.Orig.
Sale
Short sleeve tops
$14
7.99
Sheeting pant . . .
. $15 11.99
Poly/cotton pant
$18 11.99

Sale
9.99

Sale
6.99

Save $5 to $6
Save 42% on
on misses'skirts. canvas totes.
Orig. $15 and SlePoly/cotton skirts in
wrap-around or pull on elastic waist styles.
Cargo and patch pockets. In assorted solids
and plaids. Junior sizes.
VISA'

Orig. 812. Get carried away with canvas
handbags that organize everything. Plenty
of compartments. In your favorite colors and
styles.

r.••••••r.••••

Sale 8.99 and 13.99
Save 22% to 36% on
crop tops and pants.

•

Penne
• Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

Salo $99. Ong. $14. Choose from three styles of crop tops including a tropical
print, inverted front or stripe.Assorted colors for junior sizes.
Sale 13.99. Ong.$18 and $19. These sheeting pants complete the cropped look
Brigtlt stripes or solids with belts or elastic waist. Junior sizes.

InfOrmal Modeling Featuring
THE NEWEST SPRING FASHIONS!
SATURDAY 1-3 P.M.
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Home Improvement Lawn & Garden

Tips for a successful garden

•IL

Air0

.

„
t.reate an array of beautiful
plants withflowers

Don't Home
Improve...Move!
Let one of our experienced
sales staff make an appt.for
you.

Nearly everyone beautifies
their property by planting
trees and flowers. From the,
home oft. ner who raises a few '
daffodils-each yearto-heratd the approach of spring to

those who consider gardening
a major hobby, using plants
for decoratiye purposes has
been-With us since the Egyp
:
Traft—slarted the practice as
early as 1500 B.C.

Designing a beautiful garden with color is more than a
random, hit-or-miss process.
Advance planning is necessary to determine whether you
want a formal or informal

landscape. subdued or brilliant colors, or a harmonious
color scheme.
Since colors_Will have the
greatest impact on the appear(C,ont'd on page 4)

Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th St.
753-0839

Call Them Today!
Joyce Betsworth 753-9380 Amos McCarty 753-2449
Theresa Knight 753-7728 Louise Baker 753-2489
Bob Haley 489-2266
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
,
-Anna Requarth 753-2477
Broker-Owner

Reg. 11.99 VVI:Ct.te- ,13-tf-S-ickk _
Colors
Save 2.00 "
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

tATEX

modernize
with a full power
water system

\1\\\ 1
\\1111114
111
11%

1

gg

Gal.
It's Got A Lot
On The PLUS Side!

• Goes on easily over paint
or stain
• Quick-drying flat latex
house paint
• For exterior house &trim
surfaces

Reg 15 99 - White & Stock
Save 5.00 411, -CoTors

,SELE PRIMING JET PUMP
WATER SYSTEM

Gal.

Here s o water system that s
designed for today s water
11 s efficient
needs
self prim
compact
trig and convertthfe
from a shallow to
a deep well pump
a money say
,ing feature it ever
your water level should
drop NOssure your water
needs today. modernize
- loath a 414M-STA.Rlit Jet
Pump- Water- System
It's the hqest, Sold and
Sertatuilor

4

utisivim30000

lfl
sat

r

208 E. Main

It's Famous • Beautiful,
flat finish
For A Reason: • Easy waterscrubbable
clean-up
QUALITY!
• Variety of popular colors

Black's Decorating Center

Murray Supply Co.
7

spred

753,3361

701 South Fourth Sireet—Murray
753-0839
Sale Starts 4-23-84 and Endt 5-5-84
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SALE ENDS SUNDAY

The Saving Place

IMMO,

_

L

•••••••

-s--

•
AP-

.1••••1

•••••••

••••••

DOOR BUSTER
1A4taHu,,?`
113Pso!

DOORBUSTER

DOOR BUSTER

oRGANE!
PEAT
.

••-••••

•••

_

POTTED
ROSE
maws

1

4.

Sale
Price
•
40-Lb. Top Soil Or Organic Peat
Ideal for patching lawns, potting plants, flowers, planting trees & shrubs.

Our
597
Bud & Bloom Potted Rose Bushes
Beautiful rose bushes add color and
fragrance to your home
1 grade

•Net

3/1.00

Large Assortment Of Annuals
Healthy, colorful annuals to beautify
your flower beds and landscapes
• 401.1 3

;

LIM FERTILIZER

a
I

27-3-3
,

WINDPROOF
01PRES.
pos••••44e4
•
.3s
r•

"

•

400

•

6.97

Sale

Price
12-15" Assortod 'tows
Popular varieties of globes,
uprights & spreaders in pots

5.97

Our

897

K-Gro' 27-3-3 Fertilizer
18-lb.• lawn fertilizer will not
burn Covers 5.000 sq ft

16797019u7r88

2.27
3 Cu. Ft. Pine Mulch

Pinebark mulch for landscap
ing! Save Now! '

•••

Self-Propelled Mower
22" 3'2-HP mower with B&S.
recoil start engine Save'

11,

•

-gain

....).-,..-,P,t4...! sN •
• re-4 -,r,',.,4p4-•
• '-: t.;•'

••_

411

•
-,c4.
•••
+0.

•

1.97
-....:...q••••••-_-_0•••••••••••••
r.
•

88'

77'

Creeping Phlox
erennial pificixes are fine.for

nvagiurrks_
-For indoor or outdoor enjoy-

edging 8, ground cover.

ment. In 4" pots.

Our
1 27

yips .lomato Cast
'SFurcV 3 -ring -wire 'tomato
cage supports plants Save

2.68
459.44kitory •
Charcoal Briquets

•-

..,:;..._•_•3111104•••••••Al•••••.t..•••••••a.•At•••.r...••••••••••
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Home Improvement Lawn & Garden

•

Creating an array of beautiful plants...

•

ate a dramatic effect and tend
(Cont'd from page 2)
factor that will have major
to catch the eye first; more
impact on your landscaped
ance of your garden; it is
subdued hues are better for
environment.
worthwhile to learn a „few
close-up viewing. •
According to "Ortho's
basic principles employed by
Complete Guide to SuccesstiOme gardeners who deartists and professional garcide not to mix warm and
ful Gardening." warm colors
den designers.
appear to advance and cool - cool colors -find brittiantty-•
- To start, purchase a simple
colors tend to recede. If you
colored plants and flowers will
color wheel from -an artist
use both, you can create the
make the yard look smaller,.
supply store to study the ineffect of a larger-yard - by .sshile subdued colors will give
terrelationships among. basic planting the cool7-colOred
the appearance Of more space.
hues; notice that some colors
Bowers at _the. rear of the
complement each other while
There-are four basic -color
others clash. It will also help.- rarden
-schemes- useellOrreatc-2rhar_ ou determine whether you
Remember that brilliant
monious effect: monochrooose
OrCiTniCtitOrS,-amatic. • arialiiginis. compk- rind oranLe, cre,

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED?

mentary and polychromatic
colors. If you want a monochromatic effect, which is very:
popular with many home
gardeners, select a pure color
such as red with various tints
-and shades. • •
r
The beautiful azalea is a
fav'brite of mans, especially
when displayed in variations
of red ranging from pink to
deep red.
_ Analogoits .cokirs are any
-three colors found in sequence
on the color wheel, such. as
'green. yellow -$reenand blue-

green. A more delicate combinations. If attempting this
btation might he white, sil--color scheme, try to keep the
ver and pale lavender. Se- •
colors as pure as possible to .
lecting this color scheme has ' avoid a disharmonious effect.
the advantage of giving you a
wider variety of. plants to
A polychromatic scheme
choose from.
uses combinations of any
color.on the wheel. Random
•
Complementary coitus. _ platui is another way of
creating 7diamatia effect in
those opposite one anotheaon
landscaping a brilliant array
the .color wheel can create
the most -dramatic effect. Yel- • of yellow and red tulips next
to an arrangement of orange
low daffodils and purple hyaMarigolds and white petunias
cinth or blue asters alongside
w give a spectacleof nature's
orange azalea will catch the
--eve -with their- powerful-ram,' .-114014•41U5-C•Aarfor•---

Like small children,
tomatoes need love too

An Above Ground Pool By...
the onglnal portable

pool'

_Tomatoes aren't too deOne factor that remains
• _Sunlight Like almost
mand-ing. All they ask is a litfairly constant regardless of
all plants, tomatoes need
tle love-and imderstanding,-10LatiOn.:170WeVer;itile. vomit .- ird-ritt-tutligh
tar-Tgc-Tos-and a few-basic necessities. • - • -of‘ young • plants for phos— . growttr.- The•ideal amount of
Tender loving care can be a
phorus.
_sunlight for tomatoes is eight
hard -thing to judge, but the
-continuous hours a day.
When you set out plants,
necessities for successful to. When necessary, however,
apply phosphortis (P) in one
grOwing are pretty - of three ways --- mix the fertiltomatoes can get by on less.
straightforward.
Six or seven hours a. day
izer in with the soil before.
- According to. the Ortho
sometimes does the trick, as
planting, side-dress the transbog,"All About Tomatoes,"
does eight interrupted hours
plants with fertilizer after
thert are six critical factors
it _ really depends _on the
plannng, or water the new
involved in growing good totime of-the year and the qualplants with a starter solution
matoes. Here's a look at those
containing phosphorus.
ity of your sunlight.
factors and some advice on
A common misunderstandaddition
applying
In
each:
ing is that you need direoi sunphosphorus.
need
may
to
you
• Water • Water is an oblight in order for fruit to ripvious necessity, but it. can be - alter the soil's chemistry with
en. Not so. At the right temsome amount of potassium
difficult to judge whether
perature, tomatoes will ripen
(K)- and nitrogen (N). The
you're giving the plant too
in the shade or even in the
advice
best
is
to
fertilread
the
much or too little.
•
dark.
With too much water the - izer's_ package far-directions.
In fact, direct sunlight can
_. Check the label for the perroots will drown, especially if
• often cause-sunscald 'or yelcentages
of
each
fertilizer
(althe soil is too heavy. With too
. lowing of the fruit, so some
ways listed in the order 14-.-P;
little, tomato production will
cover by foliage is beneficial,
K)and don't. try to out-guess
Stop altogether. The-key to
especially at the height of the
the manufacturer. successful growth is a continsummer.
•
Air
Air
may
be
the
uous and uniform supply of
• Temperature.- Tomamost important factor in the
water.
toes are happy within a fairly
growth of a tomato plant. If
If -your plants are in shalwide range of temperatures
roots don't receive enough air,
low. sandy soil, you may need
during the day, but at night
the
plant
will
suffocate.
Insuf10 water_ as often_as twice a
the-range for a sitecessful fruit
ficient air is usually attributaweek. If the soil is heavy,once
set narrows to 55 to 75 deble
to the heavy clay soil in
a week or less may do the
grees.
which a great many tomato
trick.
If temperatures at night
plants are grown.
Regardless of your soil
drop below 55 degrees, fruit
To
the
change
composition
type, there are two things you
does not set because the blosof heavy clay soil, add organic
should do_ - water at regular
soms drop off before they can.
material such as peat moss,
intervals; and water deeply
be fertilized.
sawdust, ground bark, comand thoroughly each time.
Blossom drop and a poor
post,
or
manure.
Organic
maSporadic watering is often
fruit
setting also occur when
terial
will open up dense clay
the cause of tomato disease -- temperatures climb above 75
soils, improving drainage and
blossom end rot, for example.
at night. If erratic night temallowing air to move throughThorough, even waterings,
peratures are a problem in
out
more
easily.
however, encourage the plant
your area, you might try some
When
making
your
soil
to build a deep root base for
of the temperature-resistant
mix, remember that a dab of
strength against disease and
tomato varieties developed by
peat moss here and there
drought.
plant breeders.
won't
be
any
help.
To
really
• Nutrients Tomatoes
• Protection -Tomatoes
change
the
soil's
structure,
it
is
can also be fed with fertilizers.
are subject to a number of
necessary to-, work in the
Because soil types vary greatly
evils, including extreme temorganic matter to a depth of
all over the country, it is diffiperature changes, strong
six
inches.
Your
final
soil
mix
cult to give any one prescripwinds, hungry birds and anishould
be
at
least
one-third
tion for fertilizing.
mals, weed competition, and
organic matter.
a host"of pests and diseases.
A
If you've met the first five
EMINIMINICK
requirements, your plants will
J
,111
• he better-equipped-4e fend-for Ili!
themselves, but they will still
Buy 1 Hanging Basket at
need some tender loving care
Regular Price and Get the Second
and protection along the way.

We Also Carry Spas
And In Ground Pools

THE POOL SHOP, LTD,
4720 Reidland Road Ph. 898-3666
Key Bottom Road Mayfield Ph. 247 7529

. ,

_ ••••

•
---------

-

-— •

Sweet Allisum
Salvia
Adgeratum
Petunias Am coi...)
Snapdragons
Pansies
Vinnca
Dianthus 4P.11,1
Verbena
Lantana
Double Petunias
Glosia
Impatiens
Scarlet Sage
Marigolds
Tomatoes
Hardy Mums
Pepper Plants
Wax Begonias
Double Begonias
Ivy Geraniums
Seed Geraniums
Coleus
Bleeding Hearts
Peonies
Shasta Daisies
Asters
Fushias
Rhubarb Roots
Elephant Ears
Cannas
Climitus
Daliha Roots
"Crimson Fire" Geraniums
Scented Geraniums Patted Caladiums
Lilly of the Valley
Asparagus Roots
See The New Sunshine Impatiens, Gerber Daisies
Scented & Fancy Leaf Geraniums
Hanging Baskets Of All Kinds

You're invited to our Open House
&-6
4- to-5

Shirley Florist & Garden Center
500 N. 4th St.

••••

•••

•

at Half Price
Reg. S7.50 for 10" Basket

•••="

CountrWiZe Nursery
Mayfield Hwy.-Murray 753-3188

753-3251
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Spring home improvements add freshness
With the arrival of spring, eiterything gets topsy-turvy.
People peel layers of..clothes as the sun warms the air. All
the senses are aroused during the spring and the first thing
noticed is the immediate surroundings.

For people who do not
live in buildings regularly
maintained by a superintendent, the interior is the
least.of the two dilemmas.
Many times, more pressing
problems like,"How am I
going to fix that leaky
roof?" or,"Les the house
need a new coat of paint?"
take priority:
-

- You know that you have"spring fever"
The desire to clean everything,"spring fever," comes to
the fore after months of unconsciously leaning on walls in
the entranceway to remove drippy boots and shoes. The
"cozy" atmosphere in the living room and/or den, which
developed through the accumulation of books, magazines
and reams of newspaper,now seems at least a little cluttered and, perhaps, overwhelming.

inside or the outside, one
must order priorities of improvements as wen as establish budgets.
Often.'a- specialist is
called in to repair a specific •
problem area, be it the plumbmg, roofing, or painting.
But, for a variety of reasons, many home improve:
ment_ro_bs_are done by

"do-it-yourselfers."
_ The reasons why

Inside Of Out
Whether starting on the

a sense of confidence to do
in.
the job quickly and efficaConsider carpets
ciously prompt homeownOne major checkpoint is
ers to pick up paint brushes
to determine whether the
and rollers, remove storm
carpet or rug needs to be
windows and install insulacleaned; vacuuming doesn't
tion.
remove -deep down buildOnce the outside looks
polished,the interior must — upThis is
also a good time
be spruced up as well. Winof year to assess the decor.
dow shades and blinds are
Should the walls -be-re-pulled up and curtain _._ painted
? Should pictures
drawn to "let the sun shine _be
hung? •

Limited finances and

Murray Home & Auto
[:histnut Street
Murray, Ky.

(flu/Avarice)

Goes Easily On Your Walls!
Goes Easy On Your. Wallet!

Phone
753-2571

A Better Vacuum
Is Affordable

Monorail
Acrylic Latex House Paint
In Flat and Satin Finish

',Electrolux Rebuilt - 1 to 2 yr. warranties - $100 and

up

4.4

"Kirbys Many models to choose from - Kirby Classic

Model Only $135.00 - Kirby Traditions S225.00.
• Hoover Concept Two, power drive - has hand vac

IRUNESt

built-in, electronic speed control retails new $299.00
- ours is one month old $199.00
• Expert Repair on your vacuum at reasonable prices.

•

LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH

MURRAY VACUUM
201 N. 5th CENTER 759-4494

"
1 "a
Popular Colors
For MRS Rooms,
Malmo Rooms,
Bedrooms & Halls.

q98

• GAL.
Latex Flat Wall Finish

Don t pull off painting rooms because of money—when you
can get a paint this good at an economical price' This longlasting interior finish spreads on smoothly, dries quickly
and produces a rich finish Tools and hands clean up in soapy
water Choose white or pastel colors
Y-1
Sari"
Use

Our Finest Non-Drip Latex Fiat
For Walls and Ceilings

TRIIPTES'
.14 Imre
CS
1411te‘

Finish ter Kitchen and
Bath...Walls and Woodwork!

Ni ROW

1"

TRUMEit
44,ticose
[2
.
N litar.clipart

Special Latex Caulk

Seal cracks around doors windows sid
tng Dries fast Adheres securely Water
cleanup White
1861

1.11 it

Plastri

pp •,,,,•••

Custom Colors Higher

'

Custom

44 Illesreler Can
awl Pun Mills lea
FIN

Latex Flat

Supreme Sat-N-Hue Flat Interior latex is "Hie decorators'
choice"It's rich-as-velvet finish looks so good on walls, ceilings
and.trun Easy to apply with brush or roller. Won't dap because
of its Huck;Creamy formula One coat usually covers. Ones in
30 minutes Soppy bolter cleanup For primed or painted -plaster wallboard etc
• P

IOW

GAL.

Marvelestre

753-5371

Latex Semi-Gloss

Provides a durable, super scrubbabie finish in kitchen and
bath, for walls, ceilings and woodwork in even. room It s
smooth tightly seated finish resists steam. moisture and soiling
One cot usually covers Goes on issily, dries in lust 30 Minutes
leaves no flip marks, no pointy odor Water cleanup Same colors
as our latex flat

Industrial Rd.

•

4

Buchanan Feed

colors Higher

44 Colon

1
1.. 14ArnaNal

4.-

.
4 •••••4•0 4.•

pwSIei

-etc SI

Sat-N-live

goo

et.
.essansas
siesping'
\5

*

[PURINA!
(MOWS'

.44 -

•_
-7.
-.141,1••••••

Murray, Ky.

2tt
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Fertilizer Bulk Seed C.hesicols
There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about vs.

1 AilteN

•EM41
M
.
oft

11"
0 GAL.

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone .
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.

For primed or-paiTited exterior wood siding,
concrete blocks,
brick, stucco, asbestos cement shingles and
properly prepared aluminum siding use the flat or satin acrylic
paint The fiat
paint produces a flexible, "breather type" finish,
allowing moisture to escape and the satin produces a sheen
that sheds dirt
and dust readily
HPX/SHP
Weadwrall Glass Acrylic Nom & Trim. GHP GAL.
13.98

-

-

4.
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• Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sei's for Less • Wal-Mart Se .$ for Lass • w el Med Sells hat Less• Wel-Mest SeNs Io Less• WAiort Sells to Less •Wel-Mott.
i

II WAI:MART

3

Murray
Push Mower
03/
1
2 Horse power
022 Inch Cut
•Manual restart
*8 Inch tires
*Fully battled
•No. 3-22111x92

lawn &
:Patin

3
3

Reg 149 84

•

139.00

!,--.111111giala
1

idour

•VVith Bands.
•Great To Use As A
Planter For Outdoors
eReg 788

(
If *1

Small
Reg 88'

1

66°,

Sale
_ _Large
Reg 1 43 •

1

1

Safe $ 18
Tomato Cage
•4 Ring-4 leg-9 gauge wire
'Ring size
•42 Height •No 42-4

29 96
a

Save 10.00

Redwood Picnic Table & Benches
•6 feet in length ARedwood stained •
western whitewoods •Ineludes 2 benches
•Reg 39.96

0

•

1
PINE-BARK

Azaleas

Pine Bark
Nuggets & Mulch
0-

3/1.O

•

"

Bedding Plants

40 Lb. Peat
Humus
Reg 1 77

•Severill Varieties •
*Select Container Grown Stock
•Hardy Plants

1 C,

1.972Ga, 5.77
•

••

•
—Sr..
•
Hwy. 641 North
have we,/ olverleiedsleoh s stock However 0 due In any ustnutteeee
'Niece or. advetiteed 4ers•sdt ISIllet0e fp,asthma. WImie
.
411 SSp
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 4 Ras, Chsnlp on renssosIn. Ole noeu- harsh's. to be rotochesed at the isle
prof,
reeks
memorable
letter
evoodeble
drorot
you
*News.
st
a
a
or
or•
se•
Sun. Noon-6
4 I softens, rood in New
S..• We 11.44.1, the roulot In Wel 0.141•40.4,
,hos e 0
,
.d Thru Tu . Ma 1 OA,otoro
;Wry Sells let Lass 'Wel/Mott Sells for Less • Wei-Oloort Sells for Loss • Wei-Oteo Sells kw Less

•1
•
„

A missing shingle can be
replaced. A loose shingle
can be nailed. But a badlyworn roof requires reroofing. warns the Asphalt
Roofing Manufacturers Association.
Whet selecting a roofing _
material, be sure to choose
it on the basis of durability
as well as looks. Today's asphalt shingles, for example,
offer fire-resistanci, lowmaintenance, lasting protection and durability, as
well as attractive styling.

WAL-MART
• WeLMed SoNo leo Lass • Wei4Olort Soils hOr Lass
•Wei-baeos Sells hoo_v1

Many people- connect the
word "shrub" with some nondescript evergreen growing
unnoticed next to the garage.
But shrubs are much more
than that.
They come in thousands'of
varieties and various colors,
heights, textures and flowers.
As a result, one of these
"workhorses of the garden"
can fit in almost any landscaping.scheme.
Shrubs can serve purely as
decoration. A single plant of a
spectacular-variety,such as an
azalea, for example, can be a
centerpiece for any type of
garden. But shrubs can also
serve much more practical
purposes.
Carefully positioned shrubs
can help shape or define
spaces in a landscape. A
hedge, really just a line of
trimmed shrubs, is the best
example of this shrub use.
But less formal applications of shrubs can serve the
same purposes of directing
foot traffic away from or to a
specific area.
Shrubs also serve as camouflage for unsightly areas of.
a house or grounds. Areas
around trash cans, central air
conditioning units, even unusually high house foundations can all be improved with
judicious plantings of shrubs.
Shrubs can also protect all
or part of a yard from prying
eyes, wind, dust or noise. Besides the obvious increase in
privacy they bring, thick
shrub plantings can cut noise
by up to 20 percent and reduce dust by 75 percent.
Shrubs can even serve as
burglar protection. A tough,
thorny Variety planted under
a window will discourage ail
but the toughest-skinned
thief.
But be sure to plant the
shrub right against the building, otherwise- a burglar •47^
int-efier•erawand use-- the shrub as concealment.
When planting shrubs,
keep in mend that you'll probably want the taller varieties
behind shorter ones. Of
course, you can always keep
- (Coat'd ea page 7)
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Hot tub is attractive project
redwood provide yet another
cost-effective feature because, over the years, upkeep
will be minimal. The deck
can be sealed with semitransparent stain or clear water repellent. After that another coat may be needed•
every few years.
Natural qualities inherent
in redwood make it a logical
choice for outdoor projects
because of redwood's stabil- ity and outstanding resistance
to warping, twisting and
checking. Since there is miniHomeowners who have decided to install a hot tub in the
yard should give some
thought to the location of the
tub and an appropriate surrounding for it. If the tub can
be reached from the boule___
-without crossing grass or dirt
the tub will be. easier to keep.
clean. .Also, while using the
hot tub it is nice to have a
place handy to put books.
drinks or towels or just to sit
and dangle feet in the water.
A two level deck surrounding the hot tub made with B
Grade Redwood from Simpson Timber Company is a
practical, attractive and longlasting garden project. Simpson B Grade Redwood has

710.
e'r,

mal grain raising with redwood, barefooted hot tub users will find it easier on their
feet.
Redwood heartwood resists ,
decay and insects and is recommended for use in contact
with the ground or wherever
heavy moisture is a factor.
Simpson Timber Company
offers a wide - variety of
grades of redwood lumber
ranging from _clear 'all-heart
through rustic knotty and garden grades that blend perfectly into yard and garden.

both heartwood and sapwriod
with limited knots and other
natural or manufacturing
characteristics, For outdoor
(Cont'd from page 6)
• Spray at the first sign of
living projects B Grade can
taller plants trimmed low, if
disease or insect attack. To
offer an attractive, economiyou're willing to take on the
make the.job easier, use an
lugher. -tftraVn
friC—---0111UY "-TI-Ce-`11F-'Shrub
pricea grades.
Lighter shrubs should be
SPR AY-ETTE.. One economical. approach . planted
- Attached to your •gardenin front of their darker
is to use 1 x 3's rather than 2"
cousins to give a pleasing
hose,the SPRAY-ETTE holds
thick decking. To compensate
contrast.
up to eight gallons and can
for using the less expensive
Shrubs become firmly es— spray trees 25 feet high:
1" decking,.the framing can
tablished after .a few months
• Use sharp pruning
and are easy to care for. They
be increased to 12" on center
shears and use them correctly.
usually
require
no
special
rather than 16" on center and
• Pull weeds early. A threewatering and minimal fertiliza more economical grade of
inch
layer of mulch will mining..Here are a few tips for
lumber can be used for framimize weeds and keep _your
avoiding
other
problems
:
ing. This can be done wherplants healthier.
a Keep old leaves picked
• Be sure to remove, burn
ever the hot tub surround will
up;
or throw away all diseased
not be used as a heavy traffic - -a- they can harbor insects
an8 in fins. 8e sure_io
flowers or fruits. These can
area.
make a thorough cleanup beharbor disease spores that will
The legendary qualities of
. fore winter.
reinfect sour plants.

Shrubs...

burning fossil fuel and therefore is environmentally acceptable," Lawrence said.
The industry executive said
that at least a 50 year supply
of domestic natural gas remains to be tapped for use by
the nation's consumers.

-•
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LUELCOR
uviiw
Sek5(44
'LETS VS ROLF
‘/C44 WrnkYCLUZ.
1,41261.0114{
WICIOX

MURsexty
•All Sixes and
Varieties Trees,
Shrubs & Ground
Covers.
•Large Selection
Hybrid Rases.
• Landscaping
Svpplies Bark,
Edging,
Deco.
Rock, Etc.

90.844104•Professional Landscaping Plans For
Your Home Or Commercial
Business.
•Design And Build Fences, Decks,
Patios And Gazebos.
•Seeding - Sodding
'Leveling - Earthwork
•Planting And Shrub Maintenance
•Interior Plant Care Service

Natural gas suppliesnow are available
Ample supplies of natural gas
are currently available to
American consumers and can
be used to reduce U.S. depen-.
dence on foreign oil, according to the American Gas Association.
Gas energy supplies can be
----Increased by as much as 50
percent by the year 2000 and.
cOu1dThei -in nicking
-- toward energy independence
for this nation, the Association said.
Industry studies reveal that
not only does America have a
• current excess deliverability
of about 15 percent but also
• that the long term outlook for
gas is excellent. A.G.A.
President George H. Lawrence reported.
"From 1975. through 1982
(when the worldwide recession temporanly depressed oil.
and gas demand there was a
dramaticincrease in the drilling arkl-aevelopment of domestic natural gas resource's.
This has led to widespread
acceptance- --4--komaifaet
-natural iss-giiiilt-play an My-• •
portant part in this nation's
energy future.
"Natural gas is efficient
because it is piped directly to
the homes of 160 million consumers. It is the cleanest

-

f

-

SHRUBS CAN IX) MORE than just beautify your yard.
so keeping them in good shape is important. For examOr.
) shrubs can hide unsightly areas of your yard or
protect ground-level windows from burglars.

Plan Your Summer Comfort Now!

Special Spring Savings on
Summer Comfort:
And enjoy enemy-caving air conditioning efficiency for years to coma

•House Plants
•Perennials-Annucols
•Vegetable Plants
'Pots'Gift Items •
Wrapping
'Plant Care
Products

Now's the time to purchase a new high efficiency Trane or GE E xei,utive central air conditioner
We got a Special pre -season deal from Trane
and we want to share the savings with you
The Executive .it will help yOu save on energy costs versus older, less-efficient models You can
really be comfortable with the savings

Sowson polcAsoo nowt Sow on onorgy dna
•Two.toncondensing unit only. . installation extra. Call your local Trane dealer.

Randy Thorton Heating & Air Conditioning
802 Chestnut St. Murray 753-8181

JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY ,

7.
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{707 N. 12th Murray 753-1725
GE brand canna,
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Choosing new entry door should be with care

of ar
When planning the construction of a new home or
the remodeling of an old. one.
- the entry door should be chosen with the same care and

thought as floor coverings,
fixtures-, and appliances: The right choice can make the difference between an ordjuary.... _
looking exterior indTwarm

11•V•VNII•V V

VAVA .AVAVAVNA

20% OFF
Any Ornamental Or
Shade Tree In Stock

Countryside Nursery
Mayfield Hwy.-Murray 753-3188
A

AA

inviting entryway that will.
of wood makes every wood
Continue to say "welcOme"
door a one-of-a-kind masterfor years to come. In- truth,
piece.
the door
is the focal point of
In addition, homeowners
_
any entryway—the initial clue
find that when a door opening
to the personality of- the inis out-of-square wood doors
habitants and the first hint of - can be easily modified to fit
the home's decor.
making them particularly
Some important considersuitable for remodeling projations in choosing-an -entry
ects.
d6or are: type; size; energy
Western —hemlock and
efficiency; quality; and, most
Douglas fir doors from Simpimportant of all, Style. .
son Door Company are avail-.
-able in a wide sel.....tion of
elegant designs. Considering
Most entry doors are either
their quality, beauty and
wood or metal. For residenadaptability these re.ak wood
tial- construction the warmth
door are surprisingly affordand beauty of wood doors has
able.
made them the favorite of
hoMeowners everywhere.
An understanding of several terms will help in the seThe rich and unique graining
lection of a door:.
"Panel" doors consist of
(sCtlirt=ticaL members) and "rails" (solid cross
• members) with panels filling the spaces in beeween.
"Flusli" doors consist of

0,
004
1
tAS Gla

openings or to obtain a more
elegant entry, matching sidelights are available to comple9f_
_ "IF
panel doors.
Panel doors are commonly
Energy Efficiency
used for residences because
A few doors have been cerof the wide variety of designs
tified as eligible for the Enavailable. Panel doors can acergy Tax Credit. Simpson
commodate a vast a_rrgy_of_ Thermal French.doors(#500I
glass inserts and elegant carvand #5002) and Simpson
ing. The number of panels
WeatherBeater -Door qualify
can also be varied to achieve
for this. income tax credit.
-a-varietrof 11:001CS'.‘
The ThermaT—Fiench doors
Size •
have double panes of thermal
Size is usually no problem
glass and are 64% more enbecause door sizes are stanergy efficient than single
dard. However, on panel
glazed doors_of the same
doors the width of stiles may
type. The We,atherBeater door
vary and a t)uyer should be
is a - spedially constructed
aware that too narrow a stile
solid-core flush door with a
may limit the type of harddeeply embossed woodgrain
ware which can be used.
face.
_ Extra-wide-stiles-,on-Simpsirt-TheIe-s-fac-more-Ldt lust
International Stile.and,Rail
around a door than through it.
Doors accomodate even • the
Therefore, a good weathermost ornate hardware.
strip system should .be a part
To accommodate wider
(Cont'd on page 9)
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KEEP COOL THIS SUMMER
With A Fasco Paddle Fan
(With An Exclusive Lifetime Warranty)

Jo

CI6
At
1983
Sale
Prices

panel faces over a filifileW01i
• with a solid or hollow core.
Exterior-flush doors should
be "solid-core" rather than

The Perfect Accent For Any Home!
WE NOW HAVE TIFFANY LIGHTS
0
A0

••••••...„,„

,••

pp
iN.

Ill. FINANCING
AVAILABLE

44

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance.

9.8% APR Financing
Available

r:

4

There is a--Case tractor to fit
your budget
exaeropIos of"tenthly payments at 9.8
APR Ikeenelng for 38 orenths after a
2514 Ilhown goaymeoftt
On Amount
1ypic.s1 Mont/Milo bo Financed
Payments at 9.8 APR
312(X)
3861
51 48
20006435
2400
77 22
2800
9008
3200
102 95
3030
115 82

-

In Summer, The Quiet
Breeze From A Fasco Fan
Can Make A 78° Room
Feel Like 72° Allowing
The Air Conditioner To
Run At A Lower Level. s
s
Using The Power Of A
Light Bulb, Fasco Can
Save You Up To 40% On
Utilities! .

isoo

•

11141
(1
ildifpgp

1654 — 11004

McKeel-Eqvipment Co.
mummy _ 503 WALNUT — 753-3062

PADUCAH — HALM ST. — 4444110

esmgrvietwpw
x
•-•

•

••••.•••%.,.

"A, e`,,,

ES]

'10
OFF

'10
OFF
$ 10 OFF-ANY

FASCO FAN
WITH THIS COUPON
Limit
One
Per
Fan

s10

$ 10
OFF

90
OFF
OFF
Coupon Good Thru May12, 1984

_PICKENS__ SUPPLY
COMPANY Hwy. 121 Murray

753-6822
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New entry door...

10% OFF
May Lawn Spraying
Application of Fertilizer &
Broadleaf Weed Control.

(Cont'd from page 8)
of any door purchase.
found which fit in perfectly
with Victorian.. Colonial or
Style
other styles. Other doors can
Choosing a door to fit the
be chosen to give a hovel and
architectural style of any
_ honkis the eaciest and most, exciting eclectic look. to_a_
plain bungalow.
fun part of all. DoOrs can -be

Countryside Nursery
Mayfield Hwy.-Murray 753-3188
.6.&t\A. AAAAA A AAAAAAISAAAALALA.4.
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--Sfeek-contoured styling.

Fit

• Etra-terigth to really stretch otit.

G JOIN

• CO/Aarr- ed tikkresiS at each.end
..
• Three It/Hy-adjustable recessed
. .
Jacuzzi • Whirlpooliets. _
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Flowers and Vegetables
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Geraniums

,

4" pot
'89

In Stock Nw &
Ready For Delivery!.

Ar

Murray Supply

0
0

208

Main

Potting Soil

•

20 Lb. Bag

[FREE!
TIMER

$899
is

ENERGY-SAVING

4 cu. ft. _Bag

FROM HOTPOINT
WITH THE PURCHASE Of ANT
HOTPOINT AIR CONDITIONER
Offer bradawl-Hurry 4n'

Large Selection of Cemetery Flowers

Wile
‘14111"
2-11--i4

Floral

WtOINII°

01.!.

tV!

, 40-,
''----itmlin

Vase
,
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1101401i
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NOW'S THE TIME
TO MAKE A COOL HOTPOINT DEAL!

Hyponex'

Assorted Colors

753-33o1

CO.

All-Purpose

"Quality"

Sphagnum Peat '

E.

-- 5 YEAR
LIMITED WARRANT/

. .10,,,
q
.
.14,

PORTA-COOL"
AIR CONDMONER
SPECIALLY PRICED!
O 5000 BT U 0 7 5

Assorted Colors

-,14.4":•!% -CAII 4733

Cemetery'
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1
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,
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Early
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STARTS AS A VALUE
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Home Improvement Lawn IC Garden

1

The three "P's"are the key to painting
• -

III

IIII le II le •• NI

•QUARRY TILE .MARBLE
*CERAMIC TILE .SLATE
111

VISIT.OUR NEW
SHOWROOM
107 East Ruff St.
Paris, Tn.-38242- Open Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-4_ p.m.'

'

in

U

CREATIVE
TILE
DESIGN

•
•

644-1904

^

,•

•

Americans intent upon
adding a fresh, new coat of
paint or stain to their homes
this spring would be wise to
mind their Fs_ifaot their. - Q's,according to experts at
one of North America's
leading makers ofpaints and
stains for household protectiorr:- —
Planning Preparationand Product Selection are
the __t hrec--ke y Psrecom-mended to-hcialecivitterS byOlympicStain...a division-of
The Clorox Company.
Planning involves(1)taking a good look at the struc-

•,.

CERAMIC
•FLO9RS _
•ATACCS .
•COUNTER
TOPS

ssiossisio•

riInTinT211
i
#
---"s..-..#

‘6.•••••#.9

HEAD* ARTERS

\ Pittsburgh
1 Gilman
World
Galaxy
Salem
Philadelphia
Others
Congoleum
Armstrong

Paint
Carpet

Azrock Floor Tile
Hartco Wood Floors
Del Mar Window Shades

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORA TING r
•

--•••-•••••••

a

•

a

.

•

Ii
a

•

Vinyl

AAP

tranceway .
Stain experts,follow these
steps:
The end result of this
planning is to select house
Steps to follow _
and trim colors that suit
yunr -own-tastes- while• Inspect the structure
blending in with_y_airr
to find out what you're up
home's environment.
against. Look for peeling.
•
For added ideas, simply
discoloration bleeding in
_Draw a sketch.
drive around your neighthe wood, masonry cracks
- Before selecting the color - . bOr hood and stiltLYAKOW- _ and missing caulk...mildew.
talt'build-up and rotting.
other homes of-similar
for_your home, Olympic
st ruc.ture .and-.far male......_ Isolate-moisturc_probStain recommends that you
painted and stained, bsing
_draw a sketch of the house
leini Caused-b-y- rain;-snoW,
and try various color combis . this information to help you
frost or fog, which together
nations on paper. Refer to a • select the look that's right
cause the greatest wear on
for you.
snapshot of your house so
your
_ . outside surfaces. Rethat important details like
Once you have_yout
_ eaupla,_ all breaks in gutters and
trim are .noted.
downspouts, and cut back
preparation of your house
Re_mernbel that your clifor painting becomes vital.
t"-e--UM b-s-all-d -b-"Itesmate may influence your
whose touching leaves may
lf you have put off recolor selection. Light colors
be the source of your moispainting
toolong, you probreflect s.unlight, thus abture problems.
ably face some extra work
sorbing little heat.
in preparing the surface. On
• Remove old paint usDarker colors will soak in
the other hand,if you paint
ing a paint scraper and a
heat, perhaps an aid in
(00--soon-,-you.-ettim-end-up-- ---coatertlfinaTe-Cififfift ti fi
cracking.Per_ling.or buildup
with a thick build-up that
tics Light shades will-make
a small home appear larger.. .may eventually crack -or- -is evident, -AlwaysAveaF
peel
goggles while scraping paint
while dark shades will scale
from your home.
down the look of a larger
Before preparation, carehouse. _
fully.inspect the south side
• Clean the surface usof your home. which is subing water and detergent.
Single color dominant
jected to the most wear, to
with a carv.ash hose brush
Except for special cirdetermine whether a new
attachment, if possible. Be
cumstances. contrasting
coat is due.
sure to rinse thoroughly to colors should -not be used
assure proper paipt adheAnd
remember,
the
preequally. Only one color
sion later.
paratory
work
is
the
most
should dominate, with trim
6. Prime or seal bare
important part of your recolors used to-blend in with
before painting,espewood
painting job. Don't cut corsuch visual elements as
those spots you have
cially
ners if you expect your
• Chimneys. rooflines: winjust scraped and cleaned.
paint
job
to
last.
dows, doorways and en-,
You now are ready to
Then, say. the Olympic
paint or stain.
Product select jowls the
final and most telling step
#
0,
you'll take in giving your
home a new appearance and
added protection. Paints
and stain differ in many
ways; in chemical composition, in their intended use,
and in their reaction to various surfaces.
ture and design of your
home,(2) recognizing how
your home fits within the
context of your neighbor- hood ,--and(3). considering -the natural environment and
the climate in which you
live.

CiaAureksMot onitee
ss
Oertni
genter
—
Southside Shopping Center* Murray* 753-3321

'UMW

W

Selection of castings
Exterior house coatings
are either oil base or latex.
Latex coatings provide better color and sheen durability than oil base,are less apt
to peel and blister than
some other coats, and tend
to be faster drying.
Paints come in a variety
of sheens,from flat to satiny,the latter most often selected for use on trim.

Mes,geGriiums, aZaieas,
pettriGs,
rnaeigoIds,
exotic house plart,
ornamental trees, begonias,
han_ginA plants, impatienG,
vecialot plants, wan

-Hof

ant

nurseries_ and greenhouses
hwy 94eest, murray, Ky.

Linseed Oil
Linseed Oil wood stains
ampnparalieled in showcasing the true beauty of natu,
ral wood, whether in clear
transparent finish Or_11).any
number of semi-transparent
shades that add further
color and impact to that of
natural wood.
Linseedoil stains provide
protection by penetrating
and strengthening the wood
fibers. Olympic even boasts
. oil stains with weather
-acrectrchelrivreci to give
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at
ni
w,
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-Vs4)434-04114{4-****+t:f•
re-

cllaeyncy and resistance to
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• 1-he-variety of'Olympic
paints and stains phes
: American homeowner! a
Choice of beasty to suit any
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Maintaining your flower garden requires care
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By David lewell
they are shallow-rooted,
and fruit. Potassium
Shiritly Florist
and because they grow
helps
plants
ward
Where
the
and flower so actively all
disease and the effects of
maintenance of a healthy
season long, they need a
cold weather.
- garden is- etitibilied,The -- more constant supply of
Most plants need a
gardener's beat friend is
water than do _other
balance of all the major
a keep eye -If you watch
plants. The rule of thumb
elements. For this
your garden closely, if
is that they need an inch
reason, commercially
you look at the flowers
of water a week.
marketed fertilizers are
and the buds- And -the-- If the-heavens do- not
rated---artrOrding tif-the stems and the undersides
provide your annuals
amount of each that they
_of_ the _leaves at-least - with-the•necessary -Inch--- —contai
n.- MOst.flOwering
'once a week, you'll often
of water each week, you
plants do the best if the
be able to spot problems
will have to do so.
ratio is 1-2-1 or 1-2-2; in
before they get out of
The best time to water
other words, they need
hand. This hardly seems
a garden is the, early
twice the dosage of
like nect ssary advise morning of a sunny day.
phosphorus as they need
what is more appealing,
If you wait until mid-day
of nitrogen, with the
after all, than flowers at
when the sun is hot, you
amount of potassium
close range? - but I know
will lose much- of the
matching either one. The
many gardeners like to
water to evaporation.
reason for the low
hope.that the garden will
And if you wait until late
nitrogen percentage, is
take-care ofitself, which
in the day the plants will that nitrogen encourages
11 won't
-ga-iato-thea-evening-with --foitage-growth7anr1-11
Weeding_
met foliage, which is an - much calf—
result i71 lus-h
Many gardeners-con,- - open
invitation
to'
leaves at the expense of
sider this the dredges of
disease.
flowers.
gardening, and all too
FertilizatiOn
I add more fertilizer in
often they postpone the •
Plants need many
the spring. Justafter setjob until the flowers are
nutrients for good
ting out annual seedlbeing choked by weeds
growth.' In particular,
ings, we aedd a teaspoon
as tall as they are.
they need three elements
of commercial fertilizer,
My advise is to weed
in substantial quantities:
usually 5-10-5 or 5-10-10,
often, starting early in
nitroges, phosphorus,
in a ring around the drip
the season. Once a week
and potassium. Each
line. Before planting"
routinely, remove any
makes a Contribution• to
perennials and bulbs. We
weeds
that
have
a plants vigor. Nitrogen
add a dusting of bonesprouted. Remember' helps plants grow quickmeal to soil.,
that any plant including
ly and develop full
Deadheading
and
a volunteer seedling of a
foliage with good color.
Pruning
self-sewn plant, must be
Phosphorus encourages
Deheading is the.
considered a weed if it is
sturdy growth and aids
removal of dead flowers.
growing where you don't
in the rikning flowers
There are two reasons to
want it. If the weeds are
.v.ery close tor your
cultivated plants, use
one of the hand weeding
tools on the market to
• slice -the weed stem
. below the soil line. If you
Ito pull the weeds out
of this position, you are
apt to disturb the root
system of the plant you
are trying to grow. You'll
find that 'a warmweather Mulch will cut
down dramatically on
the weeding chore.
- Watering
In our section of the
country, the spring is
moist enough that the
gardeners need not
worry about watering
the garden. Of course,
plants must be watered
individually when they
'are set in.
But the task of watering a_, whole garden
doesn't
become
necessary until summer.
Plants vary in the
• amounts of water, they
need. Because their root
systems are deep and
water retentive. Bulbs
and perennials are usually able to withstand dry

do this. One is appearance.
Fading
flowers are not attractive, weather clinging to
the plants or cluttering
up the floor of the
garden, where they can
create an environment
conductive to pest. and
diseases. All plants
benefit from this proceduie and if the refuse
is composted the whole
garden is better for it for
years to come.
Another- -importantreason to deadhead is to
prevent plants from going to seed. In nature, the
production of flowers is a
necessary percedent to
the production of -seed.
and when- the plant
reIffee
"citiola _for
seed- produetiOn ireloto-s—
flowering and loses
vigor. .
Many annuals lose
steam -in mid-summer,
but can be recieved for
more blossoms if they
are out back as they
begin to look ragged.Cut
each flower stem individually, just above the
leaf node, when the last
flower is fading. This
procedure is more work,
but it leaves the plants
looking better than if it
were sheeted.
Another alternative to
either of these techni-

Southern States
Complete Line Of
Lawn &Garden Products

ques is simply to pull annuals from the ground
when they are no longer
attractive and replace
them with healthy,
young plants. In this way
the garden is always
young and fresh and in
flower.
Mhiching
By covering the soiL„
mulches serve several
warm weather mulches
keep the soil moist and
cool, conserve water, .
present a handsome appearance, and in the
bargain, cut down on
weeds.

-v-wm,7 4,
tylvv,virm
4)01
00N
a
4-1'A WAJA'AJ 3,

HI AA.A.4.444.
IP!

III

Buy Four 6-Packs of Flowers.
Herbs or Vegetable Plants and
Receive the Fifth 6-Pack

FREE!
III

Countryside Nursery

1

Mayfield Hwy.-Murray 753-3188 1
III AAAA n
•VVVTIFV,MAY.V-v, I
•
•
\
"A"AvAlLAvAlkAAvAiAAAA A A AAA- 4

V

V

I

...Mei ONE that lasts!

GIVE DAD AN ECHO
GASATRIMMER AND
WATCH HIM SMILE
Dad won't be
happy unless
you give him
an Echo
trimmer.

Vegetable Seed
Flower Bulbs
Complete Line Of
Herbicides
Bulk Fertilizer
Peat Moss
Bag Lime
Starks Fruit Trees
Bag Fertilizer
Insecticides
Jackson Perkins Roses

ECHO There is no
other trimmer With the
outstanding performance record and vast number of satisfie
customers like ECHO' Make Dad happy get him an ECHO
brand trimmer - don't risk a substint,
Starting As Low As

4495
FREE TRIMMER KIT
1

Model GT160

Home Imprgvement
Headquailers

ECHO

udh the purchase

t

a.01111.•

•

of an I,ho

trimmer reCene

5.

pad, Echo
1 y1.14, Mit 041

•(ine ft,_ supply of

SAVE

typlacement

uett,ng Yew • Safety- Goggle.
• ham Spark Plug

Paint
'Tillers *Fencing
Hand Tools
'Lawn Mowers

• prolonged drought, it
makes since to water
them: by all means res.
-pond if you see the
f011age wilting.
The plants to watch
- are the annuals because

We use either Woodchips, shredded pine.
barkor nugget pine
bark. Wood chips are the
least expensive of the
three,
and
also
handsome.
There
are
other
mulching materials that
are
either
readily
available around tit
yard or,_inexpensive to
purchase:
Our open house will
begin at one o'clock on
May 6th (the first Sunday in-May) and last till
five in the afternoon. We
would welcome you to
stop in and talk to us.

$2
580
_

Many other items to help
you around the home
INDUSTRIAL RD. 753-1423

Murray

753 84)1

•
iiroe•inkereocreaereac.r•e•-kore

.
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3-HP 20" LAWPIPMOWER
lotited declt hot 4 cunun; Itinghts
Features E R S Extended Rope
Store r poly t•lweels r011

Electric
hey starting,

•Ouly.Over your lawn

99900
Sale
11-HP TRACTOR
Turn a key and the Briggs a Stratton engine
roars to life 5-sdeed transaxle &ode
matches power to the job Safety reverse
cutout Switch 2 belt-driven blades cut a
wide 38-inch swath 5 cutting heights

llogipng ovoitoble
4481411010,.

299?J

5-HP TILLER

0111=M

•3 step chain'drive filler
•Br.ggs ond Stratton env', hos
Dual
headlights

ret•$rtd start
•14 to 26- path
•481 4026

.•••••.
•••••••

••••••••

•••ww.
"•••nn..••••••

•••••..
•••••iw..

149
%Or SALE

19?A?
LONG HANDLED
TOOLS
•Gorden hoe with
'
tiondre, 6r12"
blade.
*483-1962_

3 CU. FT.
WHEELBARROW

BROADCAST
.
SHPR
onEdA
iesDuEpR
to 60 lbs

•Tubulor steel frame
•Self-lubricating ;-iub
•492-1318 •

.
4-8 ft. path; rustproof
P492-15L6_

GARDEN FERTILIZER
•20-lb. bag.
•5-10-5 analysis
•492-0187

Lawn & Garden Sho
•Pine Bark 3 Cu. Ft.
Nuggets—Mini Nuggets—Mulch

*Azaleas
•Spaghnum Peat
•Potting Soil-Cow Manure
or Peat Humus

$2.99
1 Gal. size $2.97
4 Ft. sai• $6.69
40 MC

$1.88

Have you seen our assortment of beautiful
fruit trees and ornamentals?
Dwarf Apple (Red & Golden)
Delicious, Jonathan & McIntosh
Red Haven Peach, Dogwood (Red & White
Purple Leaf Plum, Yoshino Cherry,
Bradford Pear.
We can help you have a green thumb!

TOTAL HARDWARE
COaSttO Coast
Open.Mon.-Sat. II:30-9:00
Sun. Noon-6:00
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•1984 by Universal Press Syndicate

+or

•
Member of
Distinguished Achievements Awards Winner
'7

-

•

By BETTY DEBNAM

— In New Orleans on the Mississippi

•

from The Mini Page by Betty Debnam 0 l9$4 I'myeraal Press Syndicate

The 1984 World's Fair
"The
•

ftft.ftw.ft

7
1M--- •

World of
•

•

Rivers —
Fresh

4

Australia

Water as a

'ftftft.•••
•••••..

Source of
-

Life.
"This
is the

Japan

theme of the 1984 World's
Fair, which begins on May 12
and runs through Nov. 11.
New Orleans, La., the site of
the fair, is one of the busiest
ports in the world.

"ft•ftft.ft

It is on the Mississippi

A world's fair has entertainment, food, sports, music and exhibits from all over
the country and the world. Since this fair sjte overlooks the Mississippi.
riverfront, it also offers a wonderful view of the busy port.

River, our country
'
s most
important waterway.
imp
...it

'ftftma

•ftftft.f.
t

'aftftftft
'ft'•••

aftftft.

Most World's Fairs have tall towers as symbols. The 1984 Fair is different. As
this model shows, there will be a long, three-story-high "Wonderwall" that

•ftaftft•aft

stretches for half a mile.
V:itors who wander through
muM art fountains and more

"ftft.a.

this "fairytale mall" will find food stands, shops,
"ftftftft

Meet the fair's
mascot, Seymour D.
Fair. Jazz music is
very important to
New Orleans.

An "aquficade," or water show
with beautiful swimmers, will be
a big
attraction.

/ 11 1 1 1

•'.".ftftft
'
. aftftfta.
"ft•ftft.

1111H

•

Parades with floats will march
daily.

a'".ftftft.

iriv
Jim NI low
d,„
rm.
4411

t

•

_

•

•••ftft
.
4.,

The Wonderwall as it was being built:
The wall is made of a framework
-...-. •
covered with a lightweight plastic
material that is coated with a thin layer ---of concrete. The wall will be painted
•-='•-•"-___
Many colors. A monorail will run over
—
part of it.

efte...4••••

•

The riverfront stadium seats 5,500.
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Let's Visit Unusual New Orleans

•_••

Millions of tourists visit New Orleans each year. It is a very interesting city.
New Orleans is known for its fun, food, music and charm.

p.

The Fretae-h Quarter is-a -very .old
part of the ciO. It is famous for
its narrow streets and balconies
covered with iron grillwork.
Many restaurants, nightclubs,
bars, music halls and hotels are
in this section.

Kids enjoy eating hot dogs sold from
carts with the same shape. However,
New Orleans is much more famous for
creole cooking, a spicy mix of French
antiaSpanish
• recipes.
..

Mini Spy . .`

Lot
bro
the
an3
wir
froi

-New-Orleans-is a city that likes-to
have a good time. The biggest party
comes at the Mardi Gras(MAHRdee GRAH)season, when there are
many street parades and balls.

Some
members of
the black
community
form tribes
known as
Mardi Gras
Indians. The
little boy is
marching in
a Mardi Gras
parade.

•

(rumThe Mini Page by Betty Itebnam
C 19144 rniveraiii P'reas Syndicate

photos e by
Jackson Hill —
Southern Lights
Photography. inc

•

th(
abi
th(
New Orleans is famous for its Jazz, which
is special to the people there. Jazz is
played by some groups as they march to
funerals. The music can be sad or it can be
joyful.
BIM

MEI

SNP

INN

IMP •IN1

New Orleans still
has streetcars that
run in some parts of
the city.

Word to know
Creoles: peGple of Spanish and
French backgrounds whose families
have lived in New Orleans for many
years.

JIVE

Words about rivers are hidden in the block below. See if you can
find: RIVER, WATER,STREAM,FLOW,CHANNEL,BED,
BANKS, DRAIN, CURRENT, MUD,ROCKS, WIDE, DEEP,
WATERFALLS,TRAVEL, ENERGY, DAM, VALLEY,SWIM,
RAPIDS, HARBOR, DITCHES,TUGS, BOATS,SHIPS.

RAP I DSTCHANNE.LS
I BCBEDRA INTUGST
✓ FWATEREHARBORB
E LDNEFGNVALLEYO
ROCI KSTREA. MQRDIJA
HWJSWIMRCURRENT
TCHESGPDAMEVS
TRAVELMYNSHI PSW
D WATER4FAL.LSWI DE..

It's Mardi Gras se.Oon in New Orleans See if you can find:
•
• mduntain range
•coffee cup
•dustpair
•*Pipe
•tire
•sailboat
•spoon
•peanut
• No. 0
•toothbrush
• needle
•heart
word MINI
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TRY 'N
FIND

from The Mini Page by Betty Dolman.•1984 Universal Prams Syndicate

The Mardi Gras
carnival season,
with balls and
parades, starts
Jan.6 ad lasts
until about six
weeks before Easter.
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Pelicans

Oo dot to dot
and color
Seymour D.
Fair, the
1984
'World's
Fair
mascot.
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2
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MIGHT/
FUNNY
JOKES
.63

Peter Penguin: How _

do-you catch a unique
cat?'

61 "
a•
• •59
GO •
F4, SS
•
59

4

PAGE 3
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Mighty Funny:

Unique up on him!

514

t

53

44‘ (air.

.
S1
Mini Spy: What kind

.co

of kitten works at the
0
Louisiana's state bird, the
brown pelican, has one of
the biggest wingspans of
any bird in the world. Its
wings can measure 8 feet
from tip to tip.

E.
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LiCy •

•45

37
.

"lb

The Mini Page Map of the-U.S.A-. is a colorful 23-by-35-inch map that
includes state capitals, state birds and state flowers. For your copy,
send $3.00 plus 75 cents (postage and handling) to: Mini Page Map,
Universal Press Syndicate, 4400 Johnson Drive, Fairway, Kan. 66205.

THEY GRow A
COI OF RICE

•3 cups cooked rice
LOUISIANA
•1 cup cooked, drained
green Peas
. •1/2 cup sour cream
3 tablespoons
chopped pimientos
•1 teaspoon Salt
•1/2 teaspoon pepper
What to do:---1—-,
".••••—•—•%I Combine all ingredients- in a saucepan.'
2. Heat mixture, but do not bring to a boil.
Serves six.
Universal-Preas Syndicate
from The Mini Page by Betty Debnam 4$
1914

TU2E-LE

ilud 1111IN

What to say: "I can
cut this string in- two
and the mug will not
crash to the floor."
What to do: Tie a
string around the
SNI P
handle. Have
L. OOP
someone hold the •
empty end and
tie a loop-in,,the
string. Cut the
lo6p. The mug
will not fall.

tu Ht3,14(1 ,(21a$i kg

34
.3542.\
..41 .
39

Hanging Mug
Magic Trick

Of41,1 /14.4Jan

4.3 • 40 .39

3E:

MAGIC
""'sTIRICES
URA

•44

Mardi Gras Rice

0
A

first-aid kit!

943

Rookie Cookie Recipe
You'll need:

Mighty Funny: A -

from The Mini Page by Betty Uebnam •1984 Umveraal Press Syndics

When pelicans eat, 5,
they fly about 15 feet .49
above water. When
they spot a fish, they
dive headfirst into the
water, scooping up the;
fish into a large
pouch under their
.bills. The pouch
f
stretches to hold
about three gallons of
water. They squirt out
the water and
swallow the fish.

Red Cross? .

.
41

",••

1_,IIDDO

PEP
NE
GINN'S

Unscramble these words in
order and fit them into the
blanks to find Peter Penguin's
favorite part of the World's
Fair.
YALSP
DANBS
RIKNDS
TREAW
ODOF
•
DISER

,
1••••••

.1••11,11
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•sle

Nom flut•s!N Ampu 'poor;%/wpm.
wup'sputeq 't4R•id :s.u••••••‘..
from The Mini Page h

Betty Iliehnam C14M4 rniver•ril l'nena Synch,. ate
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FUN IN MURRAY
COMMIRCI UNTIL
••••10

3

1

ROY STEWART STADIUM

S'•

BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIREiNOUSI
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT K. JOHNSON THEATRE
tOVEtt AUDITORIUM

1

•

1.

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

Ky. Lake
Country Buffet
Saterriey Night 5:00-900 p.m.

Prog. Info
753-3314

Mew laded's:
Steum Boat Round Roost Beef cur,•ed on the
hoe, Southern Style Fred Chrcken Ky
Country Horn Spocy Borbecue Spore R.Ds
Ky Lake Catfish Asstd Vegetables Asst
Ky Made Cheese. Large Salad Bar and
Beverage

Murray,Ky.

THE MURRAY THEATRES

4.

•
‘%.

2

JOHNS
TACO
EVERY TUESDAY IS

Tr-•.• r

Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre presents

William Shakespeare's

IV

Taco Tuesday

1 11 11

2 Tacos

99c

_

Central Shopping Center
Across from the Stodium
—•

-s -k..."rw

PART
ONE

$850
Kenlake State
sort P

April 26, 27, 28 8 p.m.
April 29 2 p.m.
May 3, 4, 5 8 p.m:.
May 6 7 p.m.

for only
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• The-MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.
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